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Museum of Practical Geology.
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the Willis of Home with Artistic Masterpieces
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Director of Works, J. K. SAWI

THE HAMNET SHAKSPERE.

Alrea^Ij' published.

Part I. THE TRAGEDY of MACBETH. Price 2a. 6d.

Fart II. THE TRAGEDY of HAMLET. Price 3s.

Part III. THE TRAGEDY of CYMBELINE. Piice 3s.

Part rV. THE LIFE of TIMON of ATHENS. Price 2s. 6d.

Pai-t Y. THE WINTER'S TALE. Price 3s.

Completing^ Vol. I.
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ONDON LIBRARY.
12, ST. JAMES-S SQUARE.—Founded in 1841.

PATitOM—H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

PEESIDEKT—THOMAS CARLILE, ESQ.
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TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON,

itOYA.L IRISH ACADEMY.
lUISH FACSIMILES.

Just publifihetl in Facsimile, by the Royal Irish Academy,

''PHE BOOK of LEINSTER : an old Irish
JL 51 S. of the Twelfth Century, and now iu the Library of Trinitv

lul.iu. With lutroduvtiou, Analysis uf Contents, ond Index. Ry
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Use. KiuDuil.viiig Flain Direciioua for tljo workiDs of Galvanic

lijit.ries, Electric l^amps, auil liyuaiuu-Electric Mucaiues. By J. W.
tuguHAKT, C.li... Aatbur of "Electro I'laima." Edited by l". U. WltBB,

: CKOSJjr LOCKWOOD Si CO., 7, Hall-C , E.C
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FOIUilG.'j BOOKS AT IfOUEIGN PRICES.

ILLIAMS and NORGATE'S
FOHhlGN BOOK CIUCULaR. No. 94. Post-free, One Stump.

<-y, Ll-iESics, Urieutui auJ Euioi'eau Philylopy, Germuu and French

SCIENTIFIC BOOK CIRCULAR.
k3 No S4. Post-free, oneStamp. INaiuralliistory, Physics, Astronomy,

Covent-garden, London ; aud 20, Soulh Frederick-

No a^. PO!

4, Henrietta-s

Price 6d., by post Sid., the JUNE Number of

THE ARTIST: a Monthly Paper
Workers, Teachers, Students, and Amat(--urs in Art ; lor t
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Marron's
.boutKno cka:

t the ACADEilY HOUSE, 19, Dawsi 2t, Dublin, and

on or before Juxe S^th

> Llt, M-A., Secretuy.

Just published, crown 8vo, 7a. 6d.

INDIAN EAIEY TALES,
Collected and Translated by iIAI^^ STOKES.

With Notes by MARY STOKES,

And an Introduction by W. R. S. ISALSTON, M.A.

London : Ellis St Whixb, 29, New Bond-etreet, W.

Price 10a. 6J.
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STONES.

ScicntL6c OpLnion given as to GENULNEN'ESS, PURITY, and TALU&,

Gems and Precious Stones supj lied. Mouniint' undertaken.

BkYCB-WJUGHI, Minerul.igist and Expert in Gems and Precious Stonei

9J, Greal ilusseu-suect, Loudon, W.C.
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WM. H. ALLEN &, CO.'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

PRECIS of OFFICIAL PAPERS: being
AKstracts of all PtvrliamentnrT Rotiirns directed to be

Printed by both Houses of Parliament.

In MontUy Parts. Sabscription, iucluding postage, 32s.

per annum.
~

TWENTY-ONE DAYS in INDIA : being the

ENGLISH LETTERS.

NOTICE.—Now readyy large croivn Svo, cloth, price
95., ''FOUR CENTURIES OF ENGLISH LETTERS'': being a
Selection of Three Hundred and Fifty Letters by One Hundred and
Fifty Writers from the Period of the Paston Letters to the Pre^^ent Time.

Edited a7id Arranged by W. BARTISTE SCOONES.

LosDos : C. KEGA^f PAUL & CO., 1, Pateexosier Square.

PICKED UPintlie STREETS; or, Struggles
for Life amongst tbo London Poor. By Richjkd Rowr,
** Good "Words " Commissioner ; Author of " Jack
Afloat and Ashore," ic. Crown 8to, with Ten Dlnstra-
Hons, Cs.

A PLEASURE TRIP to INDIA during the
VISIT of H.R.n. tha PlilSCE of WALES, and after-

ward.'! to CEYLON. By Mrs. L'ocdet. Illustrated with
Photographs. 7s. 6d.

DESERT LIFE : Recollections of an Expe-

THE EYE-WITNESSES' ACCOUNT of
the DISASTROUS RUSSI.i^- CAMPAIGN AGAINST
the AKHAL TEKKE TURCOMANS. Describing the
March across the Burning Desert, the Stormin^r of Den-
peel Tep^, and the Dis.istrous Retreat to the Caspian.
Bt Charles Maevix. S%'0, with numerous Maps and
Plans, ISs.

OUR SCIENTIFIC FRONTIER. By
\r. P. Andrew, Author of *' India and her Xei^hboars,"
"The Indus and its Prorinccs," "Memoir on the
Eni.hrates Ronto," kc, &c., ic. With Sketch-Map and
Ar'T)L.'ndix, 8vo, Cs.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

NOTICE.—Now ready, THE EGOIST: a Comedy
in Narrative. By GEORGE MEREDITH, Author of " The Ordeal

of Richard Feverel." Crown 8i?<?, with Frontispiece, cloth, price Qs.

LoNDox: C. KEGAX PAUL & CO., 1, Paterxostee Square.

THE GARDEN of INDIA; or, Chapters on
Oudh Historr and Affairs. By H. C. Ibwix, B.A.
Oson., Benpai Civil Service. Sro, 12s.

THE CHALLENGE of BARLETTA. By

INDIAN REMINISCENCES. By Colonel
S. Df.we Whiti;, l.ito Bcnsnl Staff Corps. 6to, with
Ten PliolOi:,Taphs, lis.

DESTRUCTION of LIFE by SNAKES.
IITPnOPHOEIA, ic, in WESTERN INDIA. Bv an
Ei-CojtMissioSEE. Fcap., 2s. CI.

THE CONJURER'S DAUGHTER: a Tale.
By J. TV. SnERBB, C.S.I., Author of "'nTio is Maryf"
Illustrated. 5s. {^Nearly read"}/.

ROUND EUROPE with the CROWD. By J.
.MiOGS. Cloth irilt. 5s.

INDIAN INDUSTRIES. By A. G. F. Eliot

SIGNOR MONALDINI'S NIECE: a Novel
of Italian Life. Crown Svo, Cs.

KANDAHAR in 1879: being the Diary of
Major Le Mcssurier, R.E. [/„ the press.

THE LYRICAL DRAMA : Essays on Sub
iects. Composers, and £.\cculanl3 of Modern Opera,
iy H. Si-THEBiiSD EnWABDS. lln tlic press.

THE SHADOW of a LIFE: a Novel By
Dessie IlMci. lln th, press.

COLONEL GRODEKOFF'S RIDE from
SAMAECAND to UERAT. By CniRLr.s Makvix.

[/» the press.

A FEMALE NIHILIST. By Ernest
L.ivir..vi:. Tr.mMaicilby G. .«viui.KMVD Edwaeus

.
Un l/ie precis.

Loscox

:

WM. H. ALLEN & CO., 13, Waterloo Place, S.W.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.
MUDWS SELECT LIBEAEY v:as csfaUuhed in 1842, hi order (o meet theffroicing demand of

(lie age for a Higher Class of BooJ:s than could then le readily obtained on moderate terms from the

ordinary Circulating Libraries.

From its commencement the original pnrpose of the Library has been kept steadily in vieiv. The best

Books of every shade of opiniem, on all subjects of general interest, have been taken in large numbers—
Htmdrcds, and in some instances Thcniscmds, of Coptics of the Leading Works of cnry Season having been

placed ill circulation.

Great care has ahcays been taken in the selection of Baolcs to study the wislies of Subscribers, and to

make the Library, not only "Select," but comprehendre.

The whole Collection now exceeds One Million Volumes.

Additional Copies of all the Best New Works in History, Biography, Seligian, Philoso2ihy, Tranl

and Adventure, and the Higher Class of Fiction continue to be added as the demayid increases; and

arrangements are made ivith the hading Publishers for an ample suppily of all Forthcoming Books of

general interest as they appear.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.
Thhi Subscription allows of a Constant Snccession of the Kevrest Book^.

LOXDOX BOOK SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTION', TWO GUIXE:AS PEE AXXUM.
For the Free Dellvcrj- of Books in cvcrr part of London,

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM AND UPWARDS.
According to the ifumber of Volumes required.

Book Socifties and Literary Institutions sup])lied on Liberal Terms.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY,

Reviijed Lists of Works recently added, and Catalogues of Snrpltis Copies mthdrawn for Sale at greatly re<lucc<l

prices, are now ready, and vriil be forwarded postage free on application.

tSr- All the Books in Circulation imd on Sale at MTJDIE'^ SELECT LIBBASY may also be oblRincd, with the Icftst

possible delay, by all Subscribers to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BABTOlf AHPADE, MANCHESTER,
And (by order) from all Bookseller^ in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED),
N'EW OXFORD STREET, LOXDON.

CiTV Office : 2, Kixo Street, Cheai'Side.
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GEOSVENOR GAILEEY LIBEAEY
NEW BOND STREET,

NOW OPEN.
AVAILABLE FOR BOTH LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

COMPRISES AX

English and Foreign Circulating Library,
Pi-oviclecl with all the Best and Newest Literature ; a

LIBEARY or VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC;

A Reference Library;
HEADING, WRITING, AND NEWB BOOMS,

Sup]3lied with the Daily aud "Weekly Joiiruals ;

LADIES' DRAWING ROOM,
DINING AND LUNCHEON ROOMS, SMOKING BOOM,

And all the appliances and comforts of a FIRST-CLASS CLUB.

Subscription to the Circulating Library {
ONE GUINEA

Subscription for Club Membership .-........----{ "^"^^r^E?^^
Subscription for Club Membership, together with Six Volumes delivered free from the i THREE GUINEAS

Circulating Library ) l"^''
^^nnum.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIBERS—An Annual Subscription of Five Guineas entitles a Coujitry Siibseriber to Fifteen
Volumes and the use of the Club for himself and one other member of the Family.

SUBSCRIPTIONS CAN COMMENCE FROM ANY DATE,

The Directors beg to inform the Subscribers to the Circulating Library that a constant endeavour will

be made to provide a punctual and ample supply of all new works of interest and authority ; and in order to

carry out this intention efficiently, they must rely in some measure upon the co-operation and assistance of the

Subscribers themselves, it is notorious that a large number of new books of a wholly trivial character are now
put iuio circulation, for which there is no real demand, and the publication of such works is in many instances

only rendered possible by the system upon which Circulating Libraries have hitherto been conducted. The
expenditure upon \\ orks of this class will be strictly curtailed, aud the funds will be applied as far as possible

to the i)urchase and circulation of books of a higher order and a really popidar character, such as the majority

of readers arc anxious to obtain upon the date of their publicntion. The Directors trust by this means to

render the Circulating Library, in the truest sense of the word, select, while they will seek at the same time to

avoid the kind of interested and arbitrary censorship that has been found alike vexatious to authors and
the public.

All the Books in the Library are available for Subscribers, withotit distinction as to amounts of Subscription.

Full details of Subscriptions, both for Town and Country Members, on application to Mr. C. ALLEN,

the GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY {Limited). 135, New Bond Street, W.
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MISS BROUGHTON'S
KEW NOVEL.

sow r.EADY, AT ALL LIDKAPJES.

SECOND THOUGHTS,

RHODA BROUGHTON,
Autl;or of " Red as a Eosc is She,"

" Good-bye, Sweetheart," &cc.

2 Tols., crown 8vo.

THREE NEW NOVELS
AT ALL LIBKAEIES.

4to, doth, iirice 30s.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOE OF " ROBIN ADAIR."

ALAN BERING. By the Hon,
Mrs. FErnEii';To:,-inrr.n, Author of " KilcoiTan,"
" Robiu Adair," ic. i vols., crown 8vo.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " L.YDY GRIZEL."

IN HER MAJESTY'S KEEPING.
By the Hon. Lewis "U'ixgfield, Author of " My Lords
of Strogue," "Lady Grizel," &c. 3 vols., crown 8vo.

'* The author has given us a novel that surpasses any of

Ilia former efforts, and that is saj-ing a gi'cat deal.*'

Grajihic.

BY Tp:"E AUTHOR OF " UXCLE SILAS."

THE PURCELL PAPERS. By the
late J. Sinitinvx Ln Fam-. Autlmr of "The Ilonso

by the Clmrchyara/' "Uncle Silas," ^c. 3 vols.,

crown 8vo.

" They display great literar}' vigoui* and cli*amatic power
Of a high chifis.'"—Graph ic.

** Mr. Le Fi , 1
"

"""
1 n jieculior—an almofiit unique

—

faculty fill weird and the romantic. His

fancy had i
-''^ amongfit themes and images

of terror, yt I
i

> lm invest them with a romantic

charm which L-nuca m > v, rung over his readers an irrcbis-

tible fascination."

—

JJatiy Setvs.

UNIFORM EDITION.

The Novels of Mrs. Hent7 Wood.
To be obtaiued at all Booksellers*. In crown svn, clolh,

price Gs. each.

EAST LYNNE. (9,5th Thousand.)

THE CHAXXINOS. (:!.-,th Thnu.san.l.)

MRS. HALLir.rKTOX'.S TROUliLE.S.
TIIK JIASTKI; of GREYLAXD.S.
VERNKR'S riilDE.
WITIII.N tl.r MAZE.
LADV ADELAIDE.
BE.S.SY KAXE.
ROLAXD YORKE.
LORD OAKBURX'S DAUGHTERS.
SHADOW nf ASIILYDYAT.
OSWALD f'RAY.
DEXE HOLLOW.
GEORGE CAXTERBUEY'S WILL.
TRKVLVN HOLD.
MILDRED AKKELL.
ST. MARTIN'S EVE.
ELSTER'S EOI,LV.
ANXE tii:i;kford.
A LIFE'S SIOCKET.
RED C(HIRT FARM.
ORVILLF, OOLLEGE.
PARKWATER.
EDINA.
rOJlEROY ABBEY.

LONDON

:

lUCIIARD BENTLEY & SON,
NEW BURLINGTON BTREKT,

PubUshcrs in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Qucon.

VOLUME XL

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
BRITANNICA.

EDITED BT

PROF. T. SPENCER BAYNES, LL.D.

Illustrated with numerous Engn I Wood and Steel.

rnilfCIPAL COSTEATS.
GOUT. Dr. J. O. AFFLECK.

GOVCKNMENT. Prof. E. K0BEKT505.

Gr.Al'L'ATIOX. JAMES BLYXU.

GI^AII.. THOMAS ARNOLD.

GltAMMAK. Kev. A. H. SaYCE.

GUANITE. F.W. KUDLER.

GIl/VSSKS. Dr. H. TBIMEN.

GRAVITATION. K. S. BaLL. LL.D.

GKEEfX—
GEOORAPUT. Jons KAE.
HISTORY, i'rof. JKBB. U.F.TOZKR, and J.DorfALDSOK, LL.D.

LANODAOK. Trof. A. S. WlLKINS.
UTERATCUf. Prof. JEBB awl J. DONALDSON, LL. D.

GREEK CHUKCH. Prof. LiNDSAY. D.D,

GREENLAND. ROBERT BBOWN, Pb D.

GREUZE. Mm. PATTISON.

GREY, EABL. E. J. PAYSB.

GREY. LADT JANE. 'JAMES GAIRDJTEB.

GULMM. HENBT SWEET.

ORISONS. D. W. FRESHFiELD.

GROSSETESTE. Rev. H. R. LUARD, D.D.

GROTE. WILLLAM SMITH, D.C.U

GROTIUS. R«v. MARK FATT150N.

GROUSK. Prof. A. NEWTON.

GUANO. Prof. A. U. CHCRCn.

GLTCCIARDINI. J. A. STMONDS.

GUILD. Miss L. TOCLMIN SMITH.

GUISE. ICev, G. W. KlTcaiN.

GUIZOT, HENRY REEVE. C.I3.

GUM. Dr. J. bXORER.

GUN-COTTON. FRED. A. ABBL, C.B.

GUN-MAKING AKD GUNNERV. Col. E. MAITLAND, K A.

GUNPOWDER. BlajorW. U. WaBDELL.

GYMNASTICS. Dr. H. A. HUSBAND.

GYROSCOPE. JAJIKS BLYTH.

HAl'IZ. Prof. E. H. PALMER.

HAGGAI. Prof. W. ROBERTSON SMITH.

HALO. F. E. SAWTEIt.

HAMILTON, SIR WILLLVM. Miss E. HAMILTON.

HAMILTON, Sir W. ROWAN. Prof. P. G. TAIT.

ILVMMER. .Prof.C. P. B. PHKLLEV.

HAMPDEN. Prof. S. U. GARDISBB.

HANDEL. F. HUEFFKR.

HANNIBAL. Rct. W. J. BbODBIBB.

HANOVER. l>r. E. JUNO aud JamES SIME.

HANe^E.VTIC LEAGUE. It. Lodoe.

HARBOURS. Thomas Stcvenson.

HARUO.VIC ANALYSIS. Prof. J. CLERK MAAWLLL.

HAROLD. E. A. FREEMAN, D.C.L.

HARP. A.J. HirKINS.

HARVEY. Dr. P. H. PYE-SMITH.

HASTINGS. WAKULN. J- S. COTTON.

HASTINGS, MARyniS or. Principal Sir ALEX, GRANT, Dart.

HAWAIIAN I3LANDS. J. Y. JOHNSON,

HAWTHOKNTi. B. H. STODDARD.

HAYDN. F. HPEFFEtt.

HAVDO.V. W. M. ROSSETTI.

HAVTI. J. D. f n.uiri.iN.

H AZLITT. KKIIAUD GaRSETT.

ni;.\Kl li|--i.A-l >. IT. G. W. BALFOUIt.

in \| ir I -M W I M lAM THOMSON.
Ill , 1 I

. I, I .TOLAS UALTON. CB.

nil I \
I

\' I \ I AND LITKRATUKE. an'] UrUKEW:^,
I

1 I- N h, |i > 1111 . I'rof. W. R. SMITH.

HM.ri.. W. WAi-LAn:, LL.D.
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LITERATURE.
Six Life Studies of Famous Women. Bj
M. Bethara-Edwards. (Griflith & Farran.)

For such a work as this professes to be there

is plenty of scope, but, unfortunately, it is by
no means free from faults that could have

been easily avoided. In the lirst place the

people whose careers have been selected for

comment are not in all cases persons of suffi-

cient interest or importance to call for notice

nowadays, when every avemie is crowded by
really remarkable women. Of the half-dozen

sketches gathered into the volume two at

least relate to people in whom the reading;

world will take little or no interest, and of

one only can the subject be styled " famous."

The initial position is very appropriately

assigned to " Fernan Caballero ;
" but Miss

Edwards has contrived to compress so many
mistakes into the few pages she allots to the

renowned Spanish novelist, and has so signally

failed to furnish any fresh information about

her, that readers possessing any acquaintance

with the subject may be deterred from further

perusal of the volume, or, at the best, pre-

judiced against it. And this is the more to

be regretted because "Fernan Caballero" is

not only deservedly famous, but is, also, a

woman about whom much of interest has

been said, and about whom much that is

interesting remains to be said. " Fortunately,

in each case," says the authoress of these six

sketches, " material is forthcoming for a

biography on a small scale ; and if the portrait

is a miniature, at least we may congratulate

ourselves that the likeness has been preserved."

Material for a sketch of " Fernan Uaballero
"

is readily obtainable, and she has been

so frequently written about of late that

an average amount of research, one

would think, might have enabled the

authoress of this " Study " to avoid the errors

into which she has fallen. While in some
instances these mistakes may he attributed to

a want of knowledge of the subject, in others

they are only explicable upon the ground of

undue haste. The article upon " Fernan
Caballero," indeed, exhibits every proof of

hurried execution, if not of hasty conception.

More leisurely perusalof her proof sheets would
certainly have prevented Miss Edwards—to

cite one instance out of many—assigning only

seventy-seven years of existence to " Fernan
Cuballero," after she had not only furnished

dates of birth and death antagonistic to such

a statement, but had even, in a previous

page, given the age correctly. Dates may be

deemed of minor importance in studies of

character, but it is far better to ignore them
altogether than to bewilder the reader by
piisstating them. But more important errors

abound in the sketch—errors that completely

stultify its utility. " Fernan Caballero's
"

birthplace is not the matter of doubt
Miss Edwards supposes ; she was born at

Morges, in Switzerland. Her mother was of

Irish parentage, her father of German ; and

that she was so familiar with her paternal

tongue need not have excited surprise seeing

that it was in Germany she was educated and
not in Spain. No one acquainted with the

position of literature in the Peninsula, of a

few years ago at least, would have expressed

astonishment at the fact that the works of

Spain's greatest modern writer had to be pub-

lished at the expense of royalty ; nor have

imagined their publication certain to prove a

lucrative matter.

With much of what Miss Edwards says of

"Fernan Caballero's" literary capacity we
can cordially agree, without, however, going

to the extent of deeming her " the most
natural writer in the world," but must blame
her critic for not affording the reader any
specimen by which to form a judgment of

the heroine's capabilities. There is so much
material to be gleaned from the works of
" Fernan Caballero " to interest and charm
that the sketch devoted to her might easily,

in the experienced hands of Miss Edwards,
have been made the most attractive in the

whole series, but, as it is, it is the most dis-

appointing.

The account of Alexandrine Tinne possesses

much greater novelty for the public. The
romantic career of the self-willed young
Dutchwoman who sacrificed relatives, fortune,

and finally life, in her craze for African

travel, forms a fascinating story well worth
the telling. Beyond occasional paragraphs
in the papers little has been told in England
of the adventurous lady traveller, although
German journals have kept their readers in-

formed of her doings. This sketch of Miss
Edwards has, therefore, a good raison d'etre.

The account of Madame Pape-Carpantier,
the French educational reformer, is also the

history of a woman whose career should not
be unknown in this country ; and although
her adventures possess neither the romance
nor the strangeness of the preceding heroine's,

they are much worthier of attention from a

social point of view. The appliances for

aiding youthful study, and calling forth the

latent intelligence of the young, which were
so advantageously used by Madame Pape-
Carpantier, may not always have been original

with her, but she was often, when not the

inventor, the first practical manipulator of

them. Her philanthropy was genuine, and
er methods of organising its suggestions

excellent.

Mrs. John Herschel's fascinating Memoir
of Caroline Ilerschel has supplied the material

for another of the sketches in this series ; and,

although Miss Edwards's abridgment furnishes

no fresh information for those who have read

the work whence it is derived, for those who
have not had that pleasure it will prove
extremely interesting — in fact, the most
attractive in the whole volume. The life of

Caroline Ilerschel affords another of those

numerous but seldom publicly known ex-

uiiples of devoted women who sacrifice every-

thing for another's happiness. Inspired by
that noblest, purest, most unselfish of all

afTections, a sister's love, she willingly and
unrepiningly subordinated all her hopes and
aspirations to the promotion of her brother
William's welfare, working for him and caring
for him with all the combined ardour of
mother, wife, and devotee. Although the
story of this true-hearted woman and indus-
trious astronomer has been so recently told

in extenso, i\Iiss Edwards is certainly justi-

tlel in placing her interesting abridgment of
it before the public, in a form so readily

accessible. 'I his bright little memoir pre-

serves a noteworthy example, not, perhaps,
of what woman should be, but of what
woman can be, and has been.

It is somewhat difficult to divine what
induced Miss Edwards to attempt a re-

suscitation of the irretrievably forgotten

Elizabeth Carter, the erstwhile noted trans-

lator of Epictetus ; the acquaintance of " the

great Dr. Johnson," and the detester of
" the principle displayed in Mary Woolstone-
cratt's \_sic'\ Riglits of Women." In the

eminently respectable and commonplace exist-

ence of this fortunate old lady there is really

nothing calling for comment. Nor is there

apparently anything remarkable to record of

the last lady of the series save that it was her

good fortune to have known Charles and Mary
Limb. The authoress doubtless retains an
affectionate remembrance of her aunt, but

beyond an excuse, if such were needed, for

the introduction of some interesting and
characteristic letters by Coleridge and the

Lambs, Miss Matilda Betham's history

scarcely appears to call for record outside the
limits of her own personal circle.

The idea of this work, although necessarily

not original, was a good one; but the plan has
not been worked out with the care and finish

that might have been expected from the literary

experience and past work of Miss Betham-
Edwards. However, the volume will probably
circulate among a class of readers not dis-

posed to be too critical, and by it may be
received with ungrudging favour. As a
present for girls it may be safely commended, y"
tor, while it contains much to amuse, it is

|)erfectly free from any drawback of a non-
literary character. Johx H. Ingram.

The Pii'shto Manual. Bv Major H. G.
Ilaverty. (W. H. Allen "& Co.)

Major Raverty is at once the oldest and
the best authority on the language and
literature of the Afghans. Many years ago,
when these subjects were almost tabooed for

English officers and other officials, and were
ignominiously left to Russians and Germans,
lie published his great dictionary of the
Pushtu language, his Grammar of it, and his

Translations from the Poetry of the Afghans,
which latter work, we do not hesitate to say,

was one of the most valuable contributions ever
afforded by any individual translator to an
understandinz of the character and literatureof

any people. These works have stood the test of
time and criticism ; and if any man is

entitled to publish a handy manual of the
Afghan language, that man is Major Raverty.
Circumstances are very different now from
those in which he first published his monu
mental works. In no respect have tliose

works been superseded or substantially
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iu^jroved upon. Some time before there was
auv word of our preteut movement upon
Ai'ghanisiiui, some knowledge of tlie Afghan
language was required from Deputy-Com-
luifisioueri; and other officers in the trans-

Indus district, or at least they were en-

couraged to acquire such knowledge. Now,
of course, the demand for tliis knowledge is

greater than ever ; and especially for the

Afghan language proper, as distinguislied

from tbe dialect of the Indian bordej-, which
is so much corrupted by Panjabi and
Pcshwaii provincialism?. The representation

of Asiatic soutwis and words in English is in

such a state of confusion at present that Mnjor
Kaverty might have indicated more clearly

the system which he follows in doing so, and
tbe more so as (rightly or wrongly) the
day is past when a practical smattering of a
language will allow any clever officer to pass
an examination in it. There is an old story

in the Bombay Presidencj- o( a young Irish

subaltein who managed, about fifty ye^rs ago,
to get through his examination in Hindu-
sthani on the strength of his answer to the
searching question as to what he would
say to his servant if he wished his horse
placed under the shade of a tree ; the answer
was that he would go under the tree himself
and say, '^ Gltora idhur lao"—"Bring the
horse here"— and this proved so satisfactory

that he was immediately passed in the lan-

guage. Not a little of our Indian empire was
built up on a linguistic basis of that kind. But
something more is required now, and, at least,

an intelligible pronunciation to begin with.

The giammar of this Manual occupies about
a third of it, and is valuably compre.-sed. The
next section, occupying about a fifth of the

volume, is of more doubtlul value, being
Aesop's Fables turned into Pii-ihtu, with the

English in parallel columns. Tliis comes
under the heading of "Exercises and Dia-

logues," but it is not very good for either.

Aesop's Fables turned into Pushtu might be
useful in a manual intended to instruct

Afghans in the English language, because the
fables would hit tlie Afghan humour, and so

give an interest to tiieir study of English.

For Euglifhmen wishing to learn a little

Pushtu this section is not well selected, and
seems to have been put in because Major
Raverty had previously published a trau--

lation of James's Aesop into the Alglian

language. The tliird seotion—that of Idiora-

atical tienteuces—is more likely to be useful,

but might have been better. As it is, it

affords some amusing sentences which it is to
be hoped the English student will not try to

put into use. If we get rid of the platitudes

of the old Guide Books to Conversation in

French and German—such as " How do you
find yom-sclf to-day?" "I hope you find

yoursell a little better"—we have decidedly
more dangerous, though quite as useless,

idiomatic sentences.

" I saw Farid while ho was beaten." " I beat
KhiXW. 1 gave him such a beatmg that he will
remember it." " Do not act like an ass."
"That is a very pretty girl." "I understand
that thou art in love with Nasir's daughter."
" This boy is very bashful." " Those maidens
are very modest."

If the British subaltern in Afghanistan is

to engage himself largely in such idiomatical

exercises, I should strongly recommend him
to pay, at the same time, serious attention to

those more vulnerable points of the human
body into which the Afghan has been trained

to suddenly insert his knife. It only remains

to add that about a fifth of the volume is

composed of an English and Pushtu vocabu-
laj-y, of which an obvious fault is that too

many Piishtii equivalents are given for the

English word witiiout sufficient indication of

theii' sliades of ni'^aning. On the whole, this

is a useful Manual; hut, like many other

works got up to meet a special demand, it

might easily have been improved.

Andke'w Wilson.

The Religions of China : Confucianism and
Taoism described and co^^lpared with
Christianity. By James Legge. (Hodder
& Stoughton.)

There are few people better entitled to speak
on the subject of the religions of China, more
especially of Confucianism, than Dr. Legge.
His knowledge of the early classical literature

of Ci)ina has been gained, as ho tells us, by
an intimate study extending over nearly half-

a-century. Not only is l;e thoroughly
acquainted with the texts, but he has drunk
deeply of the wisdom which the native com-
mentators have brought to bear in the
elucidation of them. Ou the other hand his

long service as a clergyman in China must
have given him endless opportunities, by
means of observation and discussion, of com-
paring the faiths which he sought to overturn
with that which he offered in their places.

From both sides, therefore, he is able to

approach the question of a comparison between
the religions of China and of Christianity at

a manifest advantage.

There is naturally a tendency among mis-
sionaries to be so much impressed with the
pre-eminent superiority of the particular creed

which they profess over all others that they
have no room even for consideration for the
beliefs of the people among whom they are

sent. Not being Christians, they are outcasts
;

and just as to a man standing on a mountain
peak the lower ridges of the hill are undis-

tinguishable from the plain below, so too
often the missionary fails to recognise the
varying degrees of moral culture observable
among the peoples of the non-Christian world.

From this iailing Dr. Legge is exerajit

;

indeed, as was made plain at the recent mis-
sionary conference at Shanghai, there are

some who are inclined to accuse him of a
leaning towards the opposite direction. But,
however this may be, all students of the
Chinese classics must agree with him that,

from the earliest dawn of their history, the
Chinese were as a nation worshippers of one
supreme God. In one of the first chapters

of the i^huh'nj wo are told that the
sovereign Shun (:22oo-2207 B.C.) sacri-

ficed to Shang Ti, or God ; and throughout
the whole work we have constant references

to the same form of worship, coupled, it is

true, with rites of a less purely religious

nature, but still preserved as a memorial of

the monotheistic faith which they had received

from their ancestors. In later times, and
under the sway of degenerate sovereigns, this

worship was neglected, and in the time of

Confucius it was little more than a tradition.

As a matter of ceremony, it received the

support of the Sage, but he never rose to the
level of the religious faith felt and expressed
by the heroic characters of the Shukinj.
After his day, many centuries of religious

darkness settled on the land, and probably at

no period has there been so marked a revival

of the primitive religious worship as during
the last two dynasties. A consideration of
these matters forms the suhj-ct of the first

two lectures in tlie work before us, where
they will be found carefully worked out ia

all their bearings on the religious, political,

and social conditions of the people.

In the third lectiu'e Dr. Legge treats of the
more thorny subject of Taoism, but, as his

object is to compare it as a religion with
Christianity, he is led rather to regard its

later developments, produced by its contact

with Buddhism—its polytheistic worship, its

doctrine of purgatory and hell, and its super-

stitions and sacrifices—than the original

teachings of its founder, Lao-tsze. To such
beliefs the Tao (eh king, the one work of

Lao-tsze, lends no countenance. It contains

nothing which can strictly speaking: be de-

scribed as religious, but merely embodies a

politico-ethical system, in which the " old

philosopher" gives "vent to a heart-searching

protest against the literalism, hypocrisy, for-

mality, and scholasticism of his time."

The comparison, as instituted by Dr. Legge
in his concluding lecture, between Christianity

and Coufucianisiu and Taoism, brings out

into strong relief the incomparable superiority

of Christianity as a religious system. The
difficulty is rather to find any points of

agreement between them', and an examination

of the few beams of light which might
have illumined the religions of China shows
them to be but murky rays which, distorted

by vain imaginations, mislead instead of

guide, and darken where they should shed
brightness. Robekx K. DoUGL.iS.

Tlte City of Dreadful Mght. By James
Thomson, (lieeves & Turner.)

Readeks of the Academy will remember the

interest which was excited by the publication

some six or seven years ago in a little-read

periodical of " The City of Dreadful Night,"

extracts from which appeared with comment
in our columns. The republication of the

complete poem with others of earlier and
later composition is very welcome for more
reasons than one. The poems comprised in

the volume range over twenty years, and do
not quite fill ten times that number of pages.

Now nothing can be more certain than that

it is for tbe soul's health of English poetry

that tbe present deplorable fashion of rapid

composition should come to an end. In other

days, when a poet had produced something

that was liked, he did not think it necessary

thenceforward to he delivered yearly of a new
volume. Considering especially that the

)>oets who make money out of poetry nowa-

days may be counted on one hand, this haste

of production is nearly as inexplicable as it is

lamentable. Eviden'tly Mr. Thomson has

escaped the contagion, and, in the case of a

poet whose work was so favourably received

as was " The City of Dreadful Night," this ia
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something to compliment him upon. The re-

sults, as well as the mere fact of this reticence,

justify the compliment. Tlic present volume

of verse is an unusually interesting one, testi-

fying, indeed, to a certain lack of range in the

author's thought, and to a concentration of

his ideas upon certain riddles which the wise

indiflerence of the wise is apt to leave un-

atterapted, but singularly melodious in ex-

pression, dignified and full in meaning, and

bearing witness to reading as well as to

meditation. " The City of Dreadful Night

"

is, as may be readily apprehended, the abode

of those who, seeing no hereafter, fret them-

selves at the prospect or, rather, the lack of

it. The author justifies himself beforehand

against the warning /xt) kiVci Ka/iaptVav. He
writes, he says,

" Because a cold rage seizes one at whiles
To show the bitter, old, and wrinkled truth

Stripped naked of all vesture that beguiles.

False dreams, false hopes, false masks and
modes of youth.

Because it gives some sense of power and passion

In helpless inipQtence to try to fashion

Our woes in living words, howe'er uncouth."

Mr. Thomson's words, however, are by no
means uncouth, as this stanza and, still more,

the following will testify :

—

" For life is but a dream, whose shapes return,

Some frenuently, some seldom, some by night.
And some by day, some night and day : we learn

The while all change and many vauLsh quite,

In their recurrence with recurrent changes
A certain seeming order. Where this ranges
We count things real. Such is memory's

might.

"

This is good poetry and good philosophy.

We cannot follow the lugubrious visions of

the seer, the most powerful of which perhaps

is that of a great cathedral, whither everyone

presses and enters wit'n a pass-verse, each

describing some occupation of civilised life,

and all ending with the refrain " I wake from
day dreams to this real night." The congre-

gation are addressed by a preacher who
announces blank atheism to them, and requests

them to be comforted thereby, which as a

rule they fail to be. The poem ends with

two descriptively allegorical passages of ex-

treme beauty, but unfortunately too long to

quote. The one is a vision of a sphinx and
an angel, who face each other, undergoing
metamorphoses as the spectator gazes, so

that the angel, at first armed and winged,

loses his wings, then hb sword, and then
falls prostrate at the feet of the unchanging
sphinx. The other is a description of the
MeJencoUa not unworthy to be inscribed as

a legend under the print itself.

The smaller poems give not merely bulk
but variety to the book, and relieve Mr.
Thomson from the charge of seeing all things
in black, though they display for the most
part a certain inconsolableness. " Sunday at

ilampstead " and " Sunday up the River "

have cheerful passages in praise of love and
whisky. "Life's Hebe" is an allegorical

poem of cansiderable beauty, telling how the
golden cup of life is received, rejected, or
misused by those to whom it is offered ; and
"The Naked Goddess " has something of the
same moral. Some smaller and directly philo-

sophical and religious poems please us less, and
indeed it must be confessed that the deter-

mination to preach occasionally possesses

Mr. Thomson with undue strength. His

" Lord of the Castle of Indolence" has the

drawback of being conceived and written in

a key and a language utterly different from

those of Thomson's masterpiece ;
and the two

Browningesque poems, "A Polish Insurgent"

and "L'Ancien Regime," are not very

successful. But it is exceedingly rare to find

a volume in which so large a number of the

pieces contained have a distinct and individual

poetic attractiveness:. Mr. Thomson suffers,

as we have said, from a want of range in his

verse, and also from a certain lack of spon-

taneity, in which he by no means stands alone

nowadays. Sometimes, but rarely, his

language is not what it might be. For
instance, "tenebriously " is a form which
we cannot possibly consent to. But,

as a rule, no objections on the ground

of scholarship can be brought against

him. The eclio of the pulpit drone is occa-

sionally obvious—a drone which is terribly

frequent in modern poetry, and which is apt

to sound in the critic's ears very much as

that of lo's gadfly did in hers. However, we
have endeavoured to preserve our own equa-

nimity, and indeed the pleasure of reading

Mr. Thomson has decidedly the better of the

pain. That he has what somebody once

called a fine gloomy imagination is not con-

testable, and, fortunately, he is not always

given up to it. His book, if it were ever

possible to induce Englishmen to buy poetry

except as they buy wine—not because of its

Ejoodness, but because of the name of the

seller—ought to be widely read. The two
passages which we have already noted as the

gems of the book are too long to be quotable,

and we must content ourselves with a sonnet

in addition to the stanzas cited. Thouc;h not

of Mr. Thomson's best brand, it is sufliciently

characteristic of his thought and style.

" A KECtJSANT.

" The church stands there beyond the orchard
blooms.

How yearningly I gaze upon its spire,

Lifted mysterious through the twilight glooms,
Dissolviug in the sunset's golden tire,

Or dim as slender incense, morn by morn.
Ascending to the blue ami open sky.

For ever, when my heart seems most forlorn.

It murmurs to me with a weary si^h,
' How sweet to enter in, to kneel and pray
With all the others that we love so well.

All disbelief and doubt might pass away
;

All peace float to us on its Sabbath bell.'

Conscience replies, 'There is but one good rest

Whose head is pillowed upon truth's pure
breast.'

"

The volume closes with some translations

from Heine, modestly called "Attempts,"

and really as fair endeavours at the impossible

as we have seen. On the whole, the interest

and the attraction of the volume are of the

most considerable, though we cannot help

wishing that Mr. Thomson had read Shak-

spere more and Leopardi less. Byronism was
bad enough, but Leopardism would be some-

thing to shudder at.

GeOKGE SAINTSBrRT.

Indian Fairy Talcs. Collected by Maive
Stokes. (Ellis & White.)

In modern times a science has grown out of

collections of stories made in many lands,

chiefly by grown-up people. " Grown-ups,"
as they are styled by a young lady who may
herself grow up if she lives long enough, are

apt to forget that they ever were j-oung.

But some who are old may yet remember how
they thought long ago. Old boys and girls

and childish creatures will find in this col-

lection something to remind them of days
when the world seemed full of wonders—so

full that nothing was too wonderful to be
real or too strange to be true. A bright, fair

child who was bilingual, and her dark at-

tendants, lived in India, as such human crea-

tures do everywhere, in worlds of their own.
They had their working life of prose, and laid

it aside to live a life of fancy. They had a
bodily and a mental existence as all have who
live and thiuk.

" Grown-ups" have their waj's of thought

;

children and nurses have theirs ; and they

differ materially. Statesmen and members
of Parliament, merchants and shopkeepers,

mathematicians and muddle-headed mortals
;

all who have ceased to be fed and tended,

think for themselves :—about daily food and
monej% and how to get them ; of seats, and
how to win them ; of ladders, and how to

climb, so as to get the better of somebody
else. Children and nurses, like the rest of

human creatures, aspire. They hope to rise,

to grow up, to come out, to win prizes at

school, prizes in life, and after it. "Promotion"
is the desire of mankind, and " cometh neither

from the East nor from the West." The
simple, be they young or old, have no limit

to their ambition. According to the religious

creed of Buddhists, any man may be promoted
by his own merits, and rise in his next birth

to any rank on earth or elsewhere, to return

to live a Buddha, and attain the end of felicity

in repose. But Buddha was a reformer of an
older Hindu religion, which yet survives in

India. Nursery tales told by Hindus and
other simple untaught natives of India are

human, to begin with ; and their mainspring
is ambition and hope. But their possibilities

of promotion are boundless as the native

creeds. There is nothing incredible in a
monkey prince, who is a man, where whole
lierds of holy apes surround temples ; and one
of the gods of these shrines is the chief hero of

the best-known popular epic. Hanuman was
an avatar of Vishnu, and wore the form of an
ape. To a child nothing is improbable or

impossible, so a Hindu story is as charming
as anything real: even as that " Pons," which
delights Pundits, is a fact though an abstrac-

tion.

This book of stories, in the estimation of
the writer of this notice, is as precious as any
case in the British Museum is to any seeker

after material facts. It is a genuine bit of
mind ; as genuine as a sidereolite, and as rare.

Nothing is between the reader and the story-

teller but the clear glaze of a child's simple
words, and the gentle hand of the wise
"mother" who wrote them down and sorted
specimens which her child gathered.

Let all students of human thought who
care for childish stories look at this collection,

for it is one of the'truest that ever was printed.

To it Mr. Ralston has added something
from his grown-up workings in the chemistry

of stories. It is something to know how
stories are chissified and where they have been
found ; that they, like the atmosphere, are

made of divers materials which surround the

world. But it is pleasant to breathe the
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fresh air of the Simla hills and remember
the merrr days when we were young, and

lireatlied ignorantly and enjoyed it.

For Pundits the work of Mr. Ralston has

the value of the skilled labour of an artist in

this sort of work. As it is, this little book
is about the best of its kind, according to a

collector of popular tales in Eurasia, east

and west, and at Benares and elsewhere in

India. J. F. Campbell.

Desert Life : Recolleciions of an Hxpedition

in tlie Soudan. By B. Solymos (B. E.

Falkonberg), Civil Engineer. (W. H.
Allen & Co.)

Desert Life will exercise a mysterious fasci-

nation on persons of an imaginative turn.

From the very title-page it possesses what St.

Athanasius is reported to have regarded as a
necessary divine attribute—it is incompre-
hensible. What is the meaning of sucli an
arrangement of appellations as B. Solymos
(B. E. Falkonberg), Civil Engineer ? Is it one
civil engineer or two engineers '? And, if one,

is he to be preferably addressed as Solymos or
Falkonberg ? Our own impression is that the
two names are intended to designate two
separate manifestations of Kyrios-Herr Soly-
mos-Falkonberg. Just as scholars separate
the "Mosaic" revelations into Elohistic and
Jehovistio traditions, so it is possible to trace
the woik of the Hellenic Solymos as distinct
from the Teutonic Falkonberg in Desert Life.
Speaking in the person ot Solymos, the author
quotes " iomelets with spoils from Patro-
logical folios," declaims "sparkling sand-
spouts " of metre by " the ostrich-hunting

Squire-Bi.*hop of Ptolemais," or whispers
Anaereon's views as to " Big Spiders," talks

of " argic begging," admires Sir Noel Paton
in Prof Blackie's Greek, and supports every
opinion with a reference to the Septuagint or
Josephus. It is under the irresistible impulse
of his Hellenic impersonation that he writes

on camel-back (p. 277j:

" Is this amble not glorious I Wing away then
faster still : as you like, my winged supreme
fcteed ! I cannot resist forcing contortingly
something classical on this rush, this blaze.
* Soft-footed Lydian [Libyan], over pebbly
Hermes [Desert] hie theo' AuSc [Al^u] TroSa$pe,

Tro\ij\^T](piSa irap' "Efifiov [fp-ii/xov] (piv-y^iv [Herodot.
Clio, ooy

It is not so much in quotations that we
detect the author in his German character

—

though he does now and then break his para-

graphs with a few lines of German verse, and
asks, Wliere is the German Fatherland?—as

in the Teutonic qualities of his style. His
manner is not, )jerliap.s, what Mr. Matthew
Arnold would call " the grand style," but it

is certainly grandiose. He has a fine way of
collecting ejdtliets and piling them on "the
back of some devoted noun till it totters with
its dijgnity ; he prefers long words to short
ones he is devoted to parentheses, especially

with square brackets ; and he is indifl'erent as
to the meaning to be gathered from his collo-

cations of words. It is a great charm about
this book that it contains such opposing
elements as the Greek and the German. If

the author has not been able quite to throw
himself into the Hellenic spirit, he has at

least been lavish in Greek type j while in

German he has been eminently successful in

catching the Teutonic alllatus and the Ger-
man period. It would, however, be unfair to

give the author the credit of inventing this

plan of a double manifestation, which con-
stitutes the main attraction of his work.

It is difficult to convey any definite im-
pression of the nature of this wonderful
book. If it be not irreverent, we would
suggest that this is perhaps a first instalment

of those immortal " Typical Developments "

of which only a few precious fragments have

as yet been revealed. In stjie and in the

wide reach of the subjects Desert Life bears

a close resemblance to those fragments. The
author begins with what he calls " Dreaming
by the Way—A Fantastic Beginning," and
tells us about the " Jove-sprung river, panting
under waves five or six feet high," the
" fine old gentleman—parental Nile," whose
" teeth—the venerable massive columns and
other colossi—are damaged," though " that
little furrow in his features, the crocodile,

forbids mockery "—until, by his own admis-
sion, he is " startled " (very unnecessarily) by
reaching

" That point where sense and dulness meet,"

and so awakes, quotes a little Tasso, and
introduces us to " Book I., chap. I., para-

graph i." This first chapter is entitled
" climatic Experiences," and consists chiefly

of selections Irom readings of Fahrenheit's

thermometer. The Soudan, where the author's

desert experiences are laid, appears to have
been very cold at the time he was there, and
he says that though snow " does not lay

"

(sic) there, ice and frost are recordtd—in

the Psalms apparently, as well as in other

works. He is much excited about the electric

condition of the beards of his fellow-engineers,

and we learn on this occasion what he under-

stands by poetry. "A poet," he says,

"might describe this electric phenomenon as

combmg out the last fire drops after the long
past shower of hot dry light. This is that
weather during which at night horses and lions

shake stars from their manes, and whip off

with their astrifex tails the terrified flies, or a
scorpion" (p. 15).

Mr. Solymos is full of these imaginations.

His poetic fancy is ever carrying him out of

sight ; but it is no wonder he soars when
he tells us
'

' our soles wore on embers, or rather our feet

wading in a sand furnace. I sometimes felt

as I did one night when lost iu the brands of a
fresh-burnt reed prairie in Hungary — the
sparks I kicked up with hot boots from imder
the soot at every step making me think of the
shining nails in a black velvet cotEn "

(p. 17).

He is not, however, always in the poet's fine
frenzy. Sometimes it is the frenzy of despair,

as when he is suffering from the Khamseen
winds.

"In desponding moments one would call this

state a plague, during which each serpentine
current of the air is hissing forth darting
projectiles in the form of precious burning
glasses of transparent sand globules or shrap-
nels bursting into heat-gorged salt particles.

Under a clear sky, with cool northern winds,
the pointed particles are mere wild oats of

youth, or feel like snow-pelts from children"
(p. 19).

A long journal of this description, "Aug. 9.— 106", Pleasant wind," and a notice of.

" the restless wallowing of the deozonising
samum," bring this account of the climate to
its much-desired close.

Book I. composes six other chapters, on
" Sky and Ground," " Wells and Thirst,"
"Vegetation," "Animation," "Large Animals,"
and " Small Creatures." Of course a man
cannot live for any time in the Soudan with-
out having something to say about common
desert objects and sights, but it is scarcely
possible to imagine a more useless collection
of words than ^ir. Solymos has heaped around
the various subjects he pretends to discuss.

^^ hat, for instance, is the use of a section like
this :—(the voice of)

"THE FEOGS
we heard, after some rain, in a billowy,
rocky plain, sprinkled with torch ends of grasses
by way of vegetation. They must have had a
long epeU of tropical torpor—proportionately as
much as Edmond About's resuscitated mummy
in L'llommt a VOrtille aissie."

That is all we are to learn about frogs.

Scorpions are more fully treated, especially

the author's personal precautions. " Our
usual matitudinal [«/<] brushing was supple-

mented by our brushing with the pencil of

our visual rays even the interior of our sleeves,

pockets, and the like" (p. 118). Another
section begins thus :

—" The Big Spiders.

It is a species of Galeodes." None of these

sections or chapters contains anything ap-

proaching to scientific notes, and the general

reader will not find them amusing unless he
has a very keen sense of the ridiculous.

The chapter on " Animation," however,
cannot be dismissed without separate and
emphatic notice. It contains some of the

choicest specimens of- style in the volume.
Leading us through the " wonders of nature "

up to animal life, the author tells us how
" the fitful tumble of tremendous deluges

periodically tears and drives along the gaping
brute rocks, and groups and drills the stupid

fragments from meaningless heaps into de-

signed channels "
(p. 86) ; and then bursts

into a rapture about animation and " the

next sublimation "
:

—

" Inherent aspirations of the soul themselves
sublimate through ages, and nations, and
families, till they, in their due seasons, emit
the phenomena of disinfecting and gladdening
odour-puffs (let me call them) distilled from the
hearts and brains of prophetic poets, who have
grown exalted during a life of crushing suffer-

ings, which would have dwarfed, gnarled,

blighted, putrefied, and rendered contagion-
spreading, more stubborn because coarser
souls" (p. 87).

Mr. Solymos calls this, and much more of the

same kind which follows it, " poetic ecstasies."

We are tempted to regard it as manifesta-

tions of Mr. Ruskin in a weak brain.

Most readers will probably be amply satis-

fied with the ])erusal of Book I. ; but those

of an inquisitive disposition will rejoice to

learn tiiat, in our author's words, " the best

of the recreative joys are still untasted, and
the amu.-ing toys still unpacked;" or, iu

jilain Eiiglii-h, there are two Books more,

treating (nominally) the one of " Men

"

the other of "The Caravan." These are

designed after the pattern of the first book.

There are the same weighty sentences ; the

same quotations from the Greek Testament

—

varied, however, with one from " that noble
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athlete, the present Archbishop of York,"

and another from " that learned Sybil, Miss

Kogers ;

" a murder of Browning (on p. 279)

to match that of Herodotus quoted before
;

the same indifference to space and subject.

Mr. Solymos says ho has put his whole heart

and soul into the work, and the admission

almost disarms criticism ; but one may
express the wish that he liad put his heart

and soul into a smaller compass, or, at least,

within the bounds of grammar. When an

author himself confesses that he is " full of

characteristic angularities like a cluster of

crystals," and that his words " may seem
the weariness of inane roars," the reviewer

has little to add. S. L. Poole.

CURRENT THEOLOQY.

The Camhri'lge Bible for Schools.—Si. Luhe,
edited by Canon Farrar. (Cambridge Univer-
sity Press.) The. Commentary for Scho'ils, edited

by Bishop" Ellicott.—Si. Luke, by E. H. Plump-
tre, D.D. (Cassell, Fetter, Oalpin and Co.)
The all but simultaneous appearance of these
two books, in their respective series, provokes a
comparisou between them. The second is sub-
stantially a reproduction of the St. Luke in the
larger "Commentary for English Readers"
under the same editorship, but completed by the
insertion of notes where in that work references
to theother Gospels sufficed, and carefully revised
throughout. Of the two, Cauon Parrar's is the
more instructive and practical. The small
compass of the book restrains the luxuriaut
verbiage that is the weakness of his larger
works, and oonfiaes the Talmudioal illustra-

tions, which, as in them, he is fond of giving,
to such as are really relevant ; and a student of
any age might use the volume with the sense
that he was really learning from it. The chief
fault is the constant desire to over-translate—
to ciU attention to. grammatical minutiae
which deserve a passing notice in reading the
Greek text, but which it is useless to try to
impress on " English readers." Prom this Dr.
Plumptre's Commentary is free ; in other re-
spects it is not so much less valuable as less
adapted for its purpose; e.g., on iv. 20, a
student wauts to be told what a very subordi-
nate official the " minister " was, rather than to
have a gloss supplied on ver. 22.

T!ie Genesis of Eoil, and other Sermons. By
Samuel Cox. (C. Kegan Paul and Co.) Though
described on the title-page as " mainly expo?i-
tory," these sermons have the character and
object which is, of course, the proper one for
sermons—they aim at inculcating on the hearers
the preacher's ideal of the religious life, and at
commending to them his views of religious
truth. And as they are genuine sermons, not
ashamed of being so, and written to be preached
rather than to be read, so one must pronounce
them very good sermons— suggestive even
when not convincing, and marked by a manliness
of tone and a candour in recognisin? the facts
of human nature which are the qualities gene-
rally desiderated in modern preaching. Still,

the author is hardly as much in his element as
a preacher as when he seeks to be an "ex-
positor" only. For one thing, he is very much
hampered by the assumed necessity of inter-
preting in harmony with his universalist
theology the passages from the New Testament
which appear to contradict it ; and, for another,
he is not free from the weakness of moral
judgment to which universalism is supposed by
its opponents to lead. No one, indeed, would
charge Mr. Cox with underrating the distinc-
tion between holiness and sin : but it may
fairly be thought that he underrates the distinc-
|:ion between saints and sinners—that he forgets

that there have been men whose religious life

was habitually on a higher level than that of

the average chiirch- or chapel-goer, and that

between them and ourselves at our worst there

is a difference which, even if we do not hold it

to be really infinite, at any rate is vastly

greater than the difference between our own
best and worst, so that their experience may
supply models, but hardly illustrations, of ours.

Studies in Religion under German Masters.

By J. Frederick Smith. (Williams and Norgate.)

The title of this thoughtful little book de-

scribes its contents very accurately. Having
matured his own religious belief " under
German masters," he eives us " Studies " of the

views of the men who influenced him—Sebastian

Franck, the liberal mystic of the age of the

Reformation, Lessint;, Herder, Goethe, and
Heinrich Lang of Zurich. These Studies were
made, he tells us, "when the writer was in

more than general sympathy with the thoughts

and aims of his masters ;" but he not onlv to

some extent examines their doctrines while

stating them—he adds at the end an " Estimate

of Results " " written from a position of greater

independence." Both sections of his plan are

very well executed ; the small compass of the

book is a proof both of the thoroughness and
familiarity of the author's knowledge of hi^

"masters" and of his skill in summarisine
their teaching. And whether the "estimate"
his readers or theirs may form of the masters'

"results"—their contribution to the final

form of religious thought—be the same as Mr.
Smith's own or not, it will probably be felt by
most that he looks in the right direction for what
is needed to supplement them, that he is right

in recognising that the first test of the true

religion is that it shall give a raison d'etre to

devotion. And he very properly argues that,

when men, whose religious system did not give

one, were yet devout, the conclusion is, not that

their devotion was insincere or rested on self-

deceit, but that their system answered imper-
fectly to the conditions of the problem which
they rightly recognised.

Hehraisms in the Greek Testament, exhibited

and illustrated bij Notes and Extrads from the

Sacred Text. With Specimens of (1) the Influence
of the Septuagint on its Character and Construc-

tion ; (2) the Deviations in it from Pure Greek
Style. By William Henry Guillemard, D.D.
(Cambridge: Deighton, Bell and Co.) An
edition of the Greek Testament exhibiting—by
means of altered type or other distinguishing

marks—every Hebraism, every phrase derived
from or dependent on the Septuagint, and,
lastly, every deviation from classical Greek
through the natural degeneracy of the language,
would be a contribution to Biblical study of un-
questionable value. Such would seem to have
been the original design of Dr. Guillemard, .and

it must be regretted that it has not been car-

ried out in the present work, which, as he
himself points out, is of " an incomplete and
fragmentary character." The text of St.

Matthew as previously edited by him is here

reproduced entire ; but the remaining books of

the New Testament are represented by the

merest notes, in which no attempt is made at

completeness. In the event of the original

design being resumed, we would suggest that

everi/ Hebraism, however often it may recur,

should be noted ; or, at any rate, that some
uniform rule should be observed, which is not

here the case. And why should not the quota-
tions from the Old Testament, wherever they

nearly correspond with, or seem to be derived

from, the Septuagint, bo printed in the uncial

characters which are here adopted to intimate

the influence of the Alexandrine version? The
book, imperfect as it is, will be very serviceable

to the student who will take it iu his hands to

accompany his reading of the Greek Testawent.

The English- Greek Testament ; uniting the
Precision of the Original Greek with the Text of
the Authorised Version. By Thomas Newberry.
(Bagster.) What is English-Greek ? It is, ia
this case, the English text of the New Testa-
ment interspersed with a variety of ingenious
litflo marks designed to enable the reader,
with the aid of a key, to determine at once the
grammatical structure of the original and give
its proper force to each word or combination
of words. In order to test how far it is possible
to accomplish this object, and how far it is of
use when accomplished, let us take a single
example. Matt. ii. 7 :

—" Then Herod, when
he had privily called the wise men, enquired of
them diligently what time the star appeared."
We do not reproduce the marks, but will faith-

fully report. "When he had," then, is made,
by means of connecting hyphens, to appear as

one word, and "called" as a separate word;
whereas, in the original, " when he had called

"

is one word. The reader also understands that
" when he had " is an aorist participle, but can
think as he pleases about "called." In the
original, "enquired diligently" is one word, but,

in consequence of the intervention of " of

them," is not here so marked. " Wise men," on
the other hand, miiht have been noted as a
single word, but is not. "Appeared," the
reader perceives, is in the Greek a present

participle, but does he really gain anything
by having this pointed out to him ? We are not

making any complaint of the book on the score

of accui-acy, and, though our example chanced
to contain one oversight, we have not lighted

on move than one or two others. There is,

indeed, abundant evidence of great industry and
cire, and our only doubt is whether they have
been usefully applied. The marginal notes are

decidedly the best part of the work ; but will

the Greek words now and then introduced ho
of much use to the mere reader of English-
Greek ?

L(i Verite e.hretienne ei le Doute moderne

:

Confe'rences donnees a Paris pendant I'Exposition

universelle, 187S. par la Socie'tt- de Londres pour
la De'fense du Christianisme. (Paris: Sandoz,
and Pischbacher.) This volume, which is edited
with a Preface by M. de Pressens.'-, represents a
series of lectures by eminent French divines
delivered during the Paris Exhibition at the
suggestion of the Christian Evidence Society.

Some of the lecturers, notably MM. de PressenstS

and Godet, have probably as wide a reputation

in this country as in their own. The lectures

are characterised by all—and even more than
all—the French clearness and lucidity of style.

They are throughout temperate in tone and
competent in treatment. It is perhaps worthy
of note that in France the theory of evolution

seems to meet with more uncompromising an-
tagonism than it would here in England. For
instance, in the better sort of English apolo-

getics there would hardly be found such a
description of it as this :

—

" L'Si'ohition, c'est-ii-dire un mouvement sans cansa

et sans objet, hasard dans sou principe, fatalito

dans ses resiiltatg, et qui oublie d'expliquer seule-

ment ces deux choses : la pensee dans mon esprit et

la liberie dans ma conscience."

Tet M. Doumergue does not stand alone in this

view of evolution. Even M. de Pressens^ him-
self seems to be scarcely more qualified in hia

opposition. Probably much of this state of
feeling is due to the influence of M. de Quatre-
fages.

Church Comprehension and Christian Ee-union.
By J. E. Pretyman, M.A. (Longmans.) In
a short volume, of which the first part appeared
in substance last year in the Contemporary
Review, the author, after recapitulating the
salient historical points of the question, makes
a forcible appeal from a broad, Christian, com-
mon-sense point of view, alike to moderate
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Churchmen and to orthodox Dissenters, to
terminate the scandal of disunion, to which the
lapse of time has rendered b:ith parties almost
indifferent. Lie recapitulates the salient his-
torical points of the question, showing clearly
therefrom how nearly, on more than one
occasion in early post-Reformation times, the
problem reached a solution ; and from various
circumstances he argues that the present
moment is especially favourable to re-uiiion, a
conclusion which, as he points out, muft be a
thing to bo desired by the religious Dissenter,
and which, while enlarging the bases and in-
creasing the legitimate influence of the national
Church, would satisfy almost all the feelings
which now give force to the cry for disestablish-
ment.

[June 12, 1880.

The Rev. A. Nicholson, LL.D., has published
a small bonk of pixtv pages on Apostcli'-dl Snr.
cession in the Chiinh of SwcJci (Rivinj;toiis)
which has some value for those who are not
specially ii.terestod in the theological question
invidvcd in the discussion. For the history of
the change of religion in Sweden from Roman
Catholici.-m to Lutheranisra, issuing in the
remarkable fact that Sweden is now the only
Protestmt country where intolerance of the old
seventeenth-century typo is still upheld by-
penal laws against nonconformity to the State
creed, is so curious that students will gladly
welcoQio any information which throws even a
side-light on its more diflacult problems. And
this Dr. Nicholson may fairly claim to have
supplied, since his booklet is neither a transla-
tion nor an adaptation of any existing Swedish
treatise, but the result of original search in
the Swedish archives, as well as of diligent
study of such printed authorities as bear ou the
subject, so that ho has done for Swedes them-
selves that which none of their native writers
had anticipated him in doing. One point he has

.
left obscure (no doubt as not directly i-elevant
to the single issue with which he is occupied)—
namely, how it was that King Guotaf Wasa
should have been so eager to procure a bishop
from Rome itself only just before his final
broach with the Pope. T'de actual changes are
taken for granted, and we are simply given
certain particulars about the principal eccle-
siastics engaged in carrying those changes out,
which establish the fact of strong pressure
having been put upon them to wring their
reluctant consent to the King's proceedings.
Dr. Nioholton would do well to expatiate a
little in any future edition on these matters,
for Swedish Church history lies so remote from
the ordinary ranges of study that most readers
require somewhat more help than ho gives them.
A Sketch of the Life and Mission nf St.

Benedict. By a Monk of St. Gregory's Priory
Downside. (Hodges.) This is only a thin
pamphlet of fifty-four pages, but it contains a
mass of useful matter. We apprehend that,
notwith-tandiug all the controversy of recent
days, there are but few p:ople who really com-
prehend what medial val mona-ticism was like.
To such, whatever their t'leological costume
may be, this pamphlet will bo useful. As the
work of an ardent member of the Latin Church
it of course contains passages which might be
the text for endless jangling' ; but its purpose is
historical, not controversial, and it really does
give much condensed information. SaintB?ne-
dict was the founder of monasticisin in the
West, and all the Oidors wo had iu EiiHand
migiit have looked upon him, aud indeed°inost
ot them did look upon him, as their common
father. It was not till fho lieformation period
that in Jesuitism a new aud really iudopendout
growth arose. The Appendix contains a list of
the prmcii.al Knglish churches dedicated tobamt Bonodict, un,l a chronolo-ical list of tho
English JJenedictino houses. This latter will be
louud most useful by students of local history.

We would suggest that if over this little book
reaches a new edition its author should add
after each name the volume aud page of the
Monaitiom in which an account of the house
may be found. It would not add more than a
single page to the bulk of the pamphlet, and
would render it much more useful.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messks. Macmillan .VXD Co. have ia the
press, and will shortly publish, A Visit to
JTaznn, the Sacred Cidj nf Morocco, by Mr.
Robert Spence Watson, which should be of
special interest at the present time, in relation
to the conference that has just boen held upon
the internal administration of Morocco. Mr.
AVatson's journey was of peculiar interest, as
he was travelling over ground very little known,
and his visit to Wazan was the first that has
been made by any European proclaiming himself
as such.

It is announced by the Spinoza Committee
at the IlHgue that the statue of Spinoza will
probably be completed aud in its place in the
month of August. The unveiling will take
place on or about September 1, and foreign
l^ub3eriber3 and members of local sub-com-
mittees are invited to attend.

Pkof. Tir. KoLDE, whose very careful work
on Staupitz and the Augustinian Order in
Germany was favourably noticed in our issue
of May 22, is now visiting and systematically
examining the archives of Germany, Switzer-
land, and Belgium in order to lay tbem under
contribution for a new Life of Martin Luther
which he has just taken in hand. Dr. K.jlde
will select in the first place Luther's corre-
spondence with his friends as the basis of his
book, and hopes thus to throw new light on
several points in the great Reformer's life and
doctrine. The now biography will appear on
the fourthcentenary of Luther's birth, November
10, 1SS3.

Mr. MouFrLL will continue his series of
Slavonic Essays in the Westminster Jlcview
which have created such interest abroad by a
paper in tho next (July) number on the
"Peasant Poets of Russia."

Mr. David Bogue has now at press and will
shortly publish a new work, viz.. Birds. Fishes,
and Cetacea of Belfast Loiit/h, by Mr. 11. Lloyd
Patterson, Vice-President of the Belfast Natural
History Society and President of the Belfast
Chamber of Commerce—son of the late Robert
Patterson, P.R.S. The book should form an
interesting and valuable addition to this branch
of natural history.

The third part of Prof. Skeat's English
EtyuKjlojical Dictionary, which was advertised
to appear on July 1, is nearly ready. It ends
with the word "Reduplicate." Part iv. will
probably not appear for a year, as it will contain
various indexes aud word-lists, with a list of
Aryan roots occurring in English, the prepara-
tion of which will occupy a considerablo time.

The German journalist. Mr. Leopold Katscher,
will shortly publish a volumo of sketches em-
bodying his observations on life in London and
English life in general.

_
The English Dialect Society have this week

issued the second part of the Dictionari/ of
English Plant Names, by Mr. James Britten,
P.L.S., and Mr. Robert llolland, containing the
letters P to O. This completes the society's
issues for tho year 1871). Por the present year
the proposed publications are already far ad-
vanced, and will probably be issued together
early in August next. They comprise a
Glossary of Cornwall, East and West, bv Miss
M. A. Courtney aud Mr. Thomas Q. Couch,

F.S.A.
;
a Glossary of Words in Use in Down

and Antrim, by Mr. W. II. Patterson, M.R I A •

a work on the Dialect of Leicestershire, by dV
Sebastian Evans; and a collection of Old
Country and Farming Words, gleaned from
various agricultural books, by Mr. James
Brit'eu. The last will form the thirtieth
volume of the society's issues.

PiiOF. riEXKici has been appointed to the
professorship of Applied Mathematics in Uni-
yorsity College, London, formerly held by the
late Prof. Clifford. The professorship of Italian
in the .same college is vacant, through the
resignation of Prof. Yolpe in consequence of
ill-health.

Prop. Stanley Jevons has in the press a
volumo of Studies in Deductive Lo'jic, being a
series of logical problems, exercises, and ques-
tions prepared with the view of placing lo.^io
more on a par with mathematics as an instni-
ment of intellectual training. It is, in fact, a
fuller development of the idea which Prof.
Jevons had before him iu writing his Elementary
Lessons in Loaic. Messrs. Macmillan aud Co.
are the publishers,

Certai.v patriotic Slovaks have undertaken
to collect the popular songs current among their
fellow-countrymen, and to publish them with
their tunes. The first part of the collection
will .appear in August. As it is expected that
many Russians and other Ea'teru Slavs will be
included among tho subscribers to the work
which will be completed in about twelve parts',
the texts of the songs will be printed in
" Slavo-Russ " as well as in Roman characters.
The Slovaks used to have a flourishing literary
society, the Matitsri Slovenska, which could
have well afforded to defray the expenses of the
undertaking. But the Austrian Government
closed its doors a few years ago, and is said to
have confiscated its property.

Mn. John Fenton, whoso papers on Hebrew
Sociology in the Tlieolorjical Rvriew a year or two
ago were noticed in tho Acadehy, is about to
publish the results of his researches iu an essay
on Early Hebrew Life. He will endeavour to
determine the sociological age of some of the
Peutateuchal laws apart from the question of the
literary date of the records. Some light, too, it
IS hoped, will be thrown upon the origin of the
" immoral " stories of the Pentateuch.

Dr. J. Jcsseraxd, as his last work iu
England, is collecting material for an essay
on fourteenth-century English Pardoners iu
general, and Ch.aucer's Pardoner in particular,
for the Chaucer Society's Essays on Chaucer.

The Harness Prize Essays on tho first
quaito of Hamlet, by Mr. C."H. Herford and
Mr. Widgery, will bo published forthwith by
Messrs. Smith, Elder and Co. Both writers
hold that the first qu irto represents Shakspere's
first sketch of his play. Mr. Herford's argu-
ment is founded on tho dill'eronces in the lead-
ing characters in tho first quarto and their full
development iu the second, aud also on tho
higher poetic qualities of tho completed play.

Dr. W. W. Hd-vteu will take the chair at
the annual meeting of tho Spoiling Reform
Association on the 2lst inst. Tho first number
of tho Journal of the association will appear on
July 1, under the title of The Spelliny Reformer.
Mr. 0. R. EoiiiN'soN, whoso yachting Cruise

of the " IVidr/eon " has had somepopularity, is

about to publish a volumo of' poems. The
doldcn Hind, the principal piece, is a tale of tho
Invincible Armada, its scene being the Dorset
coast, in the neighbourhood of Swanage.
Messrs. Bell will publish the volume.

Spirit Oravities, a verv complete series of
tables prepared by Dr. Thos. Stevenson, is in
the prois, and T^ill shortly be published by Mr.
Van Voorst,
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For the Early-EnprH^li Text Society Dr.

Moritz Trautmann, of Oohlis bei Leipzig, ia to

edit the short-line version of the vn-^e Se(je. of

Jerusalem. He knows of seven MS3. of this

poom—three at the Bodleian : Laud <>22,

which ho proposes to print, Digby 230, Douce
7S ; one in the British ^Insoam, Additional

30036; one in the Bedford Library; and one

each belonging to Lord Monson and Lord

Cardigan. He will be much obliged for infor-

mation as to other MS3. Of the_ long-line

alliterative poem on the same subject, to be

edited hereafter, six M3S. are known, the last

that has turned up being in E. Thornton's MS.
Additional 31012 in the British Museum.

Since the completion of his version of the

whole Bible in the Aneityuiuese language, it ia

interesting to learn that th^ Eev. J. Inglis has

prepared a translation of part of The Pilf/rim's

Progress, accompanied by some psalms and

hymns for use among the inhabitants of this

little island of the New Hebrides Group.

The Scotsman states that Mr. Longfellow has

in hand the libretto of an opera the music of

which will be composed by Mr. Alfred Cellier,

the author of The SuUan of Mocha, who went to

America with Messrs. Gilbert and Sullivau, and

has remained there conducting several of his

works.

Mr. J. Thomas Scharf has just published

at Baltimore a popular History of Maryland
from the Earliest Period to the Present Day.

Teubser's Rtcord remarks, under the head-

ing of " Bibliotheca Scallawagiana," that the

first time the word " Scallawag " has ever been
Been in connexion with bibliography is in the

catalogue of the matchless collection of books,

pamphlets, autographs, pictures, &c., relating

to Mormonism and the Mormons, the ten years'

gatherings of Charles L. Woodward. Messrs.

Bangs and Co., of Broadway, New York, adver-

tised the above books to be sold at Vendire on
January 19, ISSO, so they are no doubt long

since dispersed ; but that does not do away with

the value of the catalogue as a bibliography of

Mormon literature, the " Saints " having never

oompiled one of their own.

Pbof. EEi>f, of Marburg, who was delegated

by the Prussian Government to visit Japan,

will publish shortly the first portion of his

researches on that country, under the title of

Natur und Volk des Milcado-Beiches.

Mrs. George Lillie Craik, authoress of

John Halifax, Oentleman, requests us to correct

an error into which our reviewer has fallen in

attributing to her the authorship of a novel
entitled Two Women. The book in question is

by Miss Georgiana M. Craik, aXsi a well-known
writer, and Mrs. Craik's cousin by marriage.

Mr. Eichakd Grant White is publishing

a work on Every-Day English with Messrs.
Houghton, MifElin and Co.

M. Vertheiuer, author of a work on the
projected marriage of Queen Elizabeth and the
Archduke Charles of Austria, is preparing an
edition of the correspondence of Vergennes
preserved in the National Archives at Paris.

Messrs. Hachette have just begun the

publication of the inedited writings of Saiut-

Siinon, under the editorship of M. P. Paugere.

The first volume, containing the ParalUle des

trois premiers Rois Bourbons, has just appeared.

The second will follow speedily, and wiU con-

tain Les Daches et Pairies. The work wUl be
complete in seven volumes.

The death is announced of Mr. Alexander
Dunlop of Clober, aged eighty-eight.

We learn from tho New York Nation that

Mr. S. W. Pennypacker's "Settlement of Ger-
mantown" is now procurable in pamphlet form.

It contains " the first pubUc protest ever made

on [the American] continent against the holding

of slaves," namely, that sent from the German-
town monthly meetin;» on February IS, IflSS,

" to the monthly meeting at Eichard Warrels,"

and bearing, among otiers, tho signature of

Francis Daniel Pastorius, in whose handwriting

tho still-preserved document seems to be.

Prof. Chttrchill B^vbington writes :
—

" Wliile thanking your reviewer of the Dictionary

of Christian Antiquities for his favourable notice of

my articles, allow me to point out that he has

given nie credit for more than ia my due. ' Money,

a most erudite paper,' is for the exrlier and larger

part wholly by Mr. Madden ; and so far as the

modern nations are concerned almost entirely by

Mr. Keary. The last part, which treats of medals,

is my work."

virginity.

Like sunlight on a windy mountain-aide :

Or. on a height, snow bathed in summer air :

Or like a drifting cloud, serene and fair :

Or a white leaping fountain's royal pri.lo

That scatters radiant gems on every side

—

The nameless charm of beauty that these wear,

Uudimmed by sorrow, never worn by care,

Is the sole dower of my girlish bride.

This clings to her, this sits upon her brow.

Perfumes her lip, shoots from her earnest eye,

Clothes her slight form, and gloves her warm white

hand ;

Methinks it makes an angel of her now,

As in the free air fearless doth she stand.

It has no name but pure Virginity.

Edward Rose.

the dust of their own pedantry, modesty, and
loyalty.

In tha Revista C'ontemporanea of May 13
D. Chaulie announces the discovery that the
celebrated " Cuova del Monje," in the neigh-
bourhood of La Granja, is really a magnificent
dolmen forming part of an almost perfect mega-
lithic circle. V. Barrantes continues his valu-
able catalogue of Spanish printers up to the
year 1600 ; the present number includes the
names from F to P. A sketch by an eye-
witness of a pilgrimage to N. S. del Pdar in

Zaragoza, in April last, shows that in numbers of

devotees the Spanish shrines are now far behind
that of N. D. de Lourdea and other places of

pilgrimage in France, Switzerland, and Oar-
many. An article by Luis Vidart gives an
opportune account of the translationa of Oa
Lusiadas of Camoens into Spanish.

MAOAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The April number of the Library Journal

opens with an interesting paper by Mir. W. E.

Foster, of the Providence Public Library, on
" The Eolation of the Libraries to the School

System." The paper is addressed t-> teachers

rather than librarians, and urges them to turn

the minds of their pupils to books thit will

illustrate and develop the work of t'ao school-

room. Mr. Foster gives instances in which the

methods su?gested have been tried in his own
and other cities. Farther on in the number are

given four of Mr. Foster's Eeference Lists on

Special Topics —viz., Herbert Spencer, Channing,

International Copyright, and Mr. Gladstone's

Political Integrity. The usual bibliographical

notices and general notes conclude the number.

The latest number of the Hungarian Eeview,

Buda-pesfi Szemle, contains an article, by Dr.

Lduczy, on Wirkner's Memoirs. In the course

of the article, the writer alludes to our notice

(Academy, February 22, 1879, p. 167) of his

essay on "The Development of the Ideas of

Eeform in nunq;ary," whioh appeared in the

Littrarische Berichte am Ungarn. Dr. Lanczy
defends himself against the " censure " which he

seems to think conveyed in our observation,
" The Western reader will probably remark that

the name of Deak does not once occur." The
writer of the notice in the Academy was very

far from meaning to fiod fault with the omis-

sion, but noticed it as striking to the English

reader, whose ideas about modern Hungarian

history are summed up in one, two, or at

most three names—Dedk, Kossuth, and Count

Stephen Szechenyi. In explaining the omission,

which he tells us was also noticed by the

Allgemeine Zeitang, Dr. Lanczy is led to defiae

Deiik's position before 1S4S, when his great

powers had been already recognised, although

his actual share in public affairs had been com-

paratively small. The whole of the review

abounds in subtle and instructive observations,

its main theme being the necessity the future

historian of Hungary will bo under of doing

j ustice to the conservative officials who carried

on the government of that country during the

thirty years which preceded 1S4S. Dr. Ldnczy

would have these obscure martyrs rescued from

The

SHAKSPERE IN- OLD SPELLING,

following proposal for an edition of

Siaakspere in old spelling has been sent by Mr.
P. J. Furnivall to the members of the New
Shakspere Society :

—

"In the prospectus of the New SHAKSPERESoctETY
issued in the autumn of 1873, I said, ' It is surely

time that the patent absurdity should cease, of

printing 16th- and 17th-eentury plays, for

English scholars, in nineteenth-century spelling.

Assuredly the Folio spalling must be nearer

Shakspere's than that ; and nothing perpetuates

the absurdity (I imaoine) but publishers' thinking

the old spelling would make the book sell less.'

"Accordingly, all the editions of Shakspere'a

sintjle Plays issued by the New Shakspere t^ociETY

—Romeo and Juliet, by Mr. P. A. Diniel ; Henry

v., by Mr. W. G. Stone ; The Two Noble Kinsmen,

(? partly Shakspere's), by Mr. Harold Littledale ;—
have kept the spelling of the Quarto or Folio on
which they were re.spectively based. But the

handsome Quartos of the Society, with th«ir full

Introductions and Notes, cost so much, that most

likely all our pr^-seot members will hs dead befora

our Society's edition of Shakspere's Plays in old

spelling can be completed. Now I, for one, want
such an edition, and have long wanted it, every day
of my life,—a handy, working, clear-type edition,

with Acts, Scenes, Lines, duly numbered, with

Text corrected—though only where sach correction

is absolutely necessary,—so that I may be able (as

far as possible) to read and quote Shakspare's words

in the spelling in which his contemporaries of

Elizabeth's and J,ame3 I.'s days read them. To sea

Shakspere's words in Victorian dress is just as

offensive to me as it would be to see his bust or

picture in Victorian dress. Tne latter otYmce,

bein:; one against the history of Costume and Art,

would m^et with such shouta of contempt that it

has never yet been tried, and never will be ; but

the former often 'le, being one only agaiinsli the

history of the English Linguage, — which tha

general reader does not care one brass farthiftg

about—is received with the utmost complacency

and approval ; and setf-satisfied igaoraaca even

pours scorn on the proposal to familiarise Shakspere-

atudents with the look and spelling of their

mister's words as they appeared to his con-

temporaries, aftd as they are necsssary for the dXie

appreciation of his text. For instance, H the

Hamlet put into students' hands had always been

founded on that Second Quarto which first; gave

the real pUy to the world, and, by the side of its

'dram of eale' (sign. D, back, p. 19), men had

always read the line in whioh deeil is twice spelt

' deale '

—

'The Ipirit that I haue teene

May be a deale, and the deale hath power

T' alTume a pleafing fhape.'

sign. G. (p. 42), II. ii. 627-9-

who can doubt that the paralW rfcctfe - devit,_ca'e-

evil, would have gone far to settle the meaning of

eale, and have spared us nearly all the emendations

of that word ; Again, if tha text of the Tempf^i

had always printed its

'Gon. Bat the rariety of it is, which is indeed

almott beyond credit.

Seb, As many voucht rarieties are
'
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as the First Folio, p. G, col. 2. stands, we should

surely have been saved the later assertion that

rarifty was ' Another word indiscoverable in any

genuine play of Shakespeare,'

"Mr. Horace Howard FrRSi;.«s, the Editor of

the noWe new Variorum i-dition of Sliakspere, has

said in his last volume— X^«r, Preface, p. vi.

—

'Happily, the day is fast declining when it is

thought necessary to modernise Shakespeare's text.

11"^!/ shoukl it be modernised ! We do not so treat

Spexser. Is Shakespeare's text less sacred ?

'

Surely as the Stase has banished Garrick's long wig
and George II. coat and ruffles, in Hamlet, from

its boards, we Shakspere-students should turn our

absurd Victorian spelling nut of Shaks|>ere'a text.

" I do not say that for the benefit of people who
cannot spell, or whose brains get muddled by old

spelling, or to whom it is a hindrance, there shoull

not he a modernised Shakspere always on sale ; but I

do say that for folk who can spell, and who know
that the English language has a history, with every
phrase of which they wish to be familiar, a handy
workiug edition of Shakspere in tlie spelling of his

time should ha provided. And I am resolved to

provide it, for the first time since Shakspere's death.

'Every user of the reprint or facsimile of the First

Folio knows what an unworkable, un-working,
book it is. Its want of proper division into Acts
and Scenes, its having no line-numbers or head-line

figures, its often misrepresentation of the text, its

turning verse into prose, and prose into verse, its

need of continual correction by a modern text, &.C.,

make it a ' book of reference ' only, and not a

working book for daily, hourly use. Moreover, it

does not contain Perirles, the Ttvo Nohle Kinsmen,
or the Poems and .Sonnets. It is not ' Shalc^/Hvi's

Works,' hut only the greater number of his

Dramas. It cannot fill the place of the edition that
I insist is needed.

"After many unsuccessful tries to find that rare
being, a Publisher who is English-scholar enough
to care about bringing oat an old-spelling .Shal-ipere,

I have at length found one in Mr. Georue Bell,
of Lfjndon and Cambridge, who, as an old member
of the Philological Societj', naturally takes no mere
trade view of the proposed edition. But I promised
him money-help in it, either from the New Shak-
spere Society or myself.
"He has offered to sell the Society 500 large-paper

copies of an old-spelling Shahspere's Works (edited

by me, with such help from fellow-workers in the
Society as I can get,*) in the style of his Singer's

edition, in S vols., bound in cloth, for 3.5.<. a copy,
to be issued at not more than 2 volumes a year, bo

as to suit the Society's funds f
"The Committee of the Society felt that they

could not pledge for four years nearly half the
subscriptions of Members, without first finding out
whether Members approved of the suggested
application of their money. Tlie Committee there-

fore directed me to send a Circular to every Member
of the Xew Shakspere. Soeiety asking him whether
he Would like, or not, to have Ss. !•(/. out of his

yearly guinea subscription, applied for four years to

getting him two bound volumes of an octavo old-

spelling .Shakspere.
" Here, accordingly, is the Circular—for the words

of which I alone aai evidently responsible ;—and
with it is a Post-Card addressed to our Honorary
Secretary, on the back of which I ask you to say
soon tiiat

1. You wish, or you don't wish, 8«. 9<7. of your
Subscriptifjn to be spent in 2 vols, of the old-

spelling Shakspere yearly, till the S vols, are

out.

2. Whether you will take the book at 4f. Gd. a
volume, from Messrs. G. Bell and Sons, if

the majority of our Members decide that the
New ahakspere Society shall not, as a Society,

join in the edition.

• The basis of each Play in Quarto and Folio will
be Quarto or Fulio as eitlier is, on the whole, better
than the other. Of the Plays only in the Folio,
that will of course be the basis-text. Every change
from the basis-text will be plainly marked, and the
reading altered will be given at the foot of the page.
The collations will not mclude mistakes, or, unless
exceptionally, emeidations.

+ The edition will be sold to the public too.

" I need not say that I hope you will answer Yes
CD both points ; but whether or not, the old-spelling

edition will be put through, if health of body and
mind is left to me.

" Fkedk. J. FrEsn-ALL.
"2S.l/n,y, ISSO.
'• P. S- Any friend of yours can have the book on

the same terms as yourself."

THE " AGAMEMXON " OF AESCHTLCS AT
OXFORD.

On June 3 the Afiamemnon of Aeschylus was
performed in the origiQal Greek in the hall of

Balliol College by members (mostly under-
graduate) of Balliol, Trinity, Mertoii, Corpus,

and Xew C illege, assisted in the matter of

dresses and mise en seene by Mr. Bunie Jones
and Prof. Richmond. The attempt was a

courageous one, and successful beyond all that

the actors or their friends had dared to antici-

pate. We hope that it may be the precursor of

fresh eff' irts in the sime direction, for nothing
can be better calculated to transport the mind
from the region of criticism into that of enjoy-
ment, to make us forget our grammar and
onnlvsis in the happy air of magnificent poetry.

What will they do with the chorus '' was a

question asked with misgiving by many before

the p»rformanC9, and no doubt the chorus was
the difficulty. Nothing, however, deserves

more praise than the way in which this part

of the problem was dealt with. A few bars

of austere music were composed by Mr. Parratt,

the admirable organist of Miglalen College,

for the beginning of the opening chorus, and
for the short strain sung ju-t before Agamem-
non's cry is beard. The rest was partly recited

in monotone, ending with a simple cadence,

partly spoken as dialogue, distributed among
the fifteen members of the chorus. Tbus these
wonderfal ehorio odes, which enshrine the
golden thoughts and music won by the genius
of Aeschylus from the rough ore of Greek
legend, produced something, we may hope, of

their legitimate effect in sustaining, setting off,

and varying the simple action of the tragedy.

We could have wished for a little m'lre of Mr.
Parratt's music, and a little less monotone ; but
the idea of assigning parts of the chorus as

dialogue to different speakers was an excellent

one. A difficulty which might havebeenregarded
as almost insoluble was got ri 1 of, much interest

was created and sustained, and much creditable

acting was brought out by this simple and
happy device. It should be added that the
action and by-play of some of the members of

the chorus was in our opinion as good, perhaps,

as anything in the whole performance.

The part of Clytaemnestra was taken by Mr.
P. E. Benson, of New College, whose concep-
tion of the charact'^r was in all respects a
worthy one. Mr. Benson's delivery was at

times, perhaps, somewhat deficient in variety

and play of voice ; but the dignity, reserve,

and refinement of his manner and action

showed that his idea was quite adequate to the
presentation of a great tragic role. A. somewhat
different remark suggests itself with regard to

the presentation of the part of Cassandra, by
Mr. G. Lawrence, of Corpus. Mr. Lawrence
has a voice of great beauty and flexibility, and
we therefore at times looked for more variety

in bis acting of a part in which variety is an
essential element. There was much beauty and
pathos in his delivery of many passages, but to

some he failed, we thought, to give the due
emphasis and relief. This was notably the Cise

in his rendering of the lines beginning

—

'Opart rovaii rovs Stiuois i(ffi)^fvovs,

Nf'ous, oviip'jiv Trpoaipipus ^op(ptAi,ua:riy.

With more advantages of voice and delivery than
Mr. Benson, Mr. Lawrence hardly struck us
as coming so near to realising the awful and
bcautilul conception of Aeschylus.

Agamemnon (Mr. Bruce, of Balliol) was
placed at a disadvantage by reason of his
chariot, which was symbolised by a wheel
appearing at the right c irner of the stage.
Thus he had to declaim from an obscure corner,
and never arrived at the centre of the situation.

We could have wished that the business of the
chariot and of Agamemnon's descent upon the
stage could have been differently managed.
Agamemnon must, of course, descend upon the
purple; the Queen will not be satisfied till she
has induced him to walk upon purple like aa
Oriental despot, and thus provoke the jealousy
and insult the majesty of the gods. He has
already outraged her maternal love

;
perhaps

(she may think) tho gods will look with more
favour on her deed if Agamemnon commits
himself irretrievably in their sight :

fiidvs yfveadiii Trop(pup6fnpnno^ tripoSf

is 5aJ,u' aeKTTTOf ujs Jtr ^y^Toi Slk-tj.

If the chariot cannot be abolished, as is perhaps
to be wished, the meaning of this very antique
and characteristic scene might at least be better
brought out. There ehould be some better way
of suggesting tho purple-covered ground than
the unrolling of a few yards of red cloth.

We will conclude with another expression of

the hope that this attempt may not ba the last

of its kind. The freshness, refinement, and
simplicity of the acting, together with the general
beauty of the costumes and the grouping, fairly

carried away the audience ; and not the least

pleasant reflection which was left on our minds
was this, that poetic feeling, education, and re-

finement will after all carry an actor a great way
towards the effective representation of tragic

parts, without the dressing of false conven-
tionalism which a long familiarity with the

London stage might make us thiuk essential,

to the very existence of tragic acting. There
the mirror is indeed held up to Nature ; but
the mirror is too often, alas .' shaped like a
spoon, and the image distorted accordingly.
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Sampson Low & Co. 5s.

Theology,

EccLEstASTES, a Treatise on the Authorship of. !ifacmillan.

Hs.

Uiitory, &c.

EnMOND-BLAyc. Napol,Son I*'^ : sea Institutions oiviles *et

a<lmini->tratives. Paris : Plon. G fr.

FavoIek, p. Ecrits iciiMits de Saint-Simon. T. 1. Paris:
IlaJi.nte. 7fr. .50 c.

Obkkn, J. R. History of the Eoglish People. Vol. 17.
Macinillan. 16B.

LiNUENsciimT, L. Handbuch der ileutschon Alterthuma-
kund,?. 1. Thl. l»ie Alrerthiimer der MeroWnger-Zeit.
1. Lf<. BrauQ'Cfiweig : Vieweg. 12 M.

Reokrta diplomatica n.'O non epistilaria Bohemiae et

Moriviae. Op.ra J. Emler. Pars H. 125i-13i0. Vol. 8.

Prag : Gr^gr & lUtt^l. 5 11.

Rei-most, a. v. Oino Cappoui. Ein Ziit- u. Lebansbild.

Uotha : Perthes. 9 M.

Physical Science atid Philosophy.

Balfovr. F. M. a Treatise on Comparative Embryology.
Vol I. Macmillan. IHs.

Basiias, H. Charlton. The Brain aa an Organ of Mind.
C. Kcgan faul & Co. 5s.

Dklmnuhausen, Bar. v. Das Riithsel der aravitatioj(.

Ueidelberg : Winter, G M.
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Si'OCKALPKR, K. KxpiSrienCPS ftiit^s im Tunnfl du 3 lint-

OotdarJ 8ur rEcoulement de I'Air comprime en lonKui^s

Corduites m^talli^'ies pour la Traasmission de Forces
m-jlnces. Basel : Geiri<- 4 fr.

TAsciiKMiKKa, £. L. Praktisihe Insektenkunde. V, Bremen:
Heinsiui, -1 If.

Ph ilnlogy.

Oafpi!i,i.i!r, 0. Vamana's Stilregeln. Strassburg : Triibner.
1 M. 50 It.

De Vknv3 la D-^esse d'Armr. Z'l ersten Male hrsg. v, W.
FoerstPr. Bonn : Cohen. 3 M.

Jkuu, K 0. Selections from the Attic Orators. Micmitlan.
12s. 6d.

MAUAKt-Y, J. P. History of Classicil Greek Literature.
Lonemans. ISs.

MiKLOhicii, P. TJdb. die Mundarten u. die WnnderunRen der
ZiscunerEuropas. X. Wien : Gi-rola's Sohn. 4 M. SO Pf.

BvscHMANN, J. E. Die Ordindl-Zihlen der mexikauiBChea
Sprache. Berlin : DUmmler. 2 Af . 50 Pf,

COIiRESPOyOEyOE.

DISCOVERT OF SAYA.VA'S COMMENTARY OX THE
ATHARVA-TEDA.

Osford : June 5, 1380.

I have just read Prof. Shankar Panduraug
Panilit's able and interesting letter on the
discovery of a MS. of Paya/ja's Commentary on
the Atharvaveda-samhi'a, and I feel tempted
to say again what I said the other day, whnn I
had to announce the discovery of Sanskri'
texts in Japan, "It never rains but it pours."
After we had been looking for years for a single
MS. of S;iya;ia'8 Commentary on the so-called
Fourth Veda, the same week brings us tidings
of the discovery of tw- 1 MSS. That a Comment-
ary by Sayana or Madhava on that Veda had
once existed could hardly be doubted, but in
reply to repeated enquiries addressed by me to
my friends in India 1 always received the same
answer, Xon est inventum. The reason why I
did not give up my belief in the e.xistence of
such a Commentary was because, so far back as
1S4G, in some statistic accounts of Vedic litera-
ture sent to Mr. J. Muir, and published by him
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
not only the name of the author of the Commen-
ary, sci/. Maihava, bat the number of lines of
his Commentary on the Sainhita and on the
Biahma7ia was mentioned—viz., 80,000 for the
former, 20,000 for the latter. That information
seemed to me so important that I thoujht it

right to ciU the attention of Sanskrit scholars
to it afresh, particularly of those who were
exploring India in search of MSS., and had it

published thereforeoncfl more in my Introduction
tothe ScienceofReliqion, LS73. p. 109. Butthough
my friends Dr. Butler, Kielhorn, Burnell, and
others have kept a keen look-out for " Sayawa on
the Atharva-veda," and though rumours of
its existence reached them from time to time,
nothing tangible has ever come to light. So
late as March 10, 1S74, Dr. Burnell, that most
indefatigable explorer of the ancient literature

of India, wrote to me from Mangalore:^
" For the same reason I doubt the report of
the Benares Brahmans to Dr. Muir about an
Atharva-veda Commentary. I have so ofttn
had tales told me quite as precise which I

have ascertained afterwards to be untrue that
I am very little inclined to believe mere
assertions.'' (See Preface to the sixth volume
of my edition of Eig-Veda, p. xvii. note.) Now,
at almost the same time that Mr. V. N. Narsi-
maiyeiigir discovered the MS. in Nandi Nugari
describid by Prof. Shankar Pandurang Paudit,
Dr. Buhler writes to me that he had an offjr
from a learned Brahman at Madras of a copy
of Sayana's long-sougbt-for Commentary on the
Atharva-veda, written in the Grantha alphabet.
While the copy ip Nandi Na »ari is incom|dete,
that in Grantha is said to be complete, so that
Dr. Buhler hopes we may at last obtain, not
only the missing Kuntapa hymns, but also a
more readable text of the ninetf-enth book of
the Atharva-veda than that hitherto acces-iiblo.

In the same letter (dated Ahmedabad, May 7,

1880) in which Dr. Biihler informs me of the
(Ji?covery of the Grantha MS. of Sayana he

sends me several other items of information
which maybe ofintere-it to Sanskrit scholars, and
which I feel at libertj' to publish. " Among
our new finds," ho writes, '' you will see a long
114 of Vedica. There is a Pada-paf/m of the
Mantras of the Maitrayaiiiya Sa/n.hita, which is

unique. It seems most opportune, as Dr.
Schroeder intends publishing the bnok. I

found that in Gujerat, north of the Narmada,
there are still many Maitrayaidyas, among them
three so-called Suklas, who recite the whole
Samhitii from day to day. The others know
little of their sacred writings. The Northern
Atharvavedins are really, as the /irarana-vyi"lha-

bhrnhya assurt.s, all Paippa'adins. But as they
have lost their books they study the Saunaka-
Samhita or the Sawhita of any other Veda."
" What I have bought this year of Vedica con-
sists of nearly one hundred numbers. For the
other Sustras there is also some new material,

even some hi.itorioal texts, and such scarce

works as the PuH/tasiddhaut'ka of Varahamihira.
The Sasvata Kosha, according to Aufrecht the
oldest Kosha, has been f nind. A little time
ago a portion of a very oM MS. of Sayana's
Commentary on the R'g-veda-sa;nhita was
brought to me. It is written initio saec. XV !

I collated some passages with your edition,

and found that the MS. belonged to what you
designate as the C. family. It is wonderful that

that family should be so old. I shall go on col-

lating some more of it."

The same letter contains some very important
information about the discovery of new inscrip-

tions and their bearing on the date of Buddha's
death in 477 B c ; but in regird to these
matters I do not like to antioipa.to Dr. Biihler's

own statements
What is a matter of real congratulation in

these discoveries is that they have been made
on the very spot where they were expected to

be made, and that hope deferred has at last

been rewarded. We seldom find what we are

looking for in exactly the place where we think
it ought to be, and therefore the discovery of

Sayana's Comiiientary on the Atharva-veJa,
after thirty-four years of search, in the S juth of

India, i.e., in exactly the locality where it

ought to have beau, like the discovery of

Sanskrit texts in Japan, is the best encourage-
ment that could have happened in this field of

research.

I cannot close this letter without stating that

not only Japan but China, too, is at last sur-

rendering some of the literary treasures which,
beginning with the first century of our era, and
not with the seventh, were poured into it from
India. I have now the Sanskrit text of the

Vajra-H'/iedika and some ottier Siltras pub-
lished in China, and I hope soon to find leisure

to report more fully on those new troiwniHes.

F. Max Mijller.

' SAIXT LOY " IN CH.AUCER.

Cambridce : June 7, 1880.

I do not write this so much by way of re-

joinder as by way of contributing new obser-
vations ; the more evidence we have the better.

It is now clear, at any rate, that if .Stint Loy
is a saint at all, he is St. Eligiui. We have got
rid both of " St. Louis" and of the " &c " His
name was very well known, as is clear from the
quotations already given, to which I add some
more.

" Sum makis offrande to smct Eloye,

That he thare hors may weill conuoye."
Lyndesiy, ilonarchc, 1. 2,367.

" And Loye the smith doth looke to horse, and
smithes of all degree.

If they with iron meddle here, or if they golde-

smithes bee."

Barnaby Googe ; as cited in Brand's Popular
Antiquities, on "All the Holy Angels."

"When St. Eloy (who is the saint for smiths)

dfith hammer his iron", h he not insteid of Giil
Vulcan?"—"World of Wonders," in Brand.

I notice this in order to show that the patron
saint of goldsmiths and of farriers was the sami.

That, in the line about the carter, the metre
absolutely requires the reading Eloy is not
proved. That is the very point under dis-

cussion. It has 5'et to bo exoliined why all

the MSS. (I mean the Six-text and Harleian)
have Lny without exception ; and the old edi-

tions of 1.532 and loGl (to which alone I have
access just now) have the sanao. This is

ignored as being an inconvenient fact. If in
the one passage, we are bound to read Eloi/

because all the M.SS. have Loy, we are equally
bound to do so in the other.

We are now introduced to a new canon ; we
are told that seiut is monosyllabic when mas-
culine, and dissyllabic when feminine. Both
assertions are cootr.idicted by evidence.

1. When feminine, it is commonly dissyllabic,

as in "0 seinte Marie, ben'cite ;
" B. 1974.

But not always, as is clear from the following :—
" Thou mene I, mayde and martir, seynt Ceoilie ;"

G. 2S. (And G.85.)

"When ended was the lyf of seint Cecile ;

"

G. 554.

The explanation is obvious; human ingenuity
cannot hitch scintk Cecilie into a line.

2. When masculine, it is commonly mono-
syllabic. But Mr. Ellis has pointed out at

least one remarkable exception beside the two
under discussion.

" That seint Peter hadde, when that he wente ;

"

A. 697.

The difficulty here is so great that Tyrwhitt

actually invented the impossible form Thatte

for That. 1 suspect the truth to be (but only

offer it as a conjecture) that Chaucer used seint

or seinte ja^t as he pleased, without any regard
to gender—;iust as he used nst or n.s.'t' for lio.'it,

furtun' or fortune for fortune, and the like (see

my Introduction to the Prioress's Tale, p. Ixiv.).

It is clear we cannot, from the form used, infer

the gender. I know of no instance in Chaucer
in which the gender of an adjective is marked
by difference of form ; the assumption that it

is so here, is pure guess-work. I note that
Gower has cnmnn, feminine, but comunk, neuter ;

0. A. i. 216, iii. 152.

On the use of hnj in the sense of law, it is

necessary to note these facts.

1. When Chaucer wants to use this word, he
calls it lay.

" He kepte his lay to which that he was sworn ;

"

F. 18. (And in B. 572.)
" And seyde him, tint she wolde reneye hir lay ;

"

B. 375.

As it rhymes with day, there is no mistake.
2. Everyone else calls it lay ; see the refer-

ences in Stratmann, s. v. lei.

3. If lay be the Anglo-French form, what ia

loy ? Mr. Nicol could tell us. If it be a
Parisian form, it is remarkable that Chaucer
himself cuts us off from this supposition.

" For French of Paris was to hire unknowe ;

"

A. 126.

Owing to these difficulties, I am still inclined

to think that loy. in this passage, means pre-
cisely what it, admittedly, means in the other
about the carter. I cannot see the difficulty

when we remark that it was usual to mention
the holy name as lutll as that of a saint.

Examples :

—

" Now for the love of God and of seint John ;

"

ed. Tyrwhitt, 1. 4,438.
"Now, dame, quod he, by God and by seint John;'

5.746.

"Wei met, quod he, by God and by seint Jame

;

7,025.
" As goune-cloth, by God and by seint John ;

"

7,834,

And so on : see 1. 6,065, &,<).
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For a specimen of a woman's oath, we may
note :—

"Aha, by Ood, I have my tale again ;
"

G.IGS.

These are sufficient samples of stronj langnaojo.
I have already explained that the Prioress did
not swear like a carter ; she omits the sacred
name, which just makes all the diflerence.
Why Chaucer pitched upon the name of Loy

we need not too curiously enquire. It suffices
that he stands on a far lower level than the
saints cf the New Testament and of the early
Church, although (as Sir T. More says) his day
came to bo more thought of than oven Easter-
day itself. He is not necessarily mentioned, as
suggested, with reference to the stumbling of
the Prioress's horse, beciuse Chaucer se^ms
rather to be describing her in her daily life when
not on horseback. 13ut, if we must invent a
reason, we may eay that he was the patron saint
of goldsmiths, and her only fault was a trifling
love of finery.

" Fall fetis was hir cloke, as I was war
;

Ot smal Ciirall about hir arm she bar
A paire of bedes (janded al with rirenc.

And thereon heng a broche 0/30W ful shene," &o.

Hers was no common brooch, but a triumph of
St. Eligius' art, with a crowned A and a con-
spicuous legend.

Briefly, the new suggestion seems to mo
quite as unnecessary as it is unproven. See
P. Plowmmi, c. Yii. 28-50.

Walter W. Skeat.

DR. SillXn's 'DICTIONARY OF CHRISTIAN
ANTIQUITIES."

47 P^iland Roal, Highbury New Park, N.

:

June 8, IS80.

In connexion with Dr. Littledale's suggestive
criticisms of the second volume of the Dic-
tionary of Christian Antiquities in your last
number, I should be glad, while very sensible
of the leniency of his strictures, to say one
word by way of self-exculpation.

As the volume approached completion, the
editor—to whose judgment and advice I have,
in common, I apprehend, with many of the
contributors, been under no sli<;ht obligation

—

found the amount of material assuming so large
an aggregate as to render a process, not simply
of pruuitig, but of excision, necessary, even in
those articles which had already been sent to
press. Under these circumstances, my article

on " Pope " was curtailed by nearly one-fourth,
and thore thus disappeared much of that
" ante-Nicene evidence" which Dr. Littledala
desiderates. This was not the only one of
my contributions which suffered in a similar
manner, but the cutting down of the articles

generally had become unavoidable.
J. Bass SIitllinoer.

Ovoca, Ir.lm3 : Jun? 8, 1880.

I .should be greatly obliged if any potrolo-
gist would send me, to the above address, his
experience in reference to the rocks called
" Gneissen " by Cotta, or "quartz rock" by
Jukes and others—tho rocks which, in the
iJeofor/y 0/ Ireland, I have included among tho
eruptive rocks. Such a classification, I am
aware, is scoffed at by many chemists and
geolof;ists, yet, in every place where I have
observed them in Ireland, they partake more of
the nature of eruptive than of motamorphic
rocks. G. H. Kixaiian.

APPOINTMENXa FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, Juno U, 8 p.m. Victoria Institute: Paper by

Lord O-Neill.

8.30 p.m. Oeographical :
" The Highway from the

Indus to Oandahar," by Sir Richard Templo, Bart.
Xfbspm, June 15, 7.4N p.m. Btstistical: "Ott tho Increase

of Population in England and Wales," by R. Price
Williams.

8.30 p m. Zoological : " On Additions to the
Menajerie during the Month of Mav," by the Secretary;
"On the Anatomy of Leplosoina discolor," by W. A.
Fortjes; "On Anteehinomys and its Alli*>=." by E. R.
Alston : " On Some New or Rare Spe-i^s of Chiroptera in
the Cjllection of theGottinirenMu-ieum." byG. E.Bobson.

WEBSEsnAV, June 16, 7 p.m. Met'>orological.
7.30 p.m. Education Society :

" Comenius," by C. H.
Lake.

TuvasD.iT. June 17. 4.30 p.m. Royal.
7 pm. Numismatic : Annivergary.
8 p ra. Linnean :

*' On a Stridulating Organ in
tyniphia tcrrtcota and in Stfatoda guttata** by F. M.
Campbell; "On Two Cases of Incorporation by Sponges
of Spicule.'! foreign to them," by S. O. Ridley ;

• On Cer-
tain Glands in the Maxillae of Spiders," by F. M. Camp-
bell.

8 pm. Chemicil.
8 30 p.m. Antiquaries.

FniDAY, June 18. 8 p.m. Philological :
" On Some Vocabu-

laries of Polabish," by W. R. IToraU.

SCIENCE.
CURRENT SCIENTIFIC LITER.lTmE.

Lecture Notes on Plujsirt. By Charles Bird,
B.A., F.R.A.S. (Sioapkin, Marshall and Co.)
The author of these notes had apparently two
objects in view in printing them—viz., to supply
teachers with the basis of a course of lessons
and schoolboys with ready-made notes of lec-

tures to be learned by he.art. We cannot
imagine of what use the book is likely

to be to teachers. It presents no new experi-
ments or improvements in old ones, nor has it

any merits in the way of arrangement. It is

merely a collection of statements of fact and
definitions taken from the ordinary text-books.

To Mr. Bird's own pupils the book may
possibly he of service, as it will save them
the trouble of taking notes of his lectures. But
to students in general it will be valueless ; it

may be even pernicious, unless they have
a teacher at hand to explain its vague and
incomplete statements and correct its blunders,
which are more numerous than we could have
believed possible in so small a volume. We
will enumerate a few of them. On tho second
page the velocity of sound in air is stated to be

given by the formula i;=^; X I'll, which

is incorrect, and if correct would he incomplete
since the temperature is not given. A few
pages farther on we are told that a Chladni
square plate may divide into any even number
of segments! On tho top of p. 16 is the
following astounding sentence:—"The terra

temperature is a*ai'p\oyeita express the heat in

a substance which is evident to the touch." It

would h=) diffi'iult to cram more false teaching
into so short a sentence. The author confounds
temperature and heat, and for an evidence of

temperature refers to the sensation of touch.
Tho error involved in the statement that
calcium was discovered by Bunsen and Kirch-
hofl' (p. 3:i) is trifling in corap.arison. It is

stated on p. 79 that an electrical condenser "is
an instrument consisting of two insulated con-
ductors, one of which is moveable, separated by
a non-conductor." and immodiatelj' afterwards
" that the amount of electricity whicha[Leyden]
jarcan store up depends iuverselvon the square of
the thickness of tho glass. This is in accord-
ance with thnlaw of squares." Mr. Bird ought
to know that tho charge of a Levdon jar does
not vary inversely as ttie square of the thickness
of the glass, and that if it did the law of
squares would not bo responsible. Again,
" the striking distance—that is, the interval

across which the tivo electricities of a jar will

leap—depends on tho amount of the charge, and
on the extent of the coatings over which it

is spread." .Surely tho latter determines the
former ; and has the potential of the jar nothing
t) do with the .striking distance? On tho
same page with the last quotation we are told

that electrometers are instruments for comparing
different quantities of olec'ricities. But we
need quote no farther. Tho book is full of

errors. Even when tho author is not actually

wrong, his languago is so loose and inaccurate
as often seriously to mislead. We might give
many instances in proof of this assertion, but
it is unnecessary. The passages we havo
already quoted will probably be enough to show
that Mr. Bird is scarcely suited to write a text-
book for the guidance of students in physics.
More than one-third of the volume—and tho
only useful portion of it—consi^s of questions
set in the Soienco and Art Department Ex-
aminations, lS(i7-79. These have always been
readily accessible, hut it is well to have them
in a collected form.

The Care of the Insane and their Lerjal Control,
By John Charles Bucknill, M.D., P.R S.
(Macmillan.) This is a collection of article^,

revised .and enlarged, which appeared anony-
mously in one of the medical journals during
the cour.se of last year. The name of their
dijtiugui--h^d author will ensure for them a
Larger .audience and a wider range of influence
than thev could havo attained to in their original
form. For the numerous evils inherent in our
existing system of provision for the insane of the
middle and upper class— evils exposed with groat
fullness of illustration and detail—Dr. Bucknill
regards the substitution of St.ate for private-
adventure asylums as the only adequate remedy.
A very considerable proportion of insane persons
now in confluoment might and shou'd, he
believes, be set at liberty. Not dangerous
either to themselves or to others, the control

and guidance they require would be sufficiently

provided in many private families. Their
ment.al .and moral conlition would be improved
and their happiness greatly increased by allow-
ing them to mingle with their sane fellow-
creattires in domestic life. There would then
be left only two classes of luna*ic3 requiring
incarceration—those who aro destitute and those
who are not ; and there ought, accordingly, to

be only two authorities to administer the lunacy
laws, and two laws far them to administer, as
they severally regard theso tsvo distinct classes

of the insane. The destitute would be under
the care of the Local Government B lard : those
who aro not destitute, under that of tho Lord
Chancellor, with his subordiaate officers in

lunacy. The present Board of Commissioners
woulrl disappear. Proprietary asylums would
eventually disappear also; and with their

abolition all inducement to imprison those
lunatics who might safely be permitted to go at

large, and to prolong the incarceration of such
as are ready fur discharge, would cease to exist.

The certifimto system now in force is shown to

bear hardly both on tho public and on the
medical profession. Dr. Bucknill points out
that a medical certificate ou,'ht to be nothing
more than a statement of evidence furnished by
a soioutiflc expert, and that the responsibility

of weighing this evidence and of depriving any
individual of his or her liberty ought to rest

immediately and exclusively upon the civil

power. Such are tho principal suggestions to

the development of which tho present volume is

devo'ed. Whether tho reader ho or be not con-
verted to the author's views, he cannot fail to

appreciate the force and clearness with which
they are stated and advocated.

SOME PniLOLOGIC.VL BOOKS.

The Manuel de Philolngie clctisique recently

issued by M. Saloman Reinach (Paris: Hachette)
is professedly based upon tho Triennium Pliilo-

loiji'.um of Dr. W. Pround, but also owes much
to the posthumous EnlcykU,paedie tmd Methodo-

lo'jic der Philoioyischen Wissensehaften of tho

lamented Boeckh. Preund's sketch of history,

literary and political, has been, for good reasons,

entirely suppressed. On the other hand, epi-

graphy, numismatics, Greek private law, general

bibliography, and especially grammar and com'
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parative mythology have been considerably

developed. The author writes of his work
with attractive modesty, which prnpoasesseg the

critic in its favour. On examination it will ba

found to contain a vast amount of valuablo

matter put together in a c:)uvenient and handy
form. It would not bo difficult to point out

omissions hero and there, and a few judgmints
to which oxcoptiou might be taken. Mark-
laud is not generally recognised as " le plus

grand critique anglais." nor are we accus-

tomed to place Blomtield and Shilloto side

by side as editors of Thucydides. It is moro
satisfactory to national prile than to the critical

conscience to find Authon's Anahasis and Mac-
leane's Horace the only elitions recommended.
But although M. Eeinach does not venture to

assume a knowledge of Oormau on the part of

those to whom he acts as guide, he does not fail

to take note of the work of the great German
scholars in the proper place, and shows a com-
petent acquaintance with periodical literature.

The text is written with grace and clearness

;

the notes abound with proofs of a wide and
well-directed reading. In its present form the

work is better adapted for French than for

English students ; but an Bnglish adaptation

of it wi uld bo an immense boon, not only to our

younger scholars, but to all who have not the

leisure or the opportunity to keep up with the

more recent developments of philological scionce.

Messks. Simmel and Co., of Leipzig, adver-
tise what they call an " editio nova" of C. O.
MiiUer's edition of Festu^. Intending pur-
chasers should be informed that the volume so

entitled is not even a reprint of Aliiller's o litiou,

but consists of tho old shest-', exceedingly badly
printed, with tho date and placo of priutiug

covered up with a small slip of paper, and an
Appendix of eighteen pages containing some of

the conjectures upon Festus made since the
date of MiiUer's work in 1839. This Appendix
has been compiled by an anonymous scholar
" de iunioribus Philologis," and is acknowledged
by the publisher to ha a very hurried and in-

complete production. Such treatment of a

standard work contrasts very unfavourably
with the careful and thorough way in which
another great work of Mailer's, Die Etrusher, has
been re-edited by Dr. Deocke for the publLsher
into whose hands it had come. It may be
added that the new edition of Festus is as dear
as it is bad, the price being twenty-two marks.

Peof. Gotz, of Jena, in issuing the Curcullo

as a new part of his edition of Pl'iutus (Leipzig

:

Teubner), has shown the same patient exactness
and soundness of judgment for which his text of
the Epidicus was so honourably distinguished.
Although he has not here the guidance of

the famous Ambrosian palimpsest, he has
been fortunate enough to exhume from tho
treasures of the Milan Library a MS.
hitherto unknown, which is decidedly superior
to the J of the British Museum. Of this, Dr.
Gutz has given a full collation, which has often
proved of service in establishing the text of a
play in many passages seriously corrupt. This
new instalment may be pronounced, like its

predecessor, well worthy of its association with
the honoured name of Eitschl.

TuE new instalment of Ussing's edition of
Plautus, vol. iii., part ii. (Hauniae), contains
the Epidictis, the Mostellaria, and the Men-
aechmi. Prof.Ussing explains in his Preface thit
vol. iii., part i., which has not yet been issued,
has been kept back, at the request of Prof.
Studemund, that the editor may have for the
C/si-^/ariot ttie advantage of his Utestcoliation
of tho Ambrosian palimpsest. The critical
principles on which Us-ing works have already
been set forth in tho-o columns. They may be
shortlv but not unfairly stated as the igaorin»
or a'ljuring of Eitschl and all his works. To
those scholars—and they are the great majority

both .at homo and abroad—who i-egird Ritschl

as the founder of a truly scientific kaowledgo of

early Latin, Ussing's edition can only appear
hopelessly behind the prosaut stage of scholar-

ship. His commentary contains much that is

useful, especially in the way of explaining the
lau2;uago of his author; it contains also some
portentous blunders ; audit is utterly untrust-
worthy as a guide. Prof. Ussing's own attempts
at emendation are sometimes inconceivably
bad; it is fairly astounding to find an editor at

the end of his eighth published play proposing
as an ending for an iambic line quitijuayinti
mnas,

Messrs. Williams axd NoRG.iXE have issued
two parts of Linyaidic Notes, fortunately anony-
mous. They are of iatarest only as showing
how it is pisnblefor a writer t) possess sutfl;ient

acquaiutiuce with the standard works on phil-
ology to quote them ou every page without
the taintest glimmering of the principles of the
science. It is not enough to say that every
suggestion made is absurd ; it is evident that it

would be an utterly hopale^s task to attsmpt to
canviuce their propouader why it is absurd.
A writer who finds the stem al, fire, in algeo

(al-egeo I), in <t>k4yui {4p-n\(yai) and 5)\ioi,

" although Curtius assigns to this latter a
different origin," and whj is equally indifferent
to breathings and to accents, is, for vei-y sutH-
cient reasons, bsyond the pale of criticism.

NOTES OF TRAVEL.
Dr. E. Bessels has projectad an Arctic
expedition for tie year 18S1, the cost of which
will be defrayed by a public subscription. A
portion of his sciontific stiff is t) pass the
winter at the entrance of Jones Sound, while
the exploring vessel Afedea will push along tho
western coast of Grinnell Laud as far north as
possible.

The forthcoming number of tho Geographische
Mittheilunqea contains Dr. Eegfel's account of a
trip from Kulja to Turfan, in Chinese Turkestan,
which no European traveller appears to have
visited since Father Goes did so in theseventeenth
century. The new town condsts of two for-
tresses, inhabited by several thousand Tarauchi,
Dung-ms, and Chinese. It lies in the midst of
the desert, its fields being irrigatad by water
conveyed throuj;h undergi-ound cauals from the
foot of the Thian-shan. The Russian traveller,
notwithstanding the obstacles placel in his
way by the authorities, succeeded in paying a
flying visit to the ruins of ancient Turfan,
about thirty miles farther east, near a famous
placo of pilgiimige (Mazar). The ruins cover
an immense area. Taey consist of walls,
towers, and tha remains of solidly constructed
dwelling-houses with arched windows. Dr.
Eegel thinks that the founders of this town
must have been far more civilised than were the
nomadic Uigurs or Khuikhoi, the probable
ancestors of the modern Dungans.

The information received from the members of
the Italian Mission in Shoa is of a s.atisfaotory

nature. Antinori has returned from a journey
through the country of the Adda Gallas, in the
course of which he discovered four la'io^.

Chiarini and Oeochi, who left Shoa in June 1878
for Kaffi, have at last been heard of, though
only indirectly. They are reported to have
started from Kaffa in May 1879 for the south,
and, unless they meet with an accident, may be
expected to turn up at an early date somewhere
ou the Upper Nile. Martini, who had intended
to proceed to Kiffa in quest of them, now pro-
poses to travfl by a more easterly route from
Shoa to the East C jast. We sincerely hope that
these Italian explorers may suscoad in their

efforts, thus letting a fl jod of light into a
region hitherto only laid down upon our maps
from very fragmentary native information.

Chief Justice Daly's annual address on
the geographical work of the world in 1878
and 1879 fills tho whole of the latest number of
tho Didlethi of the American Geographical
Society. It is an exhaustive survey, more
especially interesting on account of the in-
formation furnished on American explorations.
We are glad to learn that tho surveys in tho
Western territories have been re-organised and
placed in chargo of a Topographical Bureau
attached to the Department of the Interior.

Mr. Clarence King, a very able practical
surveyor, has been appointed director of thig
bureau.

Cora's Cosmos contains a translation of Hell-
mann's Report on the exploration of the Amu
Darya, in 1878, ori<!;inally published in the
Ziipiski of the Caucasian section of the Russian
Geographical Society. The article is accom-
panied by a fine map exhibiting tho districts

inundated in 1878.

SiGNOR MLlNZONl paid a third visit to Sana in

March last. He has returned to Italy. The
results of his throe years' exploration in South-
western Arabia will be published in Cora's
Cosmos, together with a set of elaborate maps.

Dr. Oscar. Lenz has thus far been fortmate
in his explorations of Morocco. He has visited

Fez, Mekinez, and Mirjkesh, the capital,

travelling for the mojt pait by routes not pre-
viously trodden by European travellers, and is

now on the road to Timbuktu. In a letter to

the editor of the MittheUaarjen he speaks hope-
fully of his venture. A sherif, whose acquaint-
ance ho made at Tanger, had off 're I to act as

his prote ctor, and in his company he has arrived
at Tarudaut, in Wad Sus. The iuhxbitants of

that town threatened his life, but the inter-

vention of the friendly sherif turned aside their

wrath. Ou March 27 Dr. Lenz proposed_J;o
join a caravan bound for Sidl Hesham, whence
he will make his way to Tendaf, a place on the
margin of the Desert, whore caravans bound for

Timbuktu usuilly gather. It wan not far from
here that Davidson, bound on the same errand,
was murdered in 1837. Miy the German
traveller meet with better fortune !

The June number of the MmtUy Record of
Oeography contains papers on Mnasi and tho
Rovuma district of Bist Africa, by tho Eev.
Chauucy Maples ; on Uganda and the Victoria
Nyanza, by the Rev. 0. T. Wilsm ; and on his
journey to and frim the .same lake via the Nile,
by Mr. E. W. Felkin. There is also an official

report on the recent volcmio orupti in at the
Grande Sniffriere in the Island of Dominica.
Among the Geo »raphical Notes there is a useful
table of latitudes of places in South Africa,
determined by Father A. H. Law, au experi-
enced obseryer ; and a brief account of Mr. E.
Whymper's mountain ascents in Ecuador after
his exploit on Ohimborazo, to which we have
before alluded. After a note on the Sanpo
Eiver of Thibet, we find an .account of northern
and eastern Somali-land, based on a report by
Col. Graves, an Egyptian staff officer, and con-
taining muo'a inform ition in regard to the
Mijjertain Somalis and their little-known
country. Nor must we omit to mention a note
on the subject of a supposed recent survivor
of Leichhardc's expedition across Australia in
1S48. The Obituary includes notices of Gen.
W. 0. Macleoi's career (by Col. Yule) and of
Prof. Ansted's life. Trie present number con-
tains a map of Central South Africa to illus-

trate Dr. Holub's account of his journeys
published in previous issues.

The Surveyor-General at Perth, West
Australia, has just published a large map,
showing the route from Nickol Bay in that
colony to tho South Australian overland
telegraph lino followed by Mr. Ales. Forrest's
expedition m 1879. There is also an inset map,
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showing the geological features of the country

traversed, from data furui-shed by Mr. F. W.
Hill. At the foot of the map a detailed descrip-

tion is given of the country between Da Grey
River, Bsagle Biy, and Kitheriue Station on
the overland telegraph line. The nature of

Mr. Forrest's discoveries in regard to the re-

sources and capibilities of the region he passed

through is considered so important thit sugijes-

tions are already being mad-! of the advisability

of separating it from West Australii and
forming it into a new colony.

By the last mail from Australia we learn

that M. Miklukho-Maklai had left Thursday
Island for Sydney in the missionary steamer
EUnn'jou".in early in April, after a journey of

twelve months in Melanesia. Capt. Eedeich,

the naturalist and explorer, also left New
Guinea in the EUanjomn, but was acci-

dentally drowned the day after sailing from Port
Moresby.

Mr. R. Jack, the Government geologist,

whose journey in Northern Queensland we have
previously mentioned, arrived at Somerset, at

the north end of Cape York Peninsula, on
April '_'. He has, however, made no discovery

of auriferous country, as was somewhat on-
fidently expected, the whole of the region

traversed being covered with desert sindstono.

The party were attacked by blacks on March
9, when near Cape GrenviUe (S. lat. 12°). and
Mr. Jack received a spear wound in tho neck.

The German branch of the International

African Association are und-irsto^d to have
engiged the services of Heir Fiegel for the

exploration of the Upper Binue in West Africa

and the thorough examination of the systems of

that river and the Shary, audit is probable that

the expedition will achieve important results.

Herr Fiegel. it will be remembered, acoom-
p*S!2i Mr. Ashcroft, of the Churi:h Mission iry

Sjcietv, in llis preliminary survey of the Binue'

last year in the little steamer Henri/ Venn, and
brought home an excelleut chart of the river,

reductions of which have receotly appeared in

the MoiM/i/ It'cord of Oeoyrajthy, as well as in

Petermann's Mittheilungen.

In referring last week to Mr. Andrew Chirn-

side's pamphlet on what we may term

missionary difficulties in Eistern Africi, which

has lately attracted much attention in various

quarters, the Athenaeum somewhat euigmati-

cally observes that "Mr. Bliutyre, of the

Scotch mission, and his pirty have been forced

to act as julges and executioners ia the case of

a murderer." To make this mysterious remark

slizhtly intellit;ible it may be well to state,

•without mentioning tho name of the person

really concerned, that Blanfyre is the name, not

of a missionary, but of a mission station in the

Nyassa region, and is so called after Living-

stone's birtiplace. This station was, we believe,

founded in his memory by the Established

Church of Scotland, as was that at Livingstonia,

at the south end of the lake, bv the Free

Church. Our contemporary hardly appears

to be in possession of all the circumstances of

the case, to which it is unnecessary to make
further allusion here.

The Council of the Royal GeogTaphical

Society have recently had under consideration

the construction of terrestrial globes to illustrate

the physical geography of the earth's surface ;

and, in order to encourage the production of

educational instruments of so much import-

ance as these are likely to prove, they have

requested Sir J. H. Lefroy to superintend the

outline engraving of two experiment il gores,

each of 3U° on either side of the meridian of

Greenwich, f)r a globe thirty-two inches in

diameter. The drawings are afterwards to bo

submitted to various scientitic authorities for

filling up with details.

SCIEyeE NOTES.

.4.T a meeting of the Linnean Society on
June 3 (Prof, .oilman in tho chair) a paper

was read by Mr. Gairje Murrav "On the

Application
"
of the Results of Pringsheim's

Recent Researches on ChlonphvU to the Life of

the Lichen." Summarising the results of

Pringsheim's labours, the author coisidered the

sugsestion of Dr. Vines tha», by the aid of an

artificial chlorophyll screen, th^ proto^ilasm of

fungi might be excited to the decotnpositiou of

carbonic acid, and coatended that this proposed

experiment is proceeling naturally in lichens.

He pointed out that in these organisms we have

the fungal tissues in the body of the thallus,

and the chlorophyll screen in the gouidia ; and

that light traversing the chlorophyll-containing

gonidia—often occurring as a dense layer—ex-

cites in the fungal tissues the decomposition of

carbonic acid. In evidence he adduced the

pleotiful occurrence in the fungal hyphae of

starch, or rather lichenin—a substance of the

same chemical composition as starch (CijHioOjo)

and formed from it by the action of the free

acids of the plant. In cmclusion, he submitted

thit this process tended to explain the nature

of the codSirtism of the fungil and algil

elements in the lichen, and thus to support the

views of SAwendener. The paper was dis-

cussed bv Prof. AUman, Mr. Carruthers, Mr.

Bennett, Prof Martin Duncan, Dr. Stewart, &c.

The Origin of y^on-rakareous Stra'lfieA RocliS.—
The valuable address which Dr. H. 0. Sorby

delivered before the Geological Society of

London last February, on the oxasion of his

retirement from the presidential chair, is printed

in the current number of the Society's Jnurnal.

Although in the nature of an address, it is

really an original memoir on the structure and
origin of the various sTatified rocks other than
limustones. At the preceding anniversary

meeting Dr. Sorby had discussed similar

problems in connexion with limestone rocks,

and hence the one address is complemental to

the other. With characteristic originality, the

author has takoa up the microscopic study of

sands and cUys, which are the raw materials

of most stra'ified deposifs, and has been able to

deduce important conclusions, not only as to the

nature of the pireut-rocks from which these

detritil materials have been derived, but also as

to the mechanic^ and physical agencies which

have been coucernei in th^ir formation. The
address is oue of great solidity and value.

Mr. B. D.vydon Jackson, the recently

elected botanical secretiry of the Linnean

Society, contributes to the J^urnil of Botany

(June) some valuable " Re-narks on Botanical

Bibliography." Mr. Jacksju is engaged in

preparing a guide to the literature of botany

(now almost completed) for the Index Society.

Mr. H. N. Ridley has been appointed an
assistant in the department of botany, British

Museum.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Society of Biblical Archaeology.—{Tuesday,

June 1.

)

Walter Morrisox, Esq., V.-P., in the Chair.—
Lieufc.-Col. Warren, R.E., read a piper on "The
Site of the Temples of the Jews." The writer

stated that, in his opini m, the explorations at

Jerusalem tend to coatiim the autheatioity of the

traditional sites of the Holy Sepulchre and Temple
of the Jews, and have completely overthrown the

theory advanced by Mr. Fergusson that the dome
of the rock covers the Holy Sepulchre. He lirst

showed that the Zioa to which the ark of the Lord

was brought by King DiviJ was a totally diatinct

hill from Moriah on which the Temple of Solomon
was built, anil puinteii out that the confusion

existing in the miurls of miny on the subject arises

from the fact that, of the principal poetical works,

the psalms referring specially to Zioa were com-

posed by David daring the period when Zion was the
Holy Hill, while the psalms written after the
building of the Temple only refer to Zion in

parallelisms. He then pointed out that, of the
three hilU on which Jerusalem is built, there is a
general coniurrence between the Bible, Josephus,
and Maciibees that M.)riih, the Temple mount, is

that t ) ihe east, that to the south-west is the upper
city of .Tosephus, and that to the north- west ia the
Akra, formerly the city of David (Zion), which
was cut down by the Maccabees to prevent it

dominating the Temple. He then spoke of tho
stupendous walla by which the sides of the Temple
mount are begirt, and showed that the west, south,
and east walls as far as, and together with, the
northern edge of the dome of the rock platform
indicate the limits of the Temple Courts of Herod,
the large marginal drafted stones of which form the
actual walls that existed or were built in his day.
These walls were examined in detail, the general
results of the excavations described, and it was
shown that they accord with the historical account.

ft was then shown that the threshing floor of

Araunah, the Jebusite, was at the top of the hill of

Moriah; and historical evidence was brought for-

ward proving that the Temple was on the top of the
hill, the position of the Temple was indicated, and
it was shown that the loual indications ia favour of

this position over all others are numerous. Plana
illustrating the subject were exhibited. In con-
clusion the writer referred to a recent paper of Col.

Wilson, on the masonry of the noble sanctuary, and
pointed out the alleged inconsistencies which exist

ia his conclusions, and that, while asserting that

the larger marginal drafted stones are to he referred

to one epoch, he makes that epojh extend for l.OOO

years, from the time of Nehemiah to Justinian,

and suggests that the heaviest aud best masonry in

the sanctuary was erected by the latter.—A paper
on "The Papyrus of Bek-en-Amen, preserved in

the Municipal Museum of Bologna," by Prof,

Giovanni Kminek-Szedlo, was read by the Secre-

tary.

Philological Society.—(Fn'iay, June i.)

A. J. Ellis, Esq., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

—The papers read were (1) "On the History of the
Word ' AUle,'" by Dr. J. A. H. Murray. The
extracts sent in for the society's Dictionary showed
that this word, after having first had its Old-French
form in English, was confused with He, island, spelt

He, and translated in^'tla, and that its present spell-

ing ainle was not found till Burke's time. (2) "On
Some Differences between the Speech ot Edinburgh
and London." b}^ T. B. Sprague, M.A. They were
such as had struck the writer, a Londoner living

for the last six years in Kdinburgh ; for instance,

divider for a soup-ladle ; iJe^her (or a butcher, the
hutrher being the slaughterer, or man who killed

the beasts ; beast for any animal, however small, a

caterpillar or a bug ; house for a flat, so that

twelve or sixteen "houses" would be under
the same roof, in the same "tenement ;" icronqous

(Anglo-Saxon vjranjwl^, the converse of rihtwis,

righteous) imprisonment, for waat we absurdly call

"false imprisonment," theoontinement being "real"
enough ; "sort the children before they are put to

bed," tidy them, "lix" them in Yankee phrase;

soft weather, showery ; presently, at once—the
writer was much surprised on telling a clerk to do s

thing presently, to find him go off and do it directly;

ifcc. (3) "On the Makua Language" (a branch
of tie Bantu group, near Zinzibar, South Africa),

by the R-v. Chauncy Maples, a missionary there.

L>r. B.eek's sixteen "genders" or classes of nouns
with difl'eringprefixes were completed, the grammar
and structure of the language were explained, and its

atboities stated. "Sister" was " female brother ;"

the original numerals went up only to five ; the

relative was wanting; "the man whom I saw"
was "the man he saw [or was seen, for there was
no passive] my." The people were very kindly,

clever, and interesting, and very untruthful, but

very honest—an dd chlorodyne bottle was the only

thing ever lost ; but it was soon restored, the thief

being handed over to the mission to be hanged it

they thought fit. Unlimited power was attributed

to tho missionaries. .Some time back there was an

eirthcjuake, and the native chiefs sent up to ask

what they had done to offend the missionaries ; they

would make amends to the utmost of their power if

only the missionaries would stop the earthquake

they had set going.
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Royal Asiatic Society.—[Motiday, June 7.)

Sir H. C. RAWLINSO^', K.C.B., President, in the

Chair.—Prof. Carl Abel read a paper •'On the

Origin of Language aa traced through the

Egyptian Tongue," in which he pointed out that,

in the most ancient hieroglyphical period, the

Egyptian language was, to a large extent, a lan-

guage of homonyms and synonyms, in which many
roots had a variety of nieauiog'*, while many of

these meanings could be exjiresstd by a great variety

of roots. l>r. Abel then compartd this primitive

Btage of language with the later Coptic, and, tiuding

the synonyms gone or replaced by distinct deriva-

tives, came to the conclusion that language was
only gradually developed to an intelligible state.

The geueral nature of this proceaa divests it of

much of its surrounding mystery, aa numerous
words are invented for every conception, or tenta-

tively used by succeeding generations. A con-

tinuous choice must then have been made, until a
sound most responsive to the national sense was
fixed upon, and more or less extensively adopted.

Each root had, no doubt, originally a variety of

eignitications. Dr. Abel then proceeded to demon-
strate two important facts in this gradual evolution

of sense and sound—namely, the intellectual and
phonetical inversion of roots. In Egyptian, many
roots, he remarked, mean one thing, and its

opposite, too ; and, where there is no variation in

sound, the context alone can decide which siguiti-

cation is required in the particular case. In other
;

words, two opposite notions, each expressed by
separate words, are formed into a compound,
denoting neither the one nor the other of the two
condicting meanings.

FINE ART.

Lectures on Art. By Henry "Weekes, R.A.
(Bickers & Son.)

The Lectiires on Art contained in the present

volume are prefaced by a brief biography of

their writer, and accompanied by pbotogra])hs

from Lis principal works ; the publication is

intended as a memorial of one whose life in

many respects deserves to be held up as

worthy of imitation and emulation, for Mr.
Weekes seems to have been actuated from

to give up work, and in the following year, on
the 28th of May, he died.

There was nothing very novel or very
striking in Mr. Weekes' work, just as there is

nothing very novel or very striking in his

lectures ; but his work and his lectures alike

present us with the picture of a mind both
liberal and modest. He fell on days in whicli

puch special talent as he po.ssessed could not
find, at home, sound or adequate schooling

;

he was well aware of his own shortcomings,
and earnestly desirous of improving as far

as he could the education of the students of

his own profession. Throughout his lectures

he is constantly inculcating the necessity of

severe study, which, while based on the
sound rules which are our inheritance from
past experience, shall not reject any source of
interest or any means of development in

sympathy with the needs of to-day. How
sound were Mr. Weekes' own instincts may
be inferred from the place which he accords
to Sir Joshua Reynolds' discourses, to selec-

tions from which—on account of their great
educational value—three of the lectures are
devoted

; how open-minded he was may as
readdy be inferred from his paper on Colour
in Sculpture. It is clear to see that he, on
the whole, disliked it

;
yet he honestly weighs

every argument in its favour, can find merit
in its application to Maroehetti's bust of
Duleep Singh, and, at p. 166, records his
intense admiration of the delightful examples
of partially coloured sculpture afforded by the
works of Delia Robbia. With these, Mr.
Weekes said, he was perhaps more de-
lighted on his visit to Italy than with
any other kind of art. He singles out
for special notice the peculiarly religious

sentiment embodied in them, their purity
of line and simplicity of composition,
and expresses his wish that casts of them
should be procured for the Academy schools,
so that, if the students should be called on, by
the turn of modern taste, to ap|)ly colour to

first to last by an honourable, uncalculating,

and unswerving devotion to his profession.

He was born in 1807 at Canterbury, where i
sculpture, they should at least have faultless

he received, in the King's School, the rudi- models as their guide. To the efforts of
ments of a scholarly education. While still Gibson in this direction, and to the attempts
very young he attracted attention by model-
ling, on an enlarged scale, the St. George and
Dragon on a crown-piece ; and at the age of
fifteen, his future profession was decided on,

and he was articled to Behnes—then in great
reputation for his portrait busts—for the term
of live years. On the period of his apprentice-
ship expiring, Mr. Weekes found employ-
ment with Chantrey, who behaved to him
with great generosity, leaving him at his

death, which occurred in 1841, a liberal

legacy, by the aid of which Weekes was
enabled to purchase the studio in which he
had worked so long, and to place himself
before the world as the successor of his old
employer. From this date his position
steadily strengthened ; in 1851 he became an
associate of the Royal Academy, and in 1863
he was: elected a full member. In 1869 he
succeeded Mr. Westmacott as professor of
sculpture, in which capacity he delivered at
different intervals the lectures which have
been collected in the volume now before us.

At the close of his first term of office (five

years) Mr. Weekes was re-elected for a
second, which, h iwever, he did not live to
complete. As eaidy as 1876 he was obliged

of others—whom, being then alive, he was
prevented by a rule of the Academy from
mentioning by name—Mr. Weekes also
refers

; to Gibson he recurred again in a later
lecture, in which he compares the character
of his career with that of Chantrey and of
Behnes, and this later paper closes with words
of warning which, duly qualified, are so
applicable to tendencies still existent and
pregi.ant with evil to the future of Englisli
art that they deserve quotation here. " He
[Gibson], may," says Mr. Weekes, "serve you
as a warning that your art is called upon to
illustrate new ideas, not to repeat old ones

;

to associate itself with the feelings of the pre-
sent day, not to carry us back to times of the
past, and to things that are dead and gone."
But Mr. Weekes spoke this in no narrow

spirit. Again and again he urges on his

hearers the study of the classics, and of all

great literature within their reach. Read
Homer, he says—read him in Greek if you
can, in translations if you cannot read
him in Greek, but, at all events, read
him; and, with the same desire to incul-

cate the advisability of seeking every
source of knowledge and strength, he counsels

artists to attempt, for their own benefit, to
put their ideas concerning their art on paper,
so that they may the more clearly appreciate
their bearing. Mr. Weekes himself evidently
found the practice a useful one, although here
and there, when he approaches abstruse
questions of theory, we feel that he narrowly
escapes shipwreck, as in the chapter in which
he at one and the same time adheres to the
theory that " physical beauty is indicative of
moiai excellence" (p. 71), "and lays down
with equal force that "beauty is utility"

(p. 79). The volume, however, abounds with
excellent hints and criticisms of a practical

character, sufiiciently clear in statement

;

and though the style has much of the wordi-
ness necessarily pertaining to spoken dis-

course, it is never windy, for the author is

always bent on finding valid reasons in

support of his own opinions and his own
practice.

The care with which the Lectures are
edited, and the unaffected simplicity of the
short biographical Preface, are an excellent

example to those engaged in the production
of similar work

; our attention is never drawn
from the subject of the memoir, and Mr.
Weekes' modest estimate of himself and his

own powers conciliates our regard for the
works and writings in which is recorded his

active and unpretentious life.

E. P. S. PATTIS02f.

ENGLISH WATEE-COLOUES AT THE BURI ^NOISS'
CLUB.

It is evidently no fault of the Burlington Fine
Arts Club that few water-colour painters of
high power were born during the first twenty
or thirty years of the present century—that
is, were born " since 1800 " and are " now de-
ceased." No doubt considerable effort has been
made to render the present exhibition a worthy
sequel to that of 1S71, which was one of the
most remarkable ever held within the walls of
the Club ; and there can be no two opinions as to
the present exhibition being one of some histori-
cal value. It illustrates the work of a transition
period which has been characterised as without
the genius of the great earlier period and with-
out quite the skill and the artistic feeling
possessed by many of the painters of our own'
day. Yet the transition period is decidedly
interesting as a subject for study if not for un-
qualified admiration. The exhibition, like
nearly all those that have preceded it, has been
prepared with care. Its cataloL'uo seems a
model of what this kind of work should be

;

and, if we are not able to agree wholly
with the writer of the thoughtful introductory
notice in the rank he assigns to certain artinta

under discussion, we are yet able to appre-
ciate the general excellence of the labour.
To address ourselves to the exhibition

itself, it may be said that, aa it includes the
representation of a few of our elder artists born
before 1800 but still living iu ls71, and there-
fore excluded from the admirable exhibition of
that year, we have yet a trace remaining here
of that research of style, that predominance of
artificial yet not unlovely composition, which
characterised such earlier men as Barrett and
Varley, and was inherited by them, it may he,
from Wilson, and by him, it may be, from
Claude. It is the works of Finch (Nos. 63,
67, and 181) which best exhibit ths suivivai
in the present show of the mann^r and method
of a now passed away art, with which the earlier

ait of Tuiner, and not the eaihest alone, ha4
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something in commoii. In the present e^ibi-
tion much is made of the art of MuUer. Oue
really beautiful drawing from his hand is lent

by Mr. Vaugliau. aud there are exhibited also

among drawings by Miiller several rather bril-

liant and very dasbiig sketches; but—con-
fessedly banishing sentiment or dramatic ic-

tere^t—these seem to us at times almost as
much wanting in subtlety of treatment aud in
tho true glory of colour as in the virtues they
more deliberately eschew ; and we venture,
indeed, to doubt whether the work of Miiller
generally has not, of late years, been overrated,
lie had the knack of sketching adroitly and
solidly. Ho was a skilled and successful crafts-

man. And ho was little besides. Bonington's
lepufation, again, is one which we do not
expect to see advanced. The somewhat chilly

exactitude of bis art—betraying nothing of the
personality of the artist—has been already rated
sufficiently highly. Cattermole, who is ex-
cellently represented at tho Burlington Club, is

now admittedly at a discount. We are glad to

fee something of the best of his work. He
dealt dexterously, though never very subtly,
with romantic themes. He was like Sir John
Gilbert—only when Sir John Gilbert allows
himself to be tame.
John Lewis, alike an elaborate draughtsman

and a brilliant colourist, is an attractive ele-
ment in the present show. The finest of his
five drawings—at all events, the drawing in
which his deficiencies interfere the least with
the enjoyment of his great qualities—is that
numbered 57, Lilium Aiiraiuin. It represents
two Eastern girls iu an Eastern garden ; it is of
exjiressive aud intricate de^ij^u and studious
draughtsmanship, but is yet more remarkable
for the ordered opulence of its hues. Our
English painters of the East have never gone
further th''n this in realising such beauty as the
East may possess ; and, though the present
fashions in art may have turned aside from the
Oiient as a land less interesting for artistic

pur-poses than the men of the last generation
deemed it, sound judgment must continue
to allow to Jobn Jjewis, at all events, an
unqualified success in the treatment of the
subject of his choice. Tho control of brilliant

and gtm-like colour which he here e.xhibits

is iu singular contrast to much inadequate
and inartistic dealing with vivid hues be-
trayed too often by many of bis contsm-
)ioraries. See, for ius'auce, the example of
Wehuert—a large drawing of a woman kneeling
at her bed.

Among those artists who were distinctly

colourists remaining to bo noticed James
Holland is foremost. But Holland is not
represented quite so characteristically as Lewis,
beautiful undoubtedly as is his drawing of

Lover. Two exam])les of brilliant yet softened
and harmonietd colour appear from tho hand
of W. W. Leano. and will revive bis memory.
The Cathedral of Cliarlres is the motive rather
than actually tho subject of tho one (No. 101),
so much is the drawmg an experiment in red
and rose-gray. A Venetian canal aud house
front is the theme of the other, which, indeed,
is not at all less admirable. McKewan is shown
as a master of tone if not precisely of colour iu
interiors. By Luiidgreu there is a very happy
example in >.o. 110. E. W. Cooke is seen at
bis best. Ho had an immento facility for
doing all things tolerably—he did nothing
supicmel}' well. Earlier and less-known men,
such as VV. liiviere, do not fail to be repre-
sented. By him there is one of the best aud
soberest drawings iu tho exhibition—a large
sketch of tho bea-fiont of Lover, tho quaiut
parade of long ago, and the sunny-white cliffs

in showery weather (No. 107). Hero the exe-
cution is as frank aud simple as the result is

unobtrusive and pleasant. By W. Evans, of
Bristol, there is a. ime, stormy, and passion-

ate landscape among the few exhibited on the
ground floor aud not in the gallery. Its sub-
ject is professedly vl Welsh Water Mill; in reality,

a bridge crossing a turbid mountain stream
swept over by wind. Drawings of the character

of many we have mentioned may reconcile the
amateur to tho perhaps inevitable presence of

many somewhat crude works representative of

men who were popular in their own day, but
about whom the art collectors of the future will

not bo expected to concern themselves. Much
has been done, no doubt, to repress within
proper limits the representation of the inartistic

aud tho sentimental ; but tho inartistic and the
sentimental—at all events, in figure-pieces

—

were the fashion forty years ago, when the
'

' Annual " had become the privileged debaucher
of tho public taste. We note, but we need not
take exception to, the small and partial repre-
sentation of the art of brilliant young painters
like Frederick Walker and George Piuwell, for

their presence here at all is, as it were, an
accident ; tliey died so lately and so young that
their work belongs wholly to our own day ; and
tho organisers of the present exhibition were
chiflly concerned with the work of at least one
generation ago. Feedeiuck WEDiioiiE.

EXHIBITIONS.
Ax exhibition of ancient helmets was opened
a few days ago at the rooms of the Koyal
Archaeological Institute in New Burlington
Street. We understand that the excellent
arrangement of the objects is iu great part due
to the exertions of Mr. W. Burgess and the
Baron de Cossou, who have each of them con-
tributed many fine examples to the collection.

Oue of the earliest and most interesting speci-
mens in the collection is a bronze helmet found
in the Tigris, which there is good ground for
believing to be of Greek manufacture. It does
not require a great strain on the imagination to
believe that it may have been worn by some one
of the Ten Thousand during their celebrated
retreat. This precious relic is the propeity of
Mr. Matthew Ilolbeach Bloxam. There is also
a Human helmet of great interest. It may prob-
ably bo of Italian make, but was found iu the
feuaat Witcham. Viewed as works of art, by
far the mo.st beautiful things in the collection
are the Italian h-lmets of the sixteenth centui-y

;

there are several of these with engraved patterns
upon them of excellent design and almost lault-
le^8 execution. Tho cap of a French judge of
tho sixteenth century can hardly bj called a
helmet, but it is well worthy of a place in the
collection. It is made of thin steel bars, so con-
structed as to fold into a very small compass.
Such things were probably never needed iu this
country. An objrct of this sort helps us to realise
more forcibly than many pages of history the
state of violeuca and disorganisation from which
Franco sulf rel irheu it was needful for the
administrators of the law thus socr.;'tly to pro'ect
themselves. The toumaineut helm of Sir Giles
Cajiel, one of the knights who, with Henry
VIIL, challenged all comers fur thirty days at
the Field of the Cloth of Gold, is a fine example
of a kind of helmet now of the utmost rarity.

It used to hang over the tomb of the Capels in
Eiiyne Church, Essex, until about forty years
ago, when tho old church was pulled down. It
is now the property of tho Baron de Cosson, to
whom it was prc-ented by a lady, who bought
it of tho son of tho builder of the new church.
Though tho special object of the exhibition is

to show a chronological series of helmets, a few
examples of chain mail are given. Most of it

is Oriental, for in the East chain armour is

worn at this moment ; but there are some good
fragments which are almost certainly of
Western make. Wo noticed parlicularlv part
of ahanbark, founTi n the I'honi.^ Park, Dublin.
There seems no reason for thinking this Eastern,

and, if not, it is probably part of the equip-
ment of one of the Norman invaders of Ireland.
It would have been interesting to have had
a full account of its discovery. There are no
specimens of banded mail in the collection ; in
fact, so far as we know, no single example is

now in existence, although it" is frequently
represented on seals, and there are three English
sculptured efligies which show it. How it was
made is by no means certain. Some carefully
constructed models are here exhibited fur the
purpose of showing the manner iu which those
best able to form an opinion believe it to have
been constructed. It may not be amiss to note
that one special characteristic of this exhibition
is that there cm be no doubt as to the genuine-
ness of almost every specimen shown. Forgers
have been at work on helmets as well as on
almost every other object of archaeological
interest, but there cannot well be a mistake
here, for all those which are in any degree
doubtful are put iu a class apart

NOTES FEOM KOIIE.

From vol. xvi. of the AtU delV Accademia di
Scienze morali e politiche di NapoU has been
extracted a recent work of Prof. Euggiero
Bonghi on a subject of Roman history. He
examines the accounts given by Livy and by
Lionysius of the enterprise of Appius Herdonius
(294 A.r.c), and, having enumerated the varia-
tions made in the story by other ancient writers
who have made mention of the same under-
taking, passes in review all the opinions pro-
pounded on the subject by modern critics,

beginning with Niebuhr. The author endea-
vours to indicate tho manner iu which, from
various reasons, the most contradictory conclu-
sions have been arrived at in the attempt to
better explain the fact. In his opinion, Appiua
Herdonius belonged to those powerful Sabine
families who. reversing the course taken forty
years before by Appius Claudius with his clan,
imagined they could best provide for the safety
of their country by seeking the subjugation of
Rome, from whence arose danger to their own
independence. Actuited by this motive, with
the co-operation of the exiles, and with the
hope of being powerfully assisted by the slaves,
aud by as many, iu Rome it.-elf, as were discon-
tented with the actual state of affairs, he occu-
pied the Capifcol, where, as is well known, he
met his deatb.

Pkof. Boxoni, who for some years hai been
engaged iu writing the history of Rome,
promises us shortly a new critical essay on
Publius Volero. and another oa the territory
surrounding Rome, and on the Roman con-
quests of tho first four centuries; and, finally, a
fourth work on the credit deserved by the
ancient sources of history relative to that period.
The first volume of Bonghi's Roman History will
be published within the current year, and will
bring the account up to tho death of Camillus.

In the excavations near the banks of the
Tiber have been discovered some inscribed
stones which formed part of tho sepulchre of
C. Sulpicius Platorinus. The relationships, how-
ever, which existed between the various persona
whoso memory has been recalled to ns by the
epigraphs discovered are not yet decided. The
last stone boars tho name Antonia Furnilla.
In the vicinity of the sepulchre have been
found some marble pillars, also with inscrip-
tions. Oue formed part of an aedicula dedicated
to tho god Silvanus, another belongs to the
number of those dedicated to the Lares Aui/uali,

while the third is one of those destined to imii-
cato the limits of the public path on the banks
of the Tiber. Many thousands of bronze coins
of the later times of the Empire have also boon
discovered.

A MONOGiurn has just been published by
Prof. Or, Q. Ascoli, entitled Iscrinioni inedite o
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mal note greche, latine, ebraiche di anlkhi aepolcri

giudaici del Napoletano. It is a repriat from
the Transactions of the fourth luteruational
Cotip;re33 of Orientalists, held in Florence in

lS7f>. If the aut-hor's name were not enousfh, a

Bimple glance at the suiniuary of the subjects

dealt with in the book would suffice to show
the importance of its contents. Tae author
examines the two clas3.e3 of Jewish sepulchral

inscriptions hitherto known, the Greco -Latin

and the Hebrew. The first, which consists io

great part of the stones discovered in the Jews'
cemetery at Eome, carries us back to the ported
which elapsed between the first and fourth cen-
turies of the Christian era. The second, or
mediaeval class, in which the inscriptions are

all in Uebrew, goes back to the eleventh or

the end of the tenth century. To explain this

long interval of silence, the author records the
various opinions which have been put forward
by scholars, and the errors to which their

acceptance may lead. He points out that even
scholars themselves till lately neglected one
most important fact—that, namely, of the dis-

covery of the Jewish cemetery of Venosa, the
inscriptions of which belong precisely to this

intermediate epoch, and conspicuously supply
the missing link in the chain of historical con-
tinuity. He prefacss the examination of the
Hebrew inscriptions with an account of the dis-

covery at Venosa, and of the first studies

written upon it, which remained in MS. in the
archives of the National Museum of Naples.
Prof. Ascoli ends with the expression of a hope,
which, we trust, may be realised by the Minister
of Public Instruction, that the exploration of

the sabterrauean cemetery of Venosa may be
methodically cjntinued.

At the la4 sitting of the Royal Aoidemy of
the Lincei (May 30) Senator FiorelU exhibited
three new lami'ne of gold, with Greek iusjrip-

tions, discovered in the territory of Sybaris in

prosecuting the fresh excavations undertaken
there by the Italian Governmeat. A monograph
was read on these limine by Prof. C jmparetti,

who reconstituted the text, recognising in it

references to Orphic worship, which set forth at

some length the beliefs of that org misation con-
corning the soul and the future life.

ART SALES.

We chronicle this week—independently of a
print sale noticed below—two art sales of

interest to various collectors : the one a sale at

Messrs. Christie, Mauson and Woods', last

Satui'day week, of a oolleotion chiefly of modern
pictures, though including a few examples of
earlier English painters ; and the other a sale of
fine porcelain, in which Bristol china predomi-
inated. This is a ware generally found, in the
opinion of many, more remarkable for rarity

and for fineness of the paste than for actuil
beauty. At the picture sale of Saturday weak
Mr. Philip Calderon's Toujours Fidele sold for

£189; Creswick's r/i« Approach to an Enr/Hsh
Village, the figures being by Mr. W. P. Frith,

E.A., £210; Mr. Frith's Sir Roger de Govrhg
and the Widow. £314 lOs.; Mr. Faed's Worn
Ou<—the extreme'.y pathetic picture of about
eleven years since at the Eoyal Academy, one
of the sensations of its year—£ 1,43S. Tais was
bought by Mr. Agnew. By Peter Graham
there was a Scotch Landscajie, which realised

£43S; by Mr. J. C. Horsly, E.A., the Pod's
Theme, which obtained £'210, and likewise by
the same artist, Lidy Jane Grey and Roger
Ascliam, which reached £315. By Mr. J. C.

Hook there was the attractive picture, The
QoHofthe Sea, £1,"S5 (Wertheimer), and the
Fishing Haven, which fell to a libijral bid from
Mr. Vokiiis. By Joha Liouell there was noted
The Timh'-r Wagon—a good example of the
veteran's work in the year 1867—£892 (Agnew).
By Mr, Pettie, a small replica of the large and

striking piotuce of Treason, painted in 1867,
sold for £iS'i to Mr. Vokius. By Frederick
Goodall, The Head of the House at Prai/er, a
l>icture piiuted only two years ago, sold for

£789 to Mr. Maclean. Considerable intei-ost

was caused by the appearance iu the auction
room of what has long been known to be a
masterpiece of Willi im Mailer's, The Slave
Market at Oixiro, It was knocked down to Mr.
Agnew for £2,05S. It is worth while to note
that, ajording to th3 statements of the press,

this picture had changed hands a few years ago
at the price of nearly £3,0L)0, froui which it

would appear that the sometime overrated
art of this undoubtedly skilful artist is likoly

henceforth to be in less active demand.
Of portraits by the elder English masters we
note especially George Romney's Ladi/ Elizaheth
B'r];el:y, which fell for £3'37 lOs.; Her Serene
Hi/hness Elizah"fJi Mir/rrivine of Anspach, first

wife of Lord William Craven, which fell for

£367 105. There were likewise minor examples
of this artist anl of Sir Joshui Reynolds and
Gainsborough. More than £32,000 was realised
by the day's sale, which was one of the most
important of a season thus far somewhat barren
in sales of real interest.

The sale of fine porcelain mentioned above,
and which took place at an earlier date than the
picture sale, was taat of the collection of Mr.
Oallender, the surgeon, and it comprised not
only fine figures and other specimens of old
Bristol porcelain—many of which form illus-

trations to Owen's book, Tuio Centuries of
Ceramic Art in Bristol—but also specimens of
other English fabrics, of the latter part of the
last century and the .earlier part of the present :

such as Claelsea, Derby, Bjw, Plymouth,
Swansea, and Worcester. There was likewise
a little Wedgwood ware. The catalogue,
interesting to the collector of porcelain, con-
tained rude but effective cuts of the principal

Bristol figure pieces. We note, iu Derby ware,
a pair of Derby candlesticks, with figures of
children, £5 loj. (id. (Hawes), and a pair of deep-
blue Derby vases with white-and-gold handles,
each painted with a landscape and cattle by
Lucas, £6 I0s\ (Eawes). Of Worcester, a pair

of cups and saucers painted with exotic birds

and butterflies in blue scale borders, £14 3?. M.
(fieidpath). Oi Wedgwood, a pair of large black
figures of Neptune and a Triton, £23 os, (Phil-
pot), and a lar^e blick vase and cover, the
handles forme! as female a^ab^^qu6 figures, and
a group of Prometheus devourel by a vulture iu

hish relief on each side—and the piece signed
"F. Voyez, sculp. 1769," £21 (Rhodes). Of
Bristol porcelain the foUowins: pieces and prices

are best worth chronicling :—Oae of Champion's
white Bristol hard porcelain flower plaques, the
group of flowers modelled in biscuit, in the
original black and gold frame, vide Owen,
£9 19^. (il. (Philpot) ; a beautiful Bristol centre-

piece forme 1 of shells embed led iu rockwork of

shel' sand corals and enamelled in brilliant colours

(from the Elkins collection), £11 (Church); a

pair of portrait plafj^ues with profile b'usts of a
lady and geatlemiu, modelled iu bi3:;uit, in the

costume of the period, the point lace, cap. a-r I

frill of the lady of singular and exquisite finish,

£21 10s. ad. (Rhodes), also—as, indeed, were
many succeeding pieces—from the Elkins col-

lection. A pair of salt cellars, engraved in

Owen, and illustrated in the sale catalogue,

£14 3,3. 6rZ. (Owen). A Bristol figure, repre-

senting one of the elements

—

Water—described

in Owen as full of lifo and beauty, and its

modelling recojnisible as of high class and
finish, £13 Is. (Lichfield) ; a pair of figures in

the Macaroni costume of 1770-72, from the

Edkins collection, £37 (Philpot) ; a superb
coloured Bristol figure of Winter, rus'^ic series,

£61 l,s. (S-iltinal ; the rare Bristol figure of a
Sliepherd and, Doj, coloured and gilt, and the

companion figure of a Milkmaid, £60 (Hawes)

;

a pair of hard porcplaiu Bristol groups of
Children and Goafi, decorated with flowers on
scroU-work plinths, one of them having the im-
pressed mark of one of Champion's modellers,
£22 Is. (Hawes) ; and, finally, the classic series

of The Sea.ions—as distinguished from the rustic

series, one of which has been noticed above.
The modelling of this complete set of classic

figures is of remarkable excellence and precision.

Three out of the four pieces had been, it is no
doubt accurately stated, in the possession of aa
old Bris'^ol family from the time they left the
Castle Green works until they came into the
possession of Mr. Callender. They were pur-
chased—the set of four—on the present occasion
by Dr. Michael for £170. It would appear from
the result of Mr. C.iUeuder's sale that the
interest in this rare fabric is not on the decline ;

the prices were at least oonsilerable.

Messrs. Sothbby, Wilkinson and Hodge
sold on Tuesday and Wednesday in last week
a collection of prints and drawings in which
what was most conspicuous and the most
attractive of interest was a portion of a collec-

tion of the Liber Stn-liorinn of Turner, includ-

ing some of the preparatory etchings, which, in

addition to the artistic merits some of them
undoubtedly possess, have the collector's merit
of extremest rarity, and are therefore now
liable to be sought for by the connoisseur,

though hardly as yet by the inartistic investor

iu objects of art. The sale of these was pre-

ceded by that of a certain number of impres.

sions from the completed plates, w'nen the

m^zzotinter working under Turner's direction

(or, indeed, sometimes the master himself) had
finished that which tie pure etching had oaly
begun. Of these impressions of the mezzo-
tinted plates, a few only were "first states;"
but there were likewise a few well and care- -_

fully','selected impressions of later states, such
as quito equal the average first stats >o much
in demand among the less accu-tomeil par-
chasers, though, of course, these impressions
cannot equal the selected first states of which
only the fine and accustomed eje is the poper
judge. Ct!rtain incidents even in the pieseut
little sale evinced the advantage of tiusting
to the quality of the impression rather
than to its technical "state;" and money
is ofteu foolishly spent iu the desire of those

who are not truly familiar with the subject, or
who lack delicacy of eye anl of ra mory, to

acquire tae print labellel "Firs" Sti'e" irre-

spectively of its real quality. These remarks, of
course, might have a wider application than to

the Liber Slaliorum alone, but Liber Stalioriim

at all events affords fit occasion for miking
them. Of the complete! Liber prints sold last

week wa may notice Flint OiM'., a tine im-
pression, £o (Harvev) ; N>rhim Gistle, a first

state, £9 di. (Harvey) ; HindHeil Hill, a weak
impression, £5 1.5;. (Harvey); S nirce of the

Arveron, a first state, £14 5s. (Colaighi)
;

fnverarg Pier, LochFyie. Morning—one of those,

like the Arvron and Sivern ani Wg% eng.'aved

wholly by Taraer himself—£j 10>. (Rinell).

This was in a second or thirJ state. Again,
Chepstow, second state, £'3 6s., and 0dm, fourth

state, £11 15s. (Harvey); Rizpih. a first state,

£14 Us. (Harvey); Sivini and Wge, a gool
sojon! state, which, though iu this plate never
e^ualto a first, was still uaaocouutably cheap
at its sale price, £5 lOf. ; Marlello Towers, a
seconl state, £5 12s. 6i. (CoI,uighi) ; Gout of
Yorkshire, second state, £3 (Goluaghi) ; Soliuig

Moss, first state, £23 lOs. (Cobiaghi) ; Procris

and Cenh'das, second state, £9 (Colna.jhi) ; and
the Mildni'ig Marine, a fine impression of the

second state, £t 4s. (Harvey). 'There followed

the prep ir,itory etchings, which vary consider-

ably in artistic merit—some of them, such as the

I^is, the Tojickenhani, and the S<. Citherinea

Hill, containing not only the leading lines of

the picture, but the better part of the pictorial
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effect; and others (the majority of them, which
we need not particularise) bein? purely pre-

paratory and occasionally insignifioant. Among
the fifteen etchings sold at the sale in question

yre note the following: —• The Frontispiece,

£10 10«. (Harvey); Inverarii Castle and Town,
£6 los. (Harvev) ; Solwaii iloss, £10 (Haryev):
Isia, £10 (Harvev) ; Dnnhlane. £9 2s. Qd.

(Xoseda); Flint Castle, £10 10s. (Harvev);
Prorris nnd Cephalns, £12 (Harvev) ;

Bln'r

Athol, £21 10s (Harvov); Ben Artlvir, £15
(Harvey): Windmill and Lo'-h. £.> los. (Nosed*);

Ni'Tham, £10 OS. (No^eda); and Chepstow, £6 lOs.

(Noseda). This c illecfiou ha-* been erroneously
stated in a contennporary to have been the

property of Mr. Miuuers, whose possessions

were sold on the same day.

It will be of iu'erest to add that a complete
collection of the Liher Studiornm—the soventy-
one engravings which constitute tho series—
was sold by Messrs. Christie some few days ago
for the sum of £756, the purchaser bsing Mr.
Hogirth. A set of the England and Wales like-

wise sold for a, considerable sum.

NOTES ON- ART AND AROffAEOLOGT.
Messrs. "Willi-vm Morbis a>t) Co., of 264
Oxf ird Street, have now on viesv the results of

what may be called aa experiment in hand-
made carpets, afrer orisinal designs. These
designs are all by Mr. William Morris, and he
has carefoHv avoided a'ly tendency towards an
Oriental character. They are supposed to be
purely English, but the simple and bold cou-

ventioualisition of trees and fl )wers is certainly

reminiscent of Italian decoration. The size of

those at present to be seen does not exceed that

of a large rug, and a good many of the patterns

are reproduced in various colours. The designs

appear to us to be, if anything, too bold for the

size of the pieces and for the colours employed,

which are those secondary and tertiary tints

which Mr. Morris affects. It may bo doubted
whether these sober hues, though effective in

stained glass and in silk embroidery, are equally

fitted for work entirely in wool, and with a piled

surface. The appearance of most is faded—an
impression streni^thened by the force of the

fuller tones iu compirison with those which are

more delicate, as thou.;h the rugs had b3eu
washed, and only a few colours were fast. A
le§s spanng use of white would, we think, be
advisable.

TnE second number of The Historic Galleries

of England is quite up to the first, and contains

very fine photographs of the now celebrated

Arundel Holbein, the splendid full-length of

Christine of Denmark, Duchess of Milan, whom
Henry Xlll. sought for a wife. The other

plates are MnriUo's Prudlijal Sua from Stafford

House, once in the possession of Marshal Soult,

and Sir Richard Wallace's Innocence, by Greuze,

which was sold to the late Marquis of Hertford

at the Pourtales sale for 100, 2UU frs.

A iiEETiN'O was held at the Orosvenor Gallery

on Tuesday, Sir Coutts Lindsav iu the chiir, t>

consider the questions coonectei with artists'

colours which were raised by Mr. Uolman Hunt's
paper read at a recent meeting of the Society of

Arts. Mr. Ilolman Hunt exhibited some cau-
yases showing practically the result of using
unsafe colours, and Prof. Church stated his

opinion that colour-men were entirely at the

mercy of tho oil crushers. Mr. Wallis suggested
that the matter should be referred to a body of

practical chemists. The meeting terminate i

without tho proposal of any resolution.

Mr. Eojers has on view at his gallery iu

Madd )X Street aoolloc'ion of witer-colour draw-
ings by Mr. A. Aysjough Wilkinson. They
are views taken during a slay in Italy, chiefly

9,\ £ume aud Venice, aud iu the Kiyiera,

We learn from Xature that a considerable

number of the Fellows of the Royal Society

have decided to add a portrait of Sir Joseph
Hooker to the valuable collection of historical

portraits belonging to the society, and they

invite others to join in the subscription.

Cheques crossed " Rirclay and Co., for the Sir

J. Hooker Portrait Fund," tobi paid to Messrs.

Barclay and Co., 54 Lombard Street, B.C.

Mr Teos. PL^.VKETr, M.B.t.A., who has
explored so many of the craunogs in Co.

Fermanagh, has lately disooverel a woolen
house, or ha^, somewhit similar to that pre-

viously found in Drumkelim bog, Inver, Co.

Donegal: b)th structures being at the same
depth below the surface of the boj, while the
timbers of both wore fashioned with stone celts.

Mr. Plunkett is the discoverer and explorer of

the ossiferous caves of Knockmore.

Tub names of Thijodore de Banville and
Fre'de'ric Ee'gamey give prestiqe to a little

volume issued by Richard LescUde, of Paris,

entitled Memoires et Pa'ifomim^s dei Freres

HanJon-Lees. Tho brothers Hanlon-Lees have
recently been performing with marked success

in London, and the " Memoirs," prefaced by
de Banville with his usual grace aud brilUancy,

and embellishei with six b ildly conceived and
vigorously executed etchings by Rijgamev,
will not fail to amuse those among the English

public into whose h.inds the volume falls.

An etching by Lawrence B. Phillips, entitled

In Harh lur, is just being published by Messrs.

Dowdeswell.

It is stated that the Government of New
South Wales have commissioned Signor Fan-
tasia, an Italian sculptor of repute, who has

exhibited some of the statuary mist aimirei at

the Sydney Exhibition, to execute three statues

for the public othaes iu Sylney. The subjects

will be the Queen, the Prince of Wales, and the

Genius of Australia, which is described as an
original idea of the sculptor.

The death is announced of the distinguished

Belgian portrait painter, Lievin de Winne, an
artist who has long enjoyed a high reputation

in Belgium as a painter of Court life and the

higher circles of boanjois society. His por-

traits have somewhat of that retined grace which
is to be found iu most of Sir Thimis Liwrence's
works ; and this qualitv, no d lubt, brought the

Belgian artist, as well as his Euglisa pre-

decessor, many sitters. For the rest, there

seems to have been little resemblance between
these two masters, for de Winue cared nothing

for fashionable society, and, although painter

to the Court, could scarcely be got to attend the

ceremonies aud f'Hes at which his presence was
required. He was born at Ghent in 1S32. was
a Chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur, and an
officer of the Order of Leopold. One of his most
celebra'ed portraits—that of the late King
Leopold I.—-is now iu the Brussels Museum

;

but for the most part his works, being entirely

of a personal character, are couliied to private

collections. Very probably, however, a coUec-

tioa of some of them will be formed for exhibi-

tion shortly.

The publishing firm of T. 0. Weigel, of

Leipzig, announce several important works on
archaeology and art history to be brought out
by them during this year an! next. .A.mong

them may bo mo-itioue 1 a llanthook of Cla'.sicMl

Art and Archac:d<i-it/, by Dr. Urlichs, of Wiirz-
hiirg; a new edition of Dr. Jacob von Falke's
History of Modern Taste ; and a continuation

in two volumes of Prof. Franz Reber's History

if Ancient Art, consisting of the history of

art in the Muldle Ages and iu modern times.

The sirae firm have just published the fourth

and fifth volumes of Prof. E. nns'm Weeith's
fomiireheusive work, entitled Kiin'stdeiikmiiler

des V/tristlichen Mittelalters in den Jiheinlanden,

of which the first three volumes, comprising
sculpture only, appeared from 1857 to 186S. The
present volumes deal exclusively with painting,

especially with the old w.*U paintings to be
found in the Rhiuelands. They are illustrated

wi'h numerous plates, aud are of imperial folio

size.

M. JiTLEs Cl.vretie's article, entitled Un
Livre unique : V Affaire CUm'ncean peinfe et

iltustrh, which we noticed iu the Academy of

May 15 when it first appeared in the Gazette

lies BeixHT.-Arts, has since been published as an
edition de luxe, of which only a hundred copies

have been printed. It is illustrated by twenty-
three of the charming little engravings given in

the Gizette, and by tuvo engravings hors texte

after drawings by the principal artists who
assisted iu the illustration of this "unique
book." A portrait is also added of the author of

L' Affaire Clemen'-.eau (A. Dumas rt^s), etched by
Mongiu from a painting by Meissonier, so that

altogether this dainty little work forms a grace-

ful tribute to the popular French novelist.

A BrsT of John Churchill, Duke of Marl-
borough, has been presented to the British

Museum by the Rev. T. W. Webb. It is the
work of the sculptor Rysbrach, who, in his

time, had a high reputation in London. It has
been placed in the hall of the Museum.

Some of the heivy .scaffjUing that has long
hidden from view the beautiful front of the Ducal
Palace at Venice has lately been cleared away,
and part of the building is now visible, thou.;h

the rest still remains shaded by the matting that

is hung up to protect the workmen from the sun.

Tiie distiuguishe I sculptor Monteverde his

undertaken to replace the splendid capital of the

corner column about which so much ditficulty

has been experienced, and it is h>ped that he
will be able to produce a true aud fine copy of

the ancient work. The restoration co'nmission
are alopting the system of Prof Molmenti,
whereby the new portions of the building are

colourel to the sa ue brown-aud-black tone as

tho older portions, so as to avoid that p-itchy

appearance which so often prevails when
modern restorations have t) be inflicted on
ancient monuments. It is hoped that the

whole of the works at the Ducal Palace will be
finished before next winter.

The competition mentioned by us some weeks
ago as haying been opened at Venice for an
equestrian monument to Victor Emanuel has
produced, as is usual with these sculptural

competitions, most unsatisfactory results. The
exhibition that has been hell of the forty-t .vo

designs sent in has, indeed, provoked more
laughter than anything else, for the wits of

Venice have christened it " The Horse Show,"
owing to the extraordinary animals which the

unfortunate Victor Emanuel has been made to

stride. The design of a young Roman sculptor

named Ferraci gained the first prize, but even

his design wis not considered worthy of execu-
tion, though it is supp ised that he will ulti-

mately bo entrustoi with the carrying out of

some modified plan.

The awards for sculpture at tho Paris S.alon

were made last week. The first prix was gained

by M. Ernest Lanson for a medallion portrait of

M. Ruffin iu plaster.

TuE third part has appeared of Henry
Havard'a instructive work entitled VArt et let

Artistes ho'landais, in which he gives the result

of his researches into the history of certain

Dutch masters whoso lives have hitherto been

but little investigated. The present number
contains biographies of Pieter de Hooch, Jau
Baerestraaten, aud Pieter Codde.

The death is announced of Prof. Karl Fried-

rich Lessing, director of the picture gallery at

Karlsruhe.
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A Franco-American lottery has been in-

stituted in Paris for the purpose of contributing

to the enormous cost of the gigantic statue of

Libi<rty which the celebrated I'reuch sculptor

Bartholdi is exocutiug. Wo have before given

an account of this extraordinary work, which
exceeds everything that has ever been attempted

in modern times iu tho way of colossal tigures

;

and 80 need not repeat its measurements here.

It is iuteuded to servo as a lighthouse at the

entrance of the harbour at Now York, and also

to be a token of the warmth of friendship

existing between the French and American
nations. It was reported at one time that it was
to be a present from the French Goverumoiit to

the American, but it now appears that it is

to be paid for conjointly by the two nations.

To aid in this a lottery has been established of

52S lots, many of them beiug works of

art by well-known artists. These have
been exhibited for several months past iu

Paris, but the interest excited by the great

Franco-Spanish lottery has thrown this Ameri-
can one somewhat into the shade. The day for

drawing has therefore been a little delayed, but
it is now fixed definitely for the 20th iust.

Tickets can be had at the office of the Com-
mission, l"j Eue Saiut-Honore', and of all

French tobacconists.

THE STAGE.
The linguistic attainments of the average
civil servant are at all events desirable in a

week which gives us a performance of Frou Frou
in French, of the Aijniiiemnon in Greek, aud of
Anna Mic in Dutch; and the ignorant are
rather giatelul to Mr. Toole for that considera-
tion of their condition which doubtless prompted
his advertisement to the effect that the members
of his company would still continue to perform
in their mother tongue. The performance of

the Aijiimemnvn in the Hall of Balliol on
Thursday and on Friday last has been dis-

cussed iu tho Standard and the Daily News, and
is elsewhere mentioned in our columns ; and
little need here be recorded beyond the fact

that to give the work tho best dramatic ex-
pression iu their power, rather than to produce
a facsimile of a Greek drama, was the aim of

the enterprising undergraduates who organised

and carried out a performance which roused to

enthusiasm an audience from Mr. Browning
downwards. In the way of scenery little was
attempted, and little was required to be
attempted. In the matter of costume, sim-
plicity reigned, but the simplicity was at

least well ordered— Cassandra's robes and
Clytemnaestra's might have been arranged by
Albert Moore. Ttie text chosen was Her-
mann's, but certain omissions were found
necessary. As regards the acting proper, the

appearance of the dramatis personae in quietude
was better than thtir appearance iu action, and
the voices and their management were best of

all. This is especially true of the two persons
on whom the burden of the piece chiefiy falls

—

Clytemnaestra and Cassandra. Both were of

admirable appearance and of a most musical
utterance. Indeed, faces so splendidly Greek
have rarely been seen upon the English stage,

nor have voices often been heard— except Sarah
Bernhardt's own—so apt to be charged with
dramatic expression, so indicative of great and
varied emotion. To tell the truth, elaborate
art in stage gesture and action cannot come to

the most gifted persons iu the space of a few
weeks. At Oxford, as elsewhere, it is true that

it takes years, and not weeks, even for people of

genius to become complete actors. To seriously

weigh the stage performance of these well-

graced gentlemen against that of the leaders of

the dramatic profession would only be to show a
complete incapacity to appreciate the conditions

of the dramatic profession aud the years of laboui'

which precede high success in it. But it may
be most truly said with regard to all the Oxford
performers that they accomplished more than
anyone could have been warranted iu expecting

;

and it may be added of the representatives of

Clytemnaestra and Cassandra (Mr. Benson and
Mr. Lawrence) that their perlbrmanoo had
qualities which gave exquisite pleasure. It has
been siid iu some quarters that the play is

likely to be repeated in future years. We
believe this is exceedingly doubtful ; but, under
any circumstances, the success of its repetition

must depend upon the presence of those quali-

fied to perform. Cassandra's voice, and her
sensitive control of it, must last week have
impressed the most accustomed playgoer.

Peeforming in Frou Frou again last Tues-
day night, MJUe. Sarah Bernhardt showed
unmistakeably that she is this season in the
fullest command of her means. Every touch
and trait iu the character of the volatile and
agreeable heroine which it is possible for her to

do justice to she did justice to mo.'t absolutely.

Opinions are divided, and may fairly bs divided,

upon the merits of her death scene and those of

that scene as interpreted by Descle'e; but it

would be somewhat barbarous to base a com-
parison of the merits of the actress throughout
the whole of tho part on one scene only, aud
that one in which it is not difficult for art

greatly below Mdlle. Bernhardt's or Mdllo.
Descle'e's to obtain a sensational triumph.
Death on the stage is like death in the hands of

a second-rate novelist—i's presentation wins
easily an effect that should be won without
recourse to that extreme. The earlier and
the middle acts of Frou Frou are really those
on which a comparison should be based, and
the following may be found to be about the
result of a comparison made by the unprejudiced
admirers of both these great artists. A light-

ness of touch, a girlishness of being, splendidly
simulated by Desclee, is wantiu^: to Sarah
Bernhardt. Sarah Bernhardt, like Descle'e, can
be a rattle, but sho cau only be a reck-

less rattle, and not a thoughtless and childish

one. She has not, in modern comedy, the

nu'ivtio of Desclee. She seems to know too

much. It is not many young women who can
delicately chaff their fathers on excursions to

Bohemia in which the actual Prague of every-
day geography is never a destination, and the

Qiiberte, the " Frou Frou," of Mdlle. Bernhardt
is not one of those young women. Her raillery

wants lightness of heart to excuse or explain

its lightness of manner. But the waywardness
of GUberte, the irritation that her vanity suffers

when it is found that her sister takes her place

in her house as true guardian of her child and
truest friend of her husband—that Mdlle. Bern-
hardt illustrates quite perfectly. And the

quarrel scene which follows on Louise's refusal

to marry, and thus leave Gilberte with her
husband and with the responsibilities of the

house, is worked up to a pitch of completeness
which no stage art of our day has excelled-

This is not a pleasant scene ; it is not even a

scene that gains on repetition, for the more the
art of it is discovered, the less does one desire

to pursue tho analysis ; but there is no question
but that the scene is of the most potent order

of dramatic performances—a highly organised

woman's study of a situation of impatience and
misery. Extraordinary mobility of tempera-
ment and pliysique and a singular mastery
over the technical details of stage work are

found here in combination in Mdlle. Sarah
Bernhardt, and both are possessed by her in

such high degree that it is idle for the spec-

tators of her performance to content themselves

with being the extoUers of this one's art or

that—Eachel's, it may be, or Descle'e's—of

which their memory must be fading. They are

here, with Sarah Bernhardt in the quarrel scene

of Frou Frou, in presence of a performance

that in its own way can never have been ex-
celled. The actress has found for every passige
the look, the gesture, the voice now controlled,

now abandoned.

M. CoQUELiN has failed to appear, and until

the arrival of tho Palais Eoyal c juipany it is

upon Mdlle. Sarah Bernhardt that the burden
of the Gaiety performance must fall. Tho
actress, for her benefit next Wednesday morn-
ing, has composed a bill of tho play which is

unfamiliar, but which it would be impossible to

improve. We have seen her some years since

in Rome vaincue and in Jean-Marie. The parts

are more absolutely different than auy it would
be conceivable to select, and in each the per-
formance of the actress reaches perfection.

Playgoers who, having seen her in her great
rules now familiar to Euglaud, should omit to

see her as the grandmother in the one play for

next Wednesday and the resigned young wife of

the other wiU have had but au incomplete
understanding of the things that are within
her means.

It is doubtful whether the Dutch plays at

the Imperial will greatly attract purely English
audiences, and the constant changes in the
play-bill would se'va. to be directed at tho Dutch
colony. But tho performance of Monday, when
the modern domestic drama of »-l(/;i'i Mie was
performed by several of the most excellent actora

known to HolLnd, was found interesting. The
piece seems well pat together ; the acting is all

that can be desired, and the mounting of the

drama is of an eminently satisfactory kind.

There U, of course, nothing remarkable in the

fact that the costumes have a correctness which
they would not have in an English play of

which tho scene was laid in Holland, seeing that

the wearers of the costumes come from that

laud ; but the combined quaiutuess aud pic-

turesqueness of dress and into ior—;he ce'aa""

tiled wall and tall clock which English aesthctio

decoration has, it is true, to some extent repro-
duced—are at least iuterestiug. On Tuesday
great dignified drama was substituted for drama
of homely incident aud homely pathos, and
Mdme. Catherine Beersman, who is said to ba
the leading actress of tho Dutch stage, appeared
as Marie-Antoinette in a version of tho play
familiar to some English playgoers through the
performance of Ristori. Nor is there here any
failure to chronicle, though we should strongly
counsel the management to have recourse for

the most part duung the rest of the perform-
ances to the homelier orders of comedy or
pathos.

At the Vaudeville Theatre they haye revived
Two Roses.

Messrs. H. Irving, Charles Santlet,
S. B. Bancroft, and J. L. Toole have been
appointed trustees of a Fund now being raised

for the benefit of those who were dependent on
the late George Honey, the comedian whose
regretted death wo noticed in our last week's
issue. Between four and five hundred pounds
has been subscribed to the Fund ; but this

should be materially increased.

MUSIC.
recent concerts.

Mr. C. Hall^ produced at his fourth recital a
trio in E minor, by Mr. C. H. H. Parry, whose
pianoforte concerto iu F sharp has been recently

heard at the Crystal Palace and at one of the
Richter concerts. The first movement of the

trio {allegro appassionato) contains original and
suggestive themes, and these are treated with
much skill. The modulations are interesting and
unexpected. The movement concludes with a
short but effective coda. The mollo vivace, which
stands in place of scherzo, is con-tructed upon

three pleasing and well-coutrastol themes. Ihg
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•wholo movement is full of life and cheerful-

nesr*. The ud-ujio is iuterestiug
_
and not too

long. The yi/io/e {alUfjro giocuso) is blight and
ctieotivo, and the themes are developed -with

great contrapuntal ingenuity. The pianoibrte

part throughout the work is -n-ell written and

very showy, and it was performed by Mr. Halle'

in a clear and brilliant manner. The work was

Well received. We think it a composition of

great merit, and one requiring to be heard more
than once in order to understand and appre-

ciate its many points of interest. Mdme.
Norman-Neruda played in her best manner
a sonata in D major by Handel, from the

twelve sonatas for a violin or German flute

published in 1732, and said to have been

written expressly for the Prince of Wales. The
pianoforte accouipauimeut played by Mr. Halle'

was arranged by him from Handel's original

figured bass. Mr. Halle contributed as solos

a nucturue and harcaroUe by Chopin. The
concei-t concluded with Beethoven's IJ flat trio

(op. 97).

At the sixth Eichter concert (Juno 3) was
performed Liszt's symphonic poem, The Battle

of the Uuxs (" Huunenschlacht"). Kaul-
bach's celebrated pictui'e, representing the defeat

of the Huns by the Komau-, " inspired " Liszt

to write this work, which, though clever and
imaginative', wo cannot consider as one of the

best or must interesting of his symphonic
poems. It is out-and-out programme music,

and an interesting analysis by C. A. Ji.

enabled the audience to follow with ease the

various incidents of the dire conflict, ending
with the '

' tiual victory of Christianity and
civilisation over heathendom and barbarism."

The Work was splendidly performed ; the organ

part was taken by Mr. Walter Dache. We
must also notice two fine performances of

Wagner's Kuisirmaisch and Taimhiiuscr over-

ture. Herr Barth played Beethoven's con-

certo in K flat, but his interpretation of the

work was not all that could be desired. The
concert concluded with Beethoven's "Pastoral

"

Bymphony.
The seventh concert took place last Monday

(June 7]. M. kraiut-Saeus played his concerto

lu C minor (No. 4), which had been performed

last year at a New Philharmonic concert con-

ducted by Mr. Ganz. M. Saiut-SaeiiS must
have wiitteu this work specially to show oil' his

great powers as a pianist, for as a composition

It possesses but little interest. It is what Lenz
would have called " zin rjraud cxcrcice de conctrt."

It was performed with very great skill and

energy. The concert opened with Berlicz'

" Ouverturo caracte'ristique," ie Cai-iiuvul

liuaain. iJchubcrt's symphony in B minor

was given with groat finish and delicacy. The
coiicrt concluded with a fine rendering of

Beethoven's seventh sj mphony.
Heir Auer WHS leading violinist at the fifth

?(.<(*/.(•? of the Musical Union last Tuesday

(.June h). Ho has not been in London since

1n77, and has come expressly from St. Peters-

burg lor the remaining concerts. Beethoven's

(juintett in C (op. i!9j, which had not been

j.iajed hero since 187i, was excUently per-

loriutd by Htrr Auer, associated ' with MM.
Wienir, Uolhinder, Uann, and Lasserre. The
other Loncerttd piece was Schumann's quintett

in K Uat. This work, when fiiot performed in

l¥o3, was harshly criticised; it is now a standard

and a jopular work. The pianoforte part was
rendeied m a spirited manner by Mdme. Mon-
tiguy-lieiuuuiy. Herr Auor gave anio^^t charm-
ing and delicate performance of Wieniawski's
Jfyendc (op. 17), in memory of his lately

deceased friend. Scharwenka's Sditrzo for two
pianos from his concerto (op. 32) was played

by Mdmo. ilemuuiy and tho composer, and they

certainly gave a most brilliant rendering of a

yery exccUent and oitoctiyo arrangement.

J. S. SUEDLOtK.

NEW NOVEL, IN ONE VOLUME, AT ALL LIBRARIES.

JULIAN CLOUGHTON: a Norfolk Story.
By GREYILLE J. CHESTEE, B.A.,

Author of " Trans-Atlantic Sketches," &c.

"Ml'. Chester most bo congratulated on a real success. . . . The whole book is chanaing, and well worth
ieadlDg."~Gi'aphic.

" There is such an aspect of U-mh about the -n-holc story, it is so artistically rendered, and all the minor details arc so
lo^-ingly worked out, that the charm of the whole is indescribaljle."—Siinrfaj/ limes.

" The narmtive merits the highest praise. The incidents are natural, the characters ndmiratjly described, and a spirit

of eaiuc^tuess runs ihi-ough tho book that will awaken much sympathy for Julian and his friend Stephen."—Z)(n7y
Chnnh-h:
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J. IIeyuood. Ten days after date ofimhli-

cation, in New York, of Messrs. U. T.

i'uTHAii's Sons.

PAHIS.

Copies can he ohtained in Paris every Satur-

Uaij morning of M. Foiuebinquam, 8 Jiue

JSeuvc des C'apucines.

TERMS OF SUBSOEIPTION

THE ACADEMY.
(.rArAIILS IN ADVANCE.)

THEATRES.

If ol>t!iincd of a KewsTendox or
ul a Hallway Station . .

IncliKiinj? Pusugo to any part

ol the United Itin^idum .

Including rosiuge to uiiy part

of I'mnce, Uermuny, India,

Ciiinu, Ac

TEAEtY.

£ I. d.

13

15 2

17 4

B I. d.\£ I. d.

G 6 3 3

7 7 3 10

8 8 [0 4 4

D R U K Y LANE.

The iconery puintod dy Mr Pcr-
ou, the Uusio arriiuKvd liy Mr.
: will bo (fiveii by j

cliorus, together with the new >Vcddiiig March composed by Mrs. Toil
Tatlor.
At 7.J0, NO. 1 ROL-ND THE COlOvEn,
Mr. Lionel Broogb aud Mr. Evcrill.

At 8.10,

Uoors open

DUKE'S THEATRE, Holbom.
Mr. C. WlLMOT, Lcftsee and Manager.

X'AUL MeEITT'S great Drama.NEW BABYLON,
Jlisa CAROUXE HILL and powerful company.
The C-ollision at Sea—Tutlersall's—Bal Masque at Crcmonio—Goodwood

Kacfs—Thuiii
—Vido Press.

F OLLY THEATRE.
by BKKBr J. Braos, i

THE UPPER CRUST,

and original Comedy, iPrwt^-did.

'IKEKO, HESTER'S MYdTEKY.
Messrs. J. Cnmo, Shelton, and Westland ; Mlssci Johnatono and L's
Uoors open at 7.1d. I'r a £3 3s. No free list.

G LOBE THEATRE.
Manflger, Mr. AlXI. He

evening, at
""

Preceded, at 7.aO, by

LYCEUM THEATRE.
Sole Lessee nud Manager. Sir. ilLNlty InviKO.

Every evening lexeejjt Saturdays), ut 7.45,

I O L A N T H E.

und lOL/LXTUE (Mr. IKVIXG and Uisa ELLEN TEltnY).

MOUNLN'G PEliJFCliUA.NCES of
THE M E It C U A N T OF VENICE

averj- SATURDAY, nt 2 o'clock.

N EW SADLER'S WELLS.
Proprietor nml Manager, Mrs. &. F. BatBMAK.

.\NUY McGi-:B (a M!ncr)-Mr. RANKIN.
;. Uoila
Mrs. Mt:Koc

Watdron, M. Lingli

Misiiei Com Tauuor, J. Waldi
IV ticcnery, depicting lh<

of California, p«lated by TtioS. W. Uatl and

, i:. Holland, L. IliiiMessrs. W. E. ahuridan, <

kes, H. L.ec, J. Kicbardsou, and Harry Huwk ; Mrs. Mt:Koc ItiiUkii:

and E. Marble.
passu, ruda log hut% and glaut

)RINCE of WALES'S THEATRE.

Al 8.10, ULRMAK MiiltlVA

. Mrs. Lolgli Murrny, Mins Kato
Miss Gertrude Tempest, Mrs. Bornnrd Bcito;

Mr. John UiA>Iou, Air. iiochton, Mr. Bterbohm i'rvc, Mr. Edwbt Bailey,

Mr. lun Robertson, and Mr. Kdgor Bruce.
Uoors opcu at 7.;iO, No I-'ecs of any description.

R OYALTY THEATRE
will 1!E-0PEN ou SATritn.W. .TUSE 19. und.-r Iho mauagtmcnt

»i Miss K.MB LaWI-KB, with l-'KAXK MAltsllALL's beautiful Comedy,

r A L a li SUA dl K,

and IIYKON'9 Burlesque, 8 O N N A M B U 1. A.

yupiiorled by a powerful company, comprising Mesirs. tnarles ^uglcn

(.Imriea Oroves, George Uanninge. H. Hamilton. Frank Wyalt. and Ldwnr.
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13HCENIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard Street
JL auj CHAUDiO CU0S8, LONUON.-Establisliod I7a8.

Fromiit ami Liberal Loss SotUonieuts.

Insurftucca oQoctod in all pans of the world.

JOHN J. BIlOOJinELD, 8«reUuT.

Established 1851.BIEKBECK BANK
aO and 30, South«np(ofi-buiItHiiff», Chimcory-l«no. — DEPOSITS

rvcvivD'l lit INTEitEST for BtaicJ pcriofla or repuyiible on Juiunud. Current

1 opened wilb persona propvrly
'

„u ...0 raiuimum moutlily Ijaluucci,

Letters of Credit nnd Circutnr Notes

The Banlt uiiderlakt.'a Uie custody

Collcclion of BUls of Exchan - "'

9 purcbaswl aud sold, &uil

titugo luadu fur keeping

OtUco hours fl

UondiO'B tho Biuik is open u

Divldauds,

cuptiiig tdiiturduya L trom 10 to 2. On

LOCKTEE'SSULPHUEHMEEESTOEER.
Liu-yo Bottle?. Is- Cd. Restores tho Cilour to Gray Hair in a few

dayn. Tho Ocst, stilVsi. and cheupest. t^uito equal to expeuaive ones.

Sold by Cheraisia and Hairdrcsaors.

-DRAND & CO.'S OWN SAUCE,

SOUPS, PRESERVED PROVISIONS, and

POTTED MEATS ScYORK & GAJNIE PIES.
Also

"PSSENCE of BEEF, BEEF TEA.

rpURTLE SOUP, and JELLY, and other

SPECIALITIES for INVALIDS.

CAUTION—BEW'ARE of IMITATIOXS.
SL'LE ADDRL.SS ;—

11, LITTLE srANHOPE STREET,
ISIAYFALR, W.

PEPPER'S QUININE and IRON TONIC
Parifics and Eorichea the Blood,
Strengthens the Ner^-es and Musco'ar System,
piromotes Appetite and Improves Digestion.
Animates tho Spirits and Mental Faculties.

"a Ihegenoral bodily health, and induces a proper
healthy < audi cal Fo:

TARAXACUM and PODOPHYLLIN.—

A

fluid combination for Derangement of tho Liver, particularly when
trising from slight congcstioD. Ily gently stimulating tho ituigu of the
liver, and slightly moving tlio bowels, tho liouvy, drowsy feuling, with
Beusations of fulness, headache, paiu beneath tho shoulders, and otiier

iudicationa of Dyspepsia are removed. Taraxacum and I'oilopliyUiii is

! pill, and quit J effec 3 for

Chemists.
: bao

PEPPER'S QUININE and IRON TONIC.
Bottles containing 3^ measured doses, 4a, 6d.

Sold by all Chemists,
In the prcparalioa of this Tonic the greatest care is exercised. It is a

laithful compound of Quinine, tho active principle of Yellow Cinchona, or
Peruvian Bark, blended with a refined, trustworthy preparation of Iron,
produced in a form which the experience of many years has proved the
beat. It offe

afforded by <_

name of J. Plpphe u

^ady I

a the label.

FURNISH yourHOUSES orAPARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDElfS HIKE SYSTEM.
The original, best, and most liberal.

Cash prices.
No extra chart.

,

Illustrated Priced Cbtaloguc, with full parlic
F, MOEDEK, -JiS, 2l9. 250. Totten'iam-cour

Uorwell-slreet, W.C. Establithed 1662.
t-road; and I

18, post-free

1 21,

F MOEDER begs to announce that the -whole
I of the above premises have recently been rebuilt, specially adapted
.Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious warc-

Dining-toom Suites,

F, MOEDER, 218, s

Morwell-sirevt. W.C.

ull other goods ii

:st«b>iBtied 1862
; and 19, 3\ and 21,

PROTECTION FROM FIRE
BRYANT & MAY'S

FATENT SAFETYMATCHES.
t.^EIGHT PRIZE MEDAXS.

ADVANTAGES.;
„

Are not FOISOXOUS .-jCiv ''/lo-'
Are free from SiLELL, _.;:^" "
Ai-e manufactured '

"' ^^ '-^'i Z^'^^^
Without Phosphorus j|

— -'' ^™^^
Are perfectlj- harmless ^ ^Vijo tg ^

To the Operatives employed '
;

' '
~i [

Aie very DA.MJ> PROOF ''iiP^''
LIGHT ONLY OX THE BOX.

'"

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

PROTECTION TO HEALTH.

MR. G. H. JONES,
Surgeon-Dentist, 57, Great Russell Street, London,

WUl te glad to forward his Pamphlet on PAINLESS DENTISTRY, free, enclo3ed by Post, which
explains tho most imiquo system of tho adjustment of ARTIFICIAL TEETH without pain, to which tha
foUowing Testimonials refer. Consultation free 10 to 5.

"Mv DEAR Sir, "January, 1877.
"Allow me to express my sincere thanks for the skill and attention displayeJ in tho construction of my Artificial

Teeth, wtiich renders my mastication and articulation excellent. lam f<!ad to hear that you hive obtained Ilcr Majesty's
Koyal LettiTS Patent to protect what I consider the perfection of Painless Dentistry. In recognition of your valuable services,
you are at liberty to use my name.

" a. n. Jones, Esq." " 8. G. HUTCHIN3, by Appointment Surgeon-Dentist to the Queen.

Professor Gardener, late of the Koyal Polytechnic Institution, in a c 'rtificite to Mr. Q. U. Jones, Surgeon Dentist of
57, Great Russell Street, London, says :

—"I have examined and te~ted your P^inbiss System of ailjusting Artificial Teeth ;

it is quite perftct, and is the most succissful application of scientific laws for securing a;tuil wear and comfort yet introduced."

GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXHIBITION.

FRY'S COCOA EXTRACT,
IN PACKETS AND TINS.

Pure Cocoa only, with the superfluous oil extracted.

It is strongly recommended to all who appreciate the full flavour and fine aroma of Cocoa.

** It is strictly pure, and well manufactured in every way."
W. W. SxODDART, F.I.C, F.C.S., Citt/ Analyst, Briitol.

'* If properly prepared, there is no nicer or more wholesome preparation of Cocoa."
Food, Water, and Air, Edited by Dr. Uabsall.

J. S. FRY & SONS, BRISTOL AND LONDON.

Try also FRY'S CARACAS COCOA.—"A delicious preparation."

LIEBIG
CAUTION.—In consequence

of numerous inferior and low-

priced substitutes being in

the market (sometimes accom-

panied by misleading chemical

analyses) purchasers must in-

sist on being supplied with

the Company's Extract, which,

for fine flavour and perfect

clearness, is pronounced by all

competent authorities to be

the best.

.A. s k: if o i^

COMPANY'S
EXTRACT

OF MEAT.
*** In use in most honseholds throughout the Kingdom.

N.B.—Genuine ONLY with fac-simile of Baron Liebig's
Signature in Blue Ink across Label.

Ask for the COMPANY'S Extract, and see that no other is substituted

for it.

"WESTWAR
HO!"

D

Wl LLS'
"WESTWARD HO!" NEW SMOKING MIXTURE.

" AVlien all things were made, none were made better than Tobacco ;

to be a lone man's Companion, a bachelor's Friend, a hungry man's
Food, a sad man's Cordial, a wakeful man's Sleep, and a chilly man's
Fire. There's no Herb like it under the canopy of heaven."

—

Kint/sleijs " Westicard Ho !
"

In 1 oz., 2 oz., and 4 oz. packets, lined .with tinfoil.

W, D. & H. O. WILLS.

-For JELLIES.
sacli packet.

ELSON'S CITRIC ACID.—For
JELLIES, with their Gelatino and Essence of Lemon.

ForELSON'S ESSENCE of LEMON
JELLIK.^. \vith their Gelatino and Citric

NELSON'S PURE BEEF TEA.—In
pint packeta.
Tho L'tHcet says—"An excellent prcpnration.
~ ;ry portable. Its flavour is ull that could

f th'> clnss T

IVTELSON'S SOUPS.—BEEF with various
-^^ kinds of VEGETABLES. CAJIKOTS, CELEKY, Sic.

—In pint and (fuart I'ackcts.
Miss MARr liOOPEB Bays—"I have found ycur
Beef Tea and Soup excellent—indeed, in my opiuion,
(hoy are by far the beat things of tho kind ever
before the public."
*' The Soap is, besides, bo chcopthst it cannot fail to
bcfl 1 by all classes of tl

A'SK YOUR CHEMIST
for the above.

or GROCER

HOME COMFORTS."
Tliis book, neatly bound in clolh, and illostrated
with numerous woodcuts, will bo found very useful
to Ladies, or anyone interested in home comforts.
I copy will be sent, post-free, for seveu stamps, oo

In tho Publishers,

NELSON, DALE, & CO.,
H, DOWGATE BILL, LOMiON, E.C.

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA cj- PERKINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public,

LEA .J-
rERRIXS hare adopted

A NEW LABEL,
•ing their Signature, thu

c^a-i^6&r.
vhirh signature very bottle of

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE,
and without which none is genuine.

^^ Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors^ Worcester;

Crosse 4- Blacktcell^ London; and Export Oilmen gejterally

Jtetailj by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

DINNEFOED'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved

ot this pure solution as the BEST REJIEDy for

Acidity of the Stomaoh.Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion,

DINNEFORD'S .MAGNESIA,
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MESSES. MACMILLAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

CONCLUSION OF GREEK'S HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE.

HISTORY of the ENGLISH PEOPLE. By John
EICIIARD GREEN.

Vol. IV.-THE REVOLUTION, 1683-1760. MODERN ENGLAND, 1760-1815.

With Three Maps aud Index. Svo, IC3. i^''^'^'
"'***•

Selections, with Critical
DD by MATTHEW ARNOLD. Ed.ted by T. U. WARD,

JI.A. 4 vols.,' ciown svo, Ts. Cd. each.

SECOND EDITION, WITH ADDITIONAL ESSAYS.

HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By E. A.
FREEMAN, D.C.L. Second Series. Svo, los. fld.

[.Voic ready.

THE ENGLISH POETS.
Intrcductioiis, by Various Writers ; and a General lutrodu'

" The task ivas

plished,"— ,iY. Ja

ESSAYS on ART and ARCHAEOLOGY.

Vol. I.-CHAUCER to DONNE. Vol. II.-BEN JONSON to DRYDEN.
[A'oio ready.

of much complexity and delicacy, and ive may say at once that it haa heen admirably accom-

Gazette,

By C. T.
[AVif ready.

SELECTIONS from the ATTIC ORATORS—Antiphon,
Volume to the "Attic Otarnrs from Antipbon to Isaeos."

Professor of Greek in Ihe Uiuversity of GlnsKOW. svo,

ISuw ready.

MODERN GREECE: Two Lectures delivered before
the Philosophical Institutions of EiUubnrgh, with Papers on " The Progress of Greece " and " Byron in Greece." By
- - - ' - - l^owrtaJn.

Andukides, Lvsias, Isokrates, Isaeos; being a Cnnip;iiii(

Edited, with Notes, bv K. C. JEBB, M.A., LL.D., Ldu
Us. (id.

Professor R. G. JEBB, LL.D. Crown Svo

EPHPHATHA; or, the Amelioration of the World.
.';.rnr,!,s preached at Westminster Abliev, with Tw.i Sermons at St. Marffarefs, Westminster, at the Opening of

i'arijament. By P. W. FABBAE, D.D., F.R.S., Canon of Westminster. Crown Svo, Gs. iThts daii.

POETrfS of SEELLEY. Selected and Arranged, with
Introduction, by STOPFOED A. BROOKE. ISmo, cloth extra, 4s. (id. "GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES."

•«• Also, Large Paper Edition, printed on hand-made paper, Indian l^-oof of Vignette, Svo, 12s. 6d.

~ "Of the value of the selection as an introduction to those who have still before them the immense dehght of making a

fust acquaintance with Shellev we have spoken ; it need only be added that the volume as a ' Pocket Shelley ' ought to be

equally welcome to others."—>«» Mall OuzetU:

THE LIBERTY of the PRESS, SPEECH, and PUBLIC
WORSHIP being Commentaries on the Liberty of the Subject aud the Laws of England. By JAMES P.VTERSON,
- - =- ' . ..- IXoie ready.

By
11, with
ady.

M.A., Barrister-at-Law. Cro«Tt Svo, 12;

COMPARATIVE EMBRYOLOGY, a Treatise on
F. M. BALFOUU. M.A., F.R.S., FeUow and Leclmer of Trinity College, Cambridge. lu 'l vols..

rations. Vul. I. Its. i.\v,e

EARLY MAN in BRITAIN, and his PLACE in the
TERTIARY PERIOD. My W. BOYD DAWKINS, F.U.S., Professor of Geology in Owens College, Manchester.

Medium Svo, with numerous Illustrations, 2os.

"It is a work to which the reader, cm-ious to know more about the primitive people who dwelt in this land, can con-

fidently refer. The book is full of trustworthy evidence. . . . The weight of learning in its pages is by no means
oppressive, since it is reUeved by a pleasant style of writing."—.fl(/ic).ae«m.

HOUSE ARCHITECTURE. By J. J. Stevenson,
Fellow of the Royal Institute of lintish Architects. :; vol.s., P)yal svo, with numerous lllu;.tr:uions, cloth extra, 3t>s.

"The first of ibcpc volumes is very fascinating reading, while the second may be recommended as practically valuable

to gfuUcmen wlio have any intentions of house building. . .

ti\x'iy character ifetic specimenB of Eui'opeau architecture."— T//;

THE TRIAL and DEATH of SOCRATES : being the
Kuthyphrou, Aj.ulugy, Crito, and I'hae'lo of I'hUo. Tlansl,

THE APPLICATIONS of PHYSI-
C.U. FORCES. Bv AMEUEE GUILLK.MIN. Trans-

lated from the French by Mrs. LocKVER, and Edited,

with Additions and Notes, bv J. NORMAN LOCKYER,
F.R.S. With Coloured Plates and lUuslrations. Cheaper
Issue. Royal Svo, 3es.

THE ETCHED ORKS of

WATER SUPPLY. By J. H.

SECOND STEPS to GREEK
PROSE COMPOSITION, with Miscellaneous Idioms,

Aids to Accentuation, and Examination Papers in Greek
Scholarship. Bv the Rev. BLOMFIELD JACKSON,
M.A. ISmo, 2s. Cd.

CHILDREN'S TREASURY of
BIBLE STORIES. By Mrs. GASKOIN. Pan III.

Three Apostles. ISmo, Is. [.Vote reiit/j/.

THE FIVE GATEWAYS of
KNOWLEDGE. ByGEORGE WILSON, M.D., F.R.S. E.
Sixth Edition. Eitra fcap. Svo, 23. 6d. [This day.

THE PARABLES of OUR LORD,
Interpreted in view of Ihiir rel.ltions to each other. By
Professor H. CALDERWOOD, LL.D. Crown Svo, 6s.

[.Vt^ie ready.

THE AUTHORSHIP of ECCLE-
SIASTES, a TRFATLSK on. To which is adied, a
Dissertation on that which wus spoken through Jei-emiah

the I'rophct, uo quoted in Matthew xxvii. 9, lo. Crowu
bvo, Ihi. [.This day.

CHRISTIAN CIVILISATION.with
Special Reference to India. By WILLIAM CUNNING-
HAM, M.A. Fcap. svo, OS. [.Villi' ready.

idmu-a'bly and profu:scly illustrated with BUgges-

I EuL-lish bv F. J. CHURCH.

NEW NOVEL-ENGA.
llAKIiOUR B.VR." 2 vols., crowu Svo, 21s.

By the Author of "The
[Sou- ready.

NEW NOVEL—V IDA: Study of a Girl. By Amy
UCNSMCIB. 2 vols., crowu Svo, 2l8.

" It is scarcely doing justice to call this novel hopeful, the epithet which we commonly a|iply to a meritorious first effort.

There is more than hope in it ; there is performance. . . . This is an excellent book."—>Vj*('f^i^ii;'.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited by John
MUllI.EV. New Volume—

POPE. By Leslie Steplicn. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d. C-V""' ready.

Nc.w readv, Is. Cd.

THE JOURNAL of PHILOLOGY.
Edited bvW. ALDIS WRIGHT, M.A. , I. BYWATE8,
M.A., and H. JACKSON, M.A.

COKIE.VTS OP No. XVII.

NOTES on ARISTOPHANES, ACHARNIANS, 1—578.

W. G. Cl-iKK.

ON the CHARACTER of the AGNATIC GUARDIANSHIP
of MINORS and WOMEN. Notes on Gams, 1—163.

p. M. LiUKESCE.

THE STORi' of AENEAS' WANDERINGS. H. NriitE-
snir.

NOTES ontheGRAECI AKNALES of FABIUS PICTOE.
H. NuTiLEsnip.

ON some PASSAGES of VALERIUS FLACCUS. K. Elus.

PKI'RONIANUM. It. Ellis.

I'liOl'EUTIANA. J. P. PosTiiATi:.

ON SOrUOCLES, OEDLI'US XYRAKNUS, 133r-lMC.

K. U. SMIXU.

ANIMAL WORSHIP and ANIM.VL TRIBES among the

ARABS and iu the OLD TESTAMENT. W. RoBEBI.

SON Siiiru.

VEUGILl TROJAMENTUM. Aeu. V. o«0—5S7. F. P.

SlMfSON.

A PHILOLOGICAL EXAMINATION of Uie MYTH of tha

SIRENS. J. P. PosiGAiE.

0.\ a CHORUS of the CHOEPHORAE ;
with Remarks on

the Verb T07ra(,"ai and its Cognates. A. W. Veeeill.

London: MACMILLAN & CO., Bedford Stkeet, Sikasd, "W.C.
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